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Introduction

This manual presents current Military Police doctrine for traffic
operations in garrison and combat environments. The expertise
developed through proper performance of installation traffic
operations will provide a sound base for undertaking combat traffic
operations. On the modern, highly mobile battlefield, with day and
night operations, demands for proper traffic control will be
imperative. Unless personnel and materiel can be moved forward,
laterally, and retrograde, and lines of communication are kept
responsive, combined arms teams will not be successful on the
battlefield.
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You, the user of this publication, are the most important element in
keeping it current and viable. We encourage you to submit at any
time your comments or recommendations on this publication.
Please key your comments to the specific page and line of the text
which you feel needs improvement. You should provide reasons for
each comment made to insure complete understanding and
evaluation. Make your comments on DA Form 2028,
Recommended Changes to Publications, and forward to:
Commandant, US Army Military Police School, ATTN: ATZN-TDP-
C, Fort McClellan, AL 36205. Every comment will be considered.

The word “he” in this publication is intended to
include both the masculine and feminine genders and
exception to this will be so noted.
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T he objective of military traffic control is
to attain maximum flow with minimum con-
trol and direction.

The following functions are essential to attaining
this objective:

Engineering
Education
Law
Planning
Enforcement

The provost marshal has the following responsi-
bilities:

Prepare plans, policies and procedures for
traffic control.

Prepare the traffic control plan.
Coordinate traffic control activities with other

headquarters, staff offices and civil authorities.

Objectives
And Responsibilities

Provide timely information to commanders
about MP assistance they may expect during road
movements.

Implement plans and policies concerning
traffic accident investigation and prevention.

Implement traffic control studies and surveys.
Implement necessary traffic enforcement pro-

grams.
Assist in implementing traffic education/

safety programs.
Provide a permanent representative to the

highway traffic headquarters in the theater of
operations.

Supervise circulation control activities in a
tactical environment.

The role of the Military Police in traffic control
operations is to:

Enforce traffic laws, regulations and orders.
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Recommend type and location of traffic control
devices.

Assist in accident prevention and vehicle safety
programs.

Investigate and report traffic accidents.

Operate traffic control points (on the installa-
tion) and circulation control points (in the theater
of operations).

Report information concerning traffic and road

usage, progress of movements; perform hasty
route reconnaissance; and relay any information
of intelligence value.

Be prepared to implement alternate or tempo-
rary routes for traffic.

Actively participate in rear area protection and
disaster control operations.

Perform traffic escort and convoy escort duties.
Perform other duties involving security, law

enforcement and crime prevention.
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Supervision

Supervision of traffic operations is a responsibility
shared by individual MPs, patrol supervisors, desk
sergeants, MP duty officers (MPDOS) and the
provost marshal (PM). All personnel involved in
traffic operations must accomplish the following

Evaluate traffic plans efficiency and make
recommendations for improvement.

 Maintain safe and efficient flow of traffic along
roadways.

Recognize and correct traffic problems.
Provide security and safety requirements at

traffic accident scenes.
Prepare and review traffic accident reports.

Supervision
And Planning

Principles

Perform traffic law enforcement activities.

The MP supervisor acts as a coordinator of all
traffic activities during a given time. Teamwork
among all on-duty MPs is imperative. In areas
where there are not adequate standing policies, the
supervisor must provide guidance on the spot. This
guidance may be needed in the following situa-
tions:

Fixed traffic points
Construction sites
Detour sites
Accident scenes
Special events
Escort duties
Disaster operations.
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roads circuitous or dead end. One-way roads
reduce accidents.

Planning

The following principles of traffic planning should
be considered when establishing traffic control
operations.

Functional Areas

Such areas on an installation may include the
headquarters, residential, barracks and commer-
cial areas. The following actions will insure their
integrity:

Concentrate traffic on a minimum number of
well-defined, easily controlled routes.

Direct traffic around—not through—functional
areas.

Attempt to have separate routes leading to
different functional areas.

Establish direct routes for heavy traffic from off
post to locations on post.

Traffic Load

Traffic on roadways should be reduced to avoid
congestion. Some proven techniques are:

Stagger work hours with minimum 15-minute
time separation.

Encourage use of car pools.
Improve and encourage use of public transpor-

tation.
Restrict the volume of vehicles, if necessary.

Primary Circulation System

The traffic plan should establish major routes to
bear most of the traffic load. Primary routes
should pass around the borders of functional
areas to preserve area integrity. Interconnect-
ing routes should also skirt the boundaries of
major areas. To discourage unnecessary use of
roads in troop or residential areas, make the

One-Way Reversible Roads
One-way roads may improve traffic flow, espe-
cially if reversible—one-way in for mornings and
one-way out for afternoon. Narrow roads can carry
a greater volume of one-way traffic than two-
way. One-way roads help reduce congestion at
intersections where there are many left hand
turns or accidents. Temporary one-way roads
during morning and evening rush hours may
reduce congestion and increase traffic flow.
Eliminating curb parking on two-way roads
may eliminate the need to establish one-way
roads.

Speed Zones

Speed zones should be determined by the areas the
road passes through. Consider the following
criteria before setting speed limits:

Each speed limit should safely handle
traffic, allowing for sufficient stopping dis-
tance between hazards.

Maximum speeds should follow the 85th
percentile rule, and minimum speeds should
follow the 15th percentile rule (see Speed
Studies, Chapter 22).

Reasonable speed limits encourage driver
compliance.

Adopt the Uniform Vehicle Code 30 mph
speed or the state assimilated speed for urban
type roadways.

Unnecessarily restrictive speeds may be
ignored by drivers, requiring greater and
unnecessary enforcement efforts.

Safety Measures

Reviews of traffic studies, patrol reports, and
accident investigations may lead to recommenda-
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tions for improving traffic safety. Such recommen-
dations include:

Install traffic control devices at intersections,
curves, hills, etc.

Improve street lighting.
Improve information and education programs

directed at drivers.
Improve parking capabilities (off-street park-

ing is better than on-street parking).
Improve pedestrian controls by installing

traffic signals, fences and islands.
Repair signs and signals and repaint pavement

markings.
Install force arrestors (such as water bumpers,

metal drums with sand or water ballast).

Special Events

Special events often generate heavy traffic vol-
ume. Traffic control is possible with planning
based on the following considerations:

Routes to the event should be direct.
Main routes should terminate at parking

areas.
Special routes should be marked for emergen-

cy vehicles and operators briefed on these
routes.

A special traffic plan should be publicized
through the installation bulletin and leaflets.

Normal traffic should be detoured around the
area.

Directions and guide signs should be used
extensively.

Disasters

MP planning support to local police during
disasters should consider the following:

Establish primary route for vehicles aiding
evacuation, recovery and reestablishment of
disaster areas.

Establish information points at main entry
routes to the disaster area.

Prohibit unnecessary traffic (onlookers).
Direct normal and unnecessary traffic around

the disaster area.
Establish a communications net.

Military Police must be concerned with
provisions of the Posse Comitatus Act
during off-post disaster operations.
Consult your local staff judge advocate
office for details.
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Operations

The principles discussed here are
generally applicable in peacetime and in
combat, with only necessary changes re-
quired in specific situations.

Check validity of orders, passes, off-post
dispatches and identification cards.

Seize contraband and identify DWI suspects.

How-To
Checkpoints

Checkpoints are used to:

Insure proper use of routes.
Check vehicles for safety deficiencies.
Prevent illegal removal of government proper-

ty.
Enforce post regulations and drivers license

requirements.
Prevent unlawful entry onto the installation.

A checkpoint should be hidden fom distant
view to prevent approaching vehicles from taking
evasive action. However, it should not be posi-
tioned so that it is a sudden surprise to motorists. A
driver should have time to see the checkpoint and
stop safely.

There should bean area available where vehicles
can be moved off the main roadway.

Immediate approach lanes should be out-
lined with traffic cones, stakes, engineer tape,
instructional signs, etc.
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A barrier, such as a wooden pole or gate should be
used to stop vehicles from leaving the checkpoint
area until allowed to do so.

A patrol vehicle should be available to pursue
motorists who fail to stop at the checkpoint or
attempt to evade it.

Selection of subjects must not be arbitrary—select
every, every other, every fifth car, etc.

The general public should be informed that
checkpoints are used on a random selection basis.
This will encourage voluntary compliance.
The exact location is never given.

MPs should be alert for new ways to evade the
checkpoint or to

Roadblocks

conceal items.

Roadblocks are used to seal off areas in which a
crime has been committed or to apprehend
violators. They are also used to seal off access to
roads. This is often necessary when special events
are to take place, such as parades or training
demonstrations.

How-To

Conduct prior reconnaissance of the road
network to determine where roadblocks should be
located to effectively seal off the area. The desk
sergeant should be given this information, so he
can take immediate action if necessary.
Select roadblock locations that provide cover for
the MPs when possible.
Select locations that minimize possible danger
to bystanders.
Obtain equipment to warn people of the road-
blocks (public address sets and loudspeakers).
Emplace traffic cones, flares and signs.
Use other equipment as needed, such as addi-
tional vehicles, barricades, engineer tape, rope,
cable, etc.
Channel traffic passing the roadblock. On two-
lane roads this can be done by parking patrol
vehicles at 45-degree angles on each side of the
road, partially blocking traffic. The vehicles
should be 15 to 25 yards apart (13 to 21 meters); and
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warning signs should be used. On multilane
roads, all traffic should be forced into one lane of
traffic.
A patrol vehicle should be ready to pursue a
motorist who runs the roadblock.
If searches or interrogations are anticipated,
there should be an area for vehicles to be pulled
over. If a search is to be conducted, all MPs must
know precisely what they are looking for.
Attention to barricading the roadway shoulders
or ditches should be considered if it is possible to
drive through these.

Administrative Dismount Points

Administrative dismount points are areas estab-
lished where personnel are required to dismount
from their vehicles and proceed on foot. Only
preselected and designated vehicles are permitted
to proceed beyond the dismount point.

When and Where
These dismount points are most commonly seen at
special events such as parades, ceremonies and
briefings.

Why

One function of administrative dismount points is
to direct traffic in and out of designated areas.
Another is to insure that all vehicles park in
specified areas. They also prevent unauthorized
persons from entering restricted areas.

How-To
To operate a successful dismount point, first
survey the proposed location. Can it stop the
traffic flow near the desired location? Is it
relatively near the final destination of personnel?
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You should also establish a distinct parking
area to include entrance(s); exit(s), and directional
signs.
Provide sufficient personnel to control the
traffic flow.
Remember to brief Military Police so they may
provide information.

Detour Sites

On an installation, traffic control at detour or
construction sites may be required to avoid
motorist confusion and congestion. Operation is
the same as for a defile operation in a tactical
environment. Normally, the organization doing
the work at a site will provide its own control
personnel. MPs advise and/or assist them, parti-
cularly during periods of heavy traffic.

How-To

To operate a detour site, follow these guidelines:
Route traffic to the right side of the road when

possible.

Separate heavy traffic such as trucks from
passenger cars if the roadnet is limited or if bridges
are restricted..

Reduce speed limits.
Actively supervise traffic flow to prevent the

tendency of drivers to bunch up, which often
causes rear end collisions.

Identify and mark alternate and by-pass
routes well in advance, so vehicle operators can
avoid the detour area.

Use one-way traffic if no by-pass is possible.
Several methods of control are available. The most
common are covered next.
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Methods of Control

Flags The MP at one entrance to the detour gives
a flag to the last vehicle operator in a group
entering the detour, with instructions to
return it to the MP at the other end. When
this occurs, the other MP allows a new
group of vehicles to enter and repeats the
process.

MP Rider This is the same as the flag method,
except that an MP rides in the last
vehicle of each group continually
repeating the process.

Trail Vehicle In this method a patrol vehicle
follows each group and the opera-
tion is the same as above.

Lead Vehicle   This method is operated the same
also, except the patrol vehicle
leads each group. This is effective
when the detour is long or confus-
ing. The MP acts as a guide.

Turnout A turnout is a side area of the road
where a group of vehicles can turn off
the road and allow another group to
pass. If a detour is long, the use of a
turnout allows vehicles to enter the area
the same time from each end. The first
group to reach the turnout pulls into it
and waits. The second group passes in
the opposite direction and then the first
group may start again. This method
requires that control personnel be sta-
tioned at both ends. A common problem
is that vehicle breakdowns may occur
on the travelled road, disrupting traffic
flow.

Parking

Parking control is necessary to avoid unnecessary
congestion, abuse and accident hazards. Indica-
tors of a parking problem include:

Excessive, illegal or overtime parking.
Excessive cruising to find parking space.

Extensive congestion in traffic flow near
parking lots.

Parking in excess of 400 feet (120 meters)
from a desired location.

Permanent parking facilities are developed as
an integral part of the installation traffic and
building plan.

Temporary parking may be required for special
events. When selecting a site for temporary
parking, you should follow these steps:

Determine the time which the area till be
needed.

Determine the estimated turnover rate of
vehicles.

Survey the area to be used and mark off all areas
within it which must be avoided, such as holes or
rocky areas.

Mark out the area to be used with signs or
engineer tape.

Establish clearly defined entrance/exit loca-
tions, preferably ones that border on secondary
roads so congestion on primary roads is avoided.

Determine what type of parking is to be used,
such as head-in or 45-degree angle.

Determine the areas to be set aside for desig-
nated persons and VIPs.

Insure traffic flow within the lot is well
defined. Use signs, tape and chalk. (See Parking
Studies for a detailed explanation of lot types.)

Insure the surfaces of parking areas will
accommodate vehicular traffic in the event of
inclement weather. Coordinate with engineer
personnel.
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There are several general rules which improve
parking procedures- and areas. These are listed
next for your planning and operational considera-
tion. They are not firm or absolute, and adjust-
ments may be necessary in any situation:

Ideally, no vehicle should be allowed to park
on roadways as these are for movement. This
is especially important on primary roads and
in service or headquarters areas.
If on-street parking is allowed, it should be
parallel parking, not angle parking. On-
street parking should only be allowed on
lightly travelled roadways.
On-street parking must be prohibited near
intersections. Parking should be prohibited
50 feet (15 meters) from crosswalks in each
direction and at least 30 feet (9 meters) from
stop signs. If 15 percent or more of the
vehicles entering an intersection are making
left turns, parking should be prohibited at
least 150 feet (45 meters) from the intersec-
tion.

Parking lots should have a minimum of
clearly designated entrances and exits. Too
many entrances or exits lead to congestion.
They should adjoin secondary streets, if
possible, not primary roadways. They should
never be placed near intersections.

When planning parking lots, the flow of
pedestrians inside the lot should not conflict
with the main flow of vehicles.

Angle parking is more convenient to the
driver than head-in parking, however, it
requires greater control measures. The re-
quired circulation pattern must be one-way
and clearly marked.

Parking lots should have a “reservoir space”
immediately inside the exit area. It should be
an area of 30 to 40 feet (9 to 12 meters) in
which no parking is allowed. This allows for
uncontested build-up of vehicles leaving the
parking lot.
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Point Control

A traffic control point (TCP) is a desig-
nated spot on the ground or road network—in a
static garrison type environment-where Military
Police control the traffic flow.

The three goals in point control of traffic are
orderly movement of traffic in accordance with
traffic control plans, no unnecessary traffic
delays and minimum essential control meth-
ods. These goals should be accomplished with
maximum use of traffic control devices, relieving
MPs of this duty when possible.

When

Traffic control points should be used in the
following situations:

Road network is inadequate to accommo-
date traffic.

Serious delays or congestion occur or are
anticipated.

Traffic studies indicate a particular need
for control.

Security of designated persons requires
special control.

Interruptions of traffic flow are reported to
Military Police.

A location becomes unsafe.

How-To

Preparation– Military Police should receive all
necessary information needed to perform their
mission from supervisors, other MPs, personal
observation and traffic studies.
Safety equipment should be provided and used.
Common items are reflectorized crossbelts, vests,
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sleevelets, flashlights, white gloves, whistles,
platforms, temporary signs and traffic cones.

Location– In selecting a site for point control of
traffic, the most important consideration is be
able to see all vehicles and insure they see
you.
The following factors affect MP location:

Design of the intersection
Traffic volume characteristics
Light and weather conditions
Degree of control required

Extremely Reduced Visibility— Supervisors
must consider hazards to traffic and hazards to
MP safety and decide whether to leave the MP at
his post, or to use alternate control methods, such
as safety flares.

Hand Signals— This is the most common method
of directing traffic. Hand signals are standardized
to accommodate drivers of NATO countries.
Provost marshals may alter the signals to accom-
modate host country standards if necessary.
Hand signals must be executed distinctly and

At night or during other low visibility periods,
flashlights or traffic batons can be used but
only if drivers commonly understand their use.

(See Appendix B for details on hand signals.)

Whistle— Whistles supplement visual signs in
attracting a driver’s attention. When used too
frequently, their effectiveness declines.

The standard whistle signals are:
STOP– one long whistle.
GO— two short whistles.
ATTENTION— four or more short, sharp whis-
tles.

Controlling Traffic Effectively

To control and move traffic effectively the MP
must follow these guidelines:

Continually observe traffic for conflicts such
as:

Backed-up traffic lanes.
Excessive changes in flow speed from slow to

deliberately. Poorly executed signals only con- fast.
fuse drivers. Vehicles blocking intersections.
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Firmly establish personal control by per-
forming all signals and movements with precision
and by insuring drivers obey signals.

Give priority to the major route. All
secondary road traffic moves during breaks in the
major flow. If breaks do not occur, allow traffic to
accumulate on secondary roads before directing it
to move. Make changes in flow direction only
when the intersection is clear.

Insure heavy vehicles have sufficient go time
to build up speed and sufficient stop time to slow
down and stop.

Allow right turns whenever they do not
interfere with traffic flow and do not create danger
for pedestrians.

Make sure opposite lanes are stopped before
allowing left turns to be made. It is best to permit
left turns during natural breaks in the traffic flow.

Communicate with MPs at other intersections
and TCPs.

If congestion occurs, hold other lanes until it
is cleared.

If two lanes must merge, alternate the traffic
flow.

If exit lanes are filled, prohibit further
turning movements.

Special Situations
Special attention must be given to TCPs at
schools, hospitals, fire stations and special events.

The actions of school children are impulsive.
Pay constant attention to their actions and allow
them to cross streets only when orderly. Require
drivers to move slowly and cautiously.

Sudden emergency vehicle movements are
common at hospitals and fire stations. MPs on
TCPs must quickly establish their presence to
control traffic and prevent congestion and acci-
dents.

MPs must be able to provide information at special
events, since drivers may be unfamiliar with
actions expected of them and rely on MPs for
guidance and information.
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Motor patrols greatly assist law enforce-
ment efforts on military installations, particularly
those with extensive road networks.

In traffic control, motor patrols are used to:
Supply information, assistance and services.
Investigate traffic accidents.
Conduct traffic reconnaissance.
Provide traffic escorts.
Assist traffic control points (TCP).
Encourage voluntary compliance with traffic

laws.
Enforce traffic regulations.
Deter crime.

Motor Patrol

Advantages
Provide greater area coverage
More people see and are aware of them
Greater communication capability
Quicker response time to emergencies

Disadvantages

Less personal contact
opposed to foot patrols

Traffic congestion can
response

with the public as

affect mobility and
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Generally makes a less detailed inspection of
an area than a foot patrol

Vehicle breakdowns and serviceability require-
ments

MP Vehicles

MPs use a variety of vehicles to accomplish their
traffic missions. These include autos, motorcycles,
trucks and aircraft.

The MP sedan is used for most installation traffic
operations in CONUS and overseas areas.

Motorcycles are very effective vehicles in con-
gested traffic because of their maneuverability.
They should not be used during periods of
inclement weather or when violator speeds are
excessive. Also, there is little cargo space for safety
or service equipment.

Scooters or three-wheel (service model)
motorcycles possess the same favorable charac-
teristics as motorcycles and should be considered
for parking, law enforcement, and other traffic
assignments in congested and headquarters
areas. The attached carts provide space for safety,
service and enforcement equipment.

Vans and panel trucks offer size and configura-
tion for transportation of large amounts of safety
and special investigation equipment, as well as a
comfortable and protected area for conducting on-
the-scene interviews.

Pickup trucks are particularly suitable for
operations on ranges or in outlying areas where
dirt and gravel roads are common.

The quarter-ton utility truck is required for
support of tactical unit training missions. The jeep
is a versatile vehicle especially suited to off-road
MP operations. It should not be used as a primary
patrol vehicle for continuous operations on paved
surf aces.

Aircraft— fixed wing and helicopters—are useful
for a number of traffic operations. These include:

General traffic observation and control
Traffic law enforcement
Emergency medical evacuation
Transportation of personnel and equipment
Disaster and emergency operations

Aircraft used in MP traffic operations should be
equipped with identification markings; search-
light; multichannel radio receiver and transmitter;
public address system; siren; and emergency
medical equipment.

Methods

Normally, motor patrols are comprised of two
MPs—a driver and a rider. The senior MP is
normally the rider; however, driving duties maybe
alternated to avoid driver fatigue. There are two
methods of mobile patrol. They are:

Area patrol may include several streets,
roads, etc.

Line patrol is on a designated route between
two points, usually on several heavily used
connecting streets.
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Mobile Patrols Stationary Traffic Observation
Mobile patrols are useful in observing traffic flow,
speed, possible congestion and in pursuing crime
prevention activities. MP patrol vehicles should be
driven in the right lane of traffic and should not
exceed posted speed limits. The patrol which
moves slower than the speed limit is able to better
judge traffic and to observe the patrol area.
Speeding creates a very poor public impression.

MP patrols also perform stationary traffic obser-
vation (STO) at selected places (an intersection
experiencing a high accident rate or a location
with chronic congestion problems) to deter and
detect traffic violations. This procedure (STO)
includes monitoring the speed of passing vehicles
with speed measuring devices.
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The MP goal is preventive enforcement
by encouraging voluntary compliance
with traffic laws.

There are two methods of STO—conspicuous and
visible.

Conspicuous— MPs endeavor to attract atten-
tion by remaining in full view of traffic with a
marked vehicle.
Visible— MPs locate in full view of traffic, but
in a manner that requires some scrutiny by a
motorist to be discovered.

The most effective method of conducting motor
patrol is a combination of stationary and mobile
methods. The decision to move or to park should be
based on known facts.
For example, intersection “A” has experienced
several accidents recently between the hours of
1600 and 1645, which have been caused by failure
to yield. A stationary patrol may be effective at
that time and location, and could provide a reliable
source of information for traffic control improve-
ments.

While on motor patrol, MPs should be constantly
alert for road and safety hazards such as:

Radical changes in traffic, road, or weather
conditions.

Conflicts in the established traffic plan.
Deterioration of the road network (potholes, oil

slicks, etc.).
Malfunctioning traffic control devices.

Equipment

Distinctive Markings

MP vehicles used for traffic operations should bear
distinctive markings to be readily recognizable
and to increase the effect of their presence on
potential traffic law violators.

Placards bearing the words “Military Police” (bold
black letters on a white background) should be
placed on the front, rear and sides of each vehicle
when possible.

Emergency Signal Devices

Patrol vehicles should be equipped with sirens, PA
system, warning lights and the appropriate
special equipment.

Sirens (Audible Warning Devices)

These may be mechanical or electronic.

PM policy should specify, after appropriate legal
research of jurisdictional statutes, whether or not
the high-low and/or yelp sounds conform to the
jurisdiction’s statutes requiring other traffic to
yield the right-of-way to emergency vehicles
sounding the warning.

Public Address (PA) System

A PA system should be part of the electronic siren
set up. Appropriate verbal commands through the
vehicle’s loudspeaker are additional audible warn-
ings which other traffic units are required to obey.

The ordinary vehicle horn used with warning
lights is a recommended practice. The horn
produces a less startling sound and avoids
disturbing other vehicle operators who are not the
object of MP traffic enforcement.

Warning Lights

The lights can be red, blue, or red and blue, and
must conform to local statutory requirements.
Current law enforcement preference is for blue
lights, or blue with a white light.

Warning lights can be steady, flashing, alter-
nately flashing on each side of the vehicle, or a
combination of steady and flashing.

The flashing of lights can be accomplished by
interrupting the electric current (flasher unit); by a
reflector that circles the light source; by several
light sources with individual reflectors, all of
which revolve; or by gaseous discharge lamps
(strobes).
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Ordinarily, the higher the lights, the better their
visibility. Warning lights mounted below the roof
line are more likely to be obscured by intervening
traffic units (as opposed to those positioned along
the left and right sides of the emergency vehicle).

Warning lights shining to the rear indicate a
roadway hazard to motorists approaching the MP
vehicle when it is halted on or near the roadway.
Especially effective for high-speed roadways and
rolling terrain are devices that can be raised well
above the roof level and contain flashing warning
lights and/or lights patterned to direct traffic to
move left or right, away from an accident scene or
obstruction.

Other Equipment

Patrol vehicles may also carry the following
special equipment:

Safety Equipment— portable lights, flares,
traffic cones, fire extinguisher (dry chemical).
First Aid— first aid kit, blankets.
Tools— shovels, ax, crowbar, jacks, rope,
wrenches.
Service/Admin— area maps, report forms,
directions, clipboard.
Accident Investigation Kit— measuring de-
vices, chalk, evidence containers, rope or chain.
Spotlight— portable or roof-mounted (remotely
controlled from inside the vehicle).

Escorts

Military Police may be called on to provide motor
escorts for convoys, physical security reasons, VIP
security, etc. The purpose of such escorts is to
enforce traffic regulations and insure safe, law
abiding movement. There are several methods of
conducting motor escorts. The method used will
depend on geography, resources and the propose of
the escort.

Convoy commanders are responsible for general
organization and procedures used within their

convoys. Military Police are there to assist by
accomplishing the following:

Leading— The MP patrol vehicle leads the
vehicle(s)—often emergency vehicles—
and provides escort through intersec-
tions and congested areas.

Leading
And Following— A minimum of two patrol

vehicles are used—one leading
and one following-the es-
corted vehicles. The MP in the
front vehicle dismounts at
intersections/TCPs. They then
remount and resume their lead
position. The following patrol
vehicle(s) keep the convoy
closed up, render assistance,
and provide security. Traffic
congestion or the number of
vehicles being assisted, may
prevent the lead MP vehicle
from regaining the lead. This
situation will require the first
escorted vehicle to lead the
convoy temporarily.

Empty Truck— A truck with Military Police
precedes the convoy and posts
MPs at designated locations to
establish TCPs. An empty truck
follows the convoy and picks up
the MPs. Personnel should be
numbered to avoid missing some-
one.

Leapfrog— Additional Military Police in a patrol
vehicle precede the convoy and post
personnel at designated locations.
When the convoy passes, the MPs
remount and pass the convoy. The
procedure is repeated as necessary.
This method is particularly limited on
narrow, congested, or mountainous
roads. A modified leapfrog method
uses more than one patrol to perform
the mission. This method is very
useful when TCP locations are close
together.

Perimeter— This method employs patrol escorts
on all four sides of the escorted
vehicles. The security provided can
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be expanded with additional perime- combination of both. As the area changes, the
ter rings. escort method is also changed. Prior to a move-

ment off the installation, coordination is made
with local law enforcement agencies who can
assist the Military Police escort through congested

Route Influence
and built-up areas, onto high-speed roadways.
This assistance will reduce the need for TCPs at
major intersections. However, unit guides and

A route selected for a convoy may pass through temporary direction signs are required to prevent
built-up areas, flat and open country, or probably a loss of stragglers.
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Principles and Policies

A traffic violation or offense is broadly defined as
the commission or omission of any act
prohibited or required by rules, regulations
or laws governing the conduct of traffic. The
purpose of traffic law enforcement is to make the
roads safe for all traffic and to encourage volun-
tary compliance with traffic laws by all motorists.

Well-defined policies concerning enforcement of
traffic laws must be established by the installation
commander. Since the Military Police will often be
required to make on-the-spot decisions, they
should keep in mind these policies and principles:

Traffic Law
Enforcement

Take uniform action for the same violations
under similar conditions.

MPs should be able to detect and identify
unusual or illegal behavior, or conditions which
produce or accompany such behavior.

MPs should be able to evaluate the legality or
illegality of such behavior and interpret its
effect on applicable laws.

MPs should be able to apply allowable toler-
ances and know if they have sufficient evidence
to support the formal citation of an offense.

MPs should be able to apprehend violators
under adverse conditions.

Take immediate action once a violation is
observed. This must be done with the safety of the
public and the MPs in mind.
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Selective enforcement is the distribution of
MP traffic control assets where they are most Pace Methodneeded and will be most effective. It is based on the
prediction and prevention of future violations and In this method, the MP driver positions his vehicleaccidents from past experience. Patrols are as- behind the suspect vehicle and matches thesigned duties in proportion to violation and traffic driving speed. A constant interval should beaccident distribution by time and place. Efforts are
directed to reducing violations and accidents by maintained between the two vehicles for a mini-
the presence and activity of MP patrols. mum distance of 3/10th mile (.48 km). The MP

should note the speed when this process first
When establishing guidance policies for MPs, begins, and again when the distance is completed.

tolerances are often implemented. This leeway To employ this method the MP vehicle must be
allows for mechanical and human error. calibrated to insure that its speedometer gives a
For example, if the speed limit is 30 mph (48 km/h) true indication of speed. Only the driver should
policy might be that speeding violations will be note the speed since he is looking directly at the
cited only when speeders exceed 35 mph (56 km/h). speedometer. The MP rider will get a false reading
Tolerances strengthen any enforcement program due to his angle of sight.
since it prohibits the excuse that a mistake has The driver should read the speedometer after his
been made. catch up speed has stabilized and is the same as
CAUTION: Do not allow tolerances to be the suspect vehicle. The matching speed must be
arbitrarily increased. maintained, and the driver should call out the

speedometer readings to the partner during the
The community should be informed when pace.

certain driving actions are causing accidents or
traffic problems. The community should also be Speedometers should be calibrated at least
informed that stringent enforcement efforts are in quarterly. A chart must be maintained in each
effect. This will enhance the enforcement effort. patrol vehicle listing any speedometer deviation

from true speeds up to the top speed at which
excessive speed arrests can be expected. Speed-
ometer more than 2 or 3 mph (4 or 5 km/h) off

Speed Measuring Devices should be repaired.

While speeding does not cause all accidents, it does Time/Distance/Speed
have a definite effect on the severity of accidents. ComputationsFor this reason, efforts to control speeding are
often of prime concern. Speed measuring devices  distance are used to control speed, increase compliance speed =
with traffic laws, and to conduct speed time
studies. Once distance has been accurately measured,
When planning for use of speed measuring precise timing of the period necessary for a vehicle
devices, the following considerations must be to travel such distances permits computation of
evaluated to determine the device or method most the vehicle’s speed.
suited for any given situation:

StopwatchesCost.
Local recognition by judicial authorities. A stopwatch can be used to determine the speed of

vehicle traveling a measured distance (normally
Training required for persons to use devices. 1/6 of a mile, 880 feet or 265 meters). Tables which
Maintenance requirements. relate miles per hour to the elapsed time necessary

for a vehicle to have passed through the distance
Mission and environment of unit employing the being used, enable an MP to determine the speed of

devices. any vehicle he times.
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Aircraft Enforcement
Speed enforcement by this method is used by air
and ground teams. The MP in the aircraft
determines vehicle speed and relates the identity,
speed, location and direction of travel to the
ground unit which effects the enforcement contact.

Painted marks on the roadway at precisely
measured intervals (from 1/8 mile to one mile) are
used by the MP in the aircraft to mark the
beginning of the speed measuring course.

Airplane silhouettes may be used as the painted
marks to increase the sense of presence of traffic
enforcement personnel.

Automatic Stationary Speed
Computer And Recording
Instrument (ASCRI)
This type device is placed adjacent to a road or
highway and consists of four main parts:

Sensing devices in the roadway which detect
passing vehicles between two precisely mess-
ured points.
A computer which automatically produces a
speed figure from the information received from
the sensing devices.
A light source which provides light sufficient
for photographing the vehicle and its operator
without interfering with the driver’s vision.
A camera which photographs simultaneously
on one frame the vehicle and driver, the speed
figure produced by the computer, the time, date,
location and any other information essential for
prosecution and previously set as a display
within the instrument.

The ASCRI is set to record only those violators
exceeding the speed limit by a sufficient margin to
require enforcement action. If driving too slowly is
a problem, the instrument can be set to record this
type of violation also.

Personnel are required to replenish the film
supply; develop the film; and process notifications
to owners of the involved vehicles of the enforce-

ment action contemplated. An accurate installa-
tion vehicle registration system and coordination
with the state, or other applicable vehicle registra-
tion agencies is necessary for efficient processing
of violations.
Installation of the ASCRI is recommended primar-
ily at the beginning of reduced speed zones, such as
entrances to an installation, troop area, school
zones, etc.

RADAR

RADAR (radio detection and ranging) speed
measuring devices operate by measuring the
difference between high frequency radio signals
sent from the instrument and the signals reflected
back to the instrument by the object vehicle. The
instrument automatically reads out the difference
in miles per hour (km/h). A desirable characteristic
is automatic or self-calibrating.

The three basic types of RADAR devices used by
MPs are stationary, moving/pacing, and hand-
held.

Stationary RADAR
This type device is normally operated from a
patrol vehicle parked along a roadway for
stationary observation and enforcement. An
additional patrol vehicle is stationed to
intercept vehicles identified as speeding by
the RADAR-equipped patrol.

Desirable model characteristics for station-
ary RADAR include digital readout with
speed lock-in capability, audible alarm and
range selector. The antenna should have an
all-weather housing and brackets for win-
dow mounting.

Moving RADAR
This type device installed in a patrol vehicle
(normally connected to the cigarette lighter
receptacle) allows the patrol to selectively
monitor speeds of approaching devices up to
approximately 2,500 feet away while the
patrol vehicle is moving.

The mobility of moving RADAR-equipped
patrol vehicles allows high visibility of MP
patrols, which is an important deterrent to
speeders.
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RADAR models selected for use should have
the following characteristics:

Audible alarm— triggers when a speeder is
detected, thus eliminating the need to con-
stantly watch the readout unit.
Easy-to-read digital display— also locks
the violator’s speed for reference by the MP
and the violator after the enforcement con-
tact has been made.
Portable operation— with addition of a
battery pack.
Solid State Circuitry
Capable of stationary mode operation—
when patrol vehicle is conducting stationary
enforcement.
Range selection capability— to extend or
reduce operational range, depending on
terrain or structured influences.

Hand-held RADAR
These small, lightweight devices have a
completely enclosed component antenna and
are powered by either a cigarette lighter
receptacle or a portable battery pack.

Commonly known as speedguns, a hand-held
radar, after being turned on, continuously
emits a microwave signal which bounces off
the vehicle and is absorbed by the shield in
front of the speedgun. This is instantly
translated into a digital readout on the
screen of the speedgun and can be locked in
by pulling the trigger. This allows the
reading to be held on the screen until the
release button is pushed.

Desirable model characteristics of speed-
guns include:

Easy-to-read digital display.
Solid-state circuitry.
Telescopically coiled, retractable power
cord.
Can be vehicle mounted.

Hand-held RADARS used by MPs on motorcycles
can be easily stored in attached saddlebags or
accompanying cart.
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Considerations
Operator Training— Operators require mini-

mum training in site selection, positioning
and handling of antenna, use of internal
calibration system or tuning fork, judging
effects of terrain and structural influences,
and severe weather conditions such as heavy
rain.

Maintenance— A scheduled maintenance pro-
gram in accordance with manufacturer
specifications must be established and re -
cords maintained of services performed by
qualified technicians.

Tuning Forks– The tuning fork is a calibrated
instrument certified by the manufacturer. It
should never be struck against a hard object.
Preferably, strike the heel or sole of your shoe.

Civil Laws– Supervisors must insure compliance
with applicable civil laws. Since radar
operation can interfere with other communi-
cations, some jurisdictions require prior
approval for its use.

Drunk Driving

The operation, while drunk, of any motor vehicle is
punishable under Article 111, Uniform Code
of Military Justice. Law enforcement personnel
normally detect this violation by observation of
unusual, abnormal or illegal driver behavior.
Some examples of these types of behavior are:

Driving with extreme caution, especially
slow speed on through streets and highways;
stopping where no stop is required; long stops at
stop signs; and apparent confusion at intersec-
tions.

Lane straddling, speeding, or failure to
signal a turn.

Erratic movement, such as weaving; driving
in the wrong lane; driving on the road shoulder
and moving over the center line, especially on
curves.

Swerving farther than necessary when
passing or taking a long time to return to the
proper lane after passing.

Failure to dim bright lights and/or repeated
difficulty in engaging gears of a vehicle.

Investigative Procedures

When a traffic accident or violation occurs and law
enforcement personnel observe unusual, abnor-
mal or illegal driver behavior indicating driving
ability might be impaired due to alcohol or drug
use, observation and behavior tests should be
made and recorded on DD Form 1920 (Alcoholic
Influence Report). Driver actions such as reaching
for license or getting out of the car can be very
valuable evidence.
MPs should also obtain as much information as
possible concerning the incident during the
investigative phase.
Areas to be investigated:

When, where and with whom did the
suspect drink?

How much and what type of liquor was
consumed?

What conditions were involved in the
accident, and/or how did the suspect operate
the vehicle?

Are there physical or emotional condi-
tions which might explain the suspect’s
unusual behavior or apparent intoxication?

Is there paraphernalia, associated with
intoxicants, on the suspect’s person or vehi-
cle?

Frequently a suspect will exhibit one or more signs
of alcohol or drug influence such as odor of liquor,
slurred speech, profanity, sloppy appearance,
unsteadiness or irrational behavior. It should be
noted that any of these signs may also be caused
by chronic or acute illness or physiological
conditions such as diabetes, amnesia, shock,
nervousness, speech disorders, muscular dystro-
phy, etc. If illness is suspected, medical authorities
should be contacted immediately.

After you decide that a driver is under the
influence of intoxicant or drugs, never allow the
person to operate his vehicle. You must secure his
personal property and vehicle. Before driving
or towing a privately owned vehicle, you must
obtain the consent of the driver/owner. There
should be an impound location near the MP
station to park such vehicles.
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If the driver/owner refuses to let you or another
person drive the vehicle, secure it at the scene by
locking the doors and removing the keys.

DD Form 1920

DD Form 1920 is used to record observations and
behavior tests conducted on persons suspected of
driving under the influence of alcohol/drugs. The
form consists of a heading and six sections. The
order in which these sections are filled out is based
on local policy which will also include when to
offer chemical testing of blood alcohol levels.

Blood alcohol concentration standards are estab-
lished for administrative and enforcement pur-
poses in AR 190-5. The following standards maybe
modified depending on the policies of the state or
country:

0.0% to 0.05%—not intoxicated
0.05% to less than 0.10%—not necessarily
intoxicated; other evidence necessary.
0.10% or greater-intoxicated

Completion Steps for 1920
Heading

Entries are self-explanatory in this part of DD
Form 1920. Make no entry in blocks if the
information is unknown.

Section I—Observations
Identify individual in the “Made By” and “Wit-
nessed By” blocks. Include units and installation
for each. Enter short descriptions as appropriate.
In the “Clothes” block, mark out the inappropriate
words. In each category, more than one block may
be checked if applicable.

Section II—Performance Tests
Prior to conducting the tests in this section, a
military suspect must be advised of his rights. The
suspect may refuse to perform these tests; if so,
enter “Refused Test.” The suspect may also refuse
to finish a test once started; if so, enter “Refused to
Continue Tests.” If a suspect refuses to be tested,
move to Section IV (skip Section III).

Conduct the tests as follows:
Balance– Ask the suspect to stand upright,

arms outstretched, on one foot. Repeat the
process on the other foot. Observe his actions.
Next have the suspect stand upright, feet
together, eyes closed with his head tilted
backwards. Observe and record his actions on
the form.
Walking and Turning— Have the suspect
walk about 15 feet (4 to 5 meters) by placing heel
to toe. Next sharply request the suspect to “turn
around, please, and walk back in the other
direction.” Observe and record his actions.
Finger To Nose— Have the suspect stand erect
with eyes closed and arms extended horizon-
tally. Instruct the suspect to touch his nose, first
with his right, and next with his left index
finger. Observe and record his actions.
Coins— Place three or four coins on the floor
and ask the suspect to pick them up. Observe
and record his actions.

Section III—Interview
Prior to completing this section, every suspect
(civilian and military) must be warned of his
rights again. If the suspect refuses to answer, this
section is not used. If the suspect does answer but
the question does not apply, enter “NA.” Read the
suspect his rights again, prior to taking the
handwriting sample of signature.

Section IV–Chemical Test Data
Under the implied consent policy outlined in
AR 190-5, any person who operates a motor
vehicle on a military installation is deemed to
have given consent to a chemical test or tests
of his blood, breath or urine for the purpose of
determining the alcoholic content of that
person’s blood.

When such tests are used, the MP will warn the
suspect that under the implied consent policy,
failure to submit or to complete a chemical test will
result in a 6-month revocation of installation
driving privileges. Suspects will be advised that
they do not have the right to have a lawyer
present prior to taking these tests.

If the suspect refuses to be tested or fails to
complete a test, the MP will complete a sworn
statement stating why the MP had reasonable
cause to believe the suspect was driving a vehicle
while under the influence, and that the suspect
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refused or failed to complete a chemical test. This
is then forwarded to the installation commander
or his designee for action. Charges of driving
under the influence may still be brought against
the suspect based on other evidence.

Chemical tests of blood, urine or other body fluids
will be conducted by qualified medical personnel
or by designated authorities of the state. Samples
of blood and urine forwarded for chemical analysis
will have a chain of custody established.

Chemical breath tests are conducted by qualified
personnel as outlined in AR 190-5. The type test
used must be approved for use by the state in which
the installation is located. The test must also be
conducted in the way the state approves. In the
absence of specific state guidance, the following
procedures will apply:

Observe the suspect for 20 minutes, during
which he should not ingest alcohol, other fluids,
foods or smoke.

Verify calibration of the test instrument by
using a control sample immediately prior to the
test.

Follow operating procedures in the manufac-
turer’s instruction manual.

Section V–Recording
Complete this section if videotape, motion pictures
or voice recordings are conducted. It is not
necessary to warn the suspect of his rights if this is

conducted in a manner in which the suspect can
normally understand, given normal perception. It
must not be done secretly.

If any questions are to be asked or answered,
the suspect must receive a rights warning.

Section VI–Supplementary Data
This section is for information concerning other
witnesses, vehicle occupants, etc. It does not
include descriptions of law enforcement personnel.

In the “condition” block, enter a phrase which best
describes the individual (“sober,” “intoxicated,” or
“unknown.”)

Miscellaneous Violations

In handling other types of traffic violations, you
must exercise a high degree of judgment. These
types of violations include:

Stop Sign Violation
Maintaining Improper Distance
Time Limit Parking
Improper Lane Usage
Improper Parking
Improper Turns
Jaywalking
Oversize or Overweight Vehicles
Improper Backing
Obstructing Driver’s View
Bicycle Violations
Driving Too Slow (so as to interfere with the
safe flow of traffic)

When making judgment decisions, Military Police
should always favor or give the benefit of the doubt
to motorists.

Whether a creeping stop, rolling through a stop
sign, or weaving between lanes is dangerous or
hazardous, must be determined by the MP, based
on the situation and guidance received from the
provost marshal.

A method of checking parking violations is to
chalk the tire and pavement in time limit zones,
and then recheck after the given time. A leeway of
15 to 30 minutes should be allowed.
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Identification

When you see someone break a traffic law, base
your actions on the following criteria:

If it is a privately owned vehicle write down:
License number, make, model and color of

the vehicle.
Installation decal number.
Number of people in the vehicle and their

sex.

Handling Violators

Any other marks on the vehicle that would
help identify it.

If it is a military or GSA (government)
vehicle, write down:

Type of vehicle (¼-ton utility truck, 2½-ton
truck, etc).

Bumper markings and USA number.
Number of persons in the vehicle and their

sex.
Any other marks on the vehicle that would

help identify it.
Check to see if the vehicle is on the stolen

vehicle list; if so, plan your stop and approach of
the vehicle.
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Pursuit and Stop

Remember: your safety and that of
the public are the most important
things to think about when pursu-
ing or stopping a violator.

Radio the desk to let the station know you are in
pursuit. Give your location and all information
you have to identify the vehicle you are pursuing.
This will help other patrols find the vehicle if you
lose it in traffic.
Use your emergency lights, public address system,
or horn to signal the violator to pull over and stop.

Note: Use your siren only if you cannot
stop the violator any other way. The
siren may startle and confuse the driver
and cause him and other drivers in the
vicinity to react suddenly in a way
dangerous to you and other traffic.

Direct the driver to the right edge of the road.
Choose a place large enough so both your car and
the violator’s can pull all the way off the road and
not interfere with other traffic.

Park your car 10 to 12 feet (3 to 4 meters) to the rear
of the violator’s vehicle and 3 feet (1 meter) to the
left. Pull in, don’t back in. (In this position your
vehicle protects you from oncoming traffic. You
also have room to move out of the way if the
violator should suddenly try to ram your vehicle.)
Leave your warning lights on.
Radio the desk and give your location.

Approach

The following illustration and text show in detail
how you should position your vehicle and how to
approach the violator’s vehicle.

People in Front Seats
The MP driver should follow these steps in
approaching a vehicle with occupants only in the
front seat:

Keep violator in sight at all times.
Approach from left side.
Stop at rear window-check trunk.
Check rear seat and floor.

Note: If no partner, driver must be
particularly sure that his check is
thorough.
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The MP rider proceeds as follows:
Approach from right side.
Stop at right rear of vehicle.
Watch people in the vehicle.
Be ready to assist driver.

People in Front and Rear Seats
When the vehicle has occupants in front and rear
seats, the MP driver proceeds as follows:

Keep violator in sight at all times.
Approach from left side–check trunk.
Stop at rear window.
Check rear seat and floor.

Note: If no partner, driver must be
particularly sure that his check is
thorough.

Go to front edge of driver’s door.
Check front seat and floor.
GO to a point near the center of the vehicle, just

behind the rear edge of driver’s door.
Watch the people in both front and back.

The MP rider’s responsibilities remain the same:
Approach from the right side.
Stop at right rear of vehicle.
Watch people in vehicle.
Be ready to assist driver.

Violator Exit From Vehicle

When it is necessary to have the violator get out of
his vehicle, follow these steps:

Check for oncoming traffic.
Open the driver’s door and move backwards

carefully with the door.

Note: When traffic makes it unsafe
for the violator to get out of the
driver’s side of the vehicle, open the
passenger’s door.

Tell the driver to move around to the rear of his
vehicle. Stay behind him, following him to the curb
or sidewalk to the right of the vehicle.

Dangerous Felon

Any time you observe, pursue, stop or approach a
dangerous felon, you must apply these guidelines
to insure your safety, that of the public and
successful completion of your duty.

Notification
Notify the desk sergeant at once and give the
following information:

Your patrol identification.
Exact location of contact with the vehicle.
Description of the vehicle and its occupant(s)–

License number, make, model and color of
vehicle.

Number of people in vehicle and sex.
Any marks which will help identify the

vehicle.
Direction of travel and the last intersection

passed.

Note: Repeat direction information
often so other patrols can converge
for support. The suspect vehicle
should be followed until it is known
that help is available.

Pursuit and Stop

Select a Good Stopping Site
Look for a level area large enough to hold 3 to
4 cars and as open as possible. A well-lighted area
is best at night.
Do not stop near alleys, buildings, vacant lots,
etc. These areas make it easier for the suspect to
escape.
Use warning lights and siren.

Remember: Your safety and that of
the public are the most important
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things to think about when pursu-
ing or stopping a dangerous felon.

Pull alongside the suspect vehicle’s rear door
and signal him to pull over. Use hand signal or
voice (public address system).
Stop your vehicle 10 to 12 feet (3 to 4 meters) to the
rear of the suspect vehicle and 3 feet (1 meter) to the
left. (Pull in, don’t back in.) In this position your
vehicle protects you from oncoming traffic and
gives you room to move out of the way if the
suspect tries to ram your car. Angle the front of
your vehicle toward the street.
At night, aim a spotlight at the vehicle interior
and follow these guides:

MP driver– Take a position behind the left
front fender of your vehicle.
MP rider– Exit from left front door and take
a position at the left rear of your vehicle.

(Maintain clear view of suspect vehicle.)

Approach

The senior MP takes command of the situation and
announces, “Military Police! You are under
apprehension! Turn off your motor and drop
your keys to the ground!”

Make sure the felon’s hands are visible. Order
him to place both hands on top of his head against
the windshield or to stick both hands and arms out
the window. Use a combination of these methods if
there are several occupants in the vehicle.

The assisting patrol parks to the rear of the first
patrol. MPs take positions near the first MP
vehicle and provides assistance. They cover the
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first patrol. They help as directed to search, guard
and report to the desk.

Remember: The senior MP from the
first patrol remains in charge to
avoid any confusion. He lets the
felon know that additional MPs are
present.

The senior MP then announces:
“Driver, open the car door—get out with
your hands up!”
“Passengers, raise your hands to the car
ceiling!”

He orders the suspects away from their vehicle and
into a prone search position on the ground or into a
kneeling search position.

The first MP driver then accomplishes the follow-
ing:

Search the suspect for weapons and evidence.
Handcuff and place the suspect in the backseat

of the patrol vehicle under guard. (Use the back
seat of the assisting patrol vehicle for additional
people.) The duties of the first MP rider include:

After each suspect has been removed from the
car, search the vehicle for weapons and evidence.
(Search the driver’s seat, the seats where any
passengers were sitting and the area under “each
seat.)

Seize any items found and any items observed
in plain view.

See Chapter 15 for additional informa-
tion on searches, seizures of property
and apprehensions.
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Include the following information in your report to
the desk:

Number and sex of persons arrested

Additional patrol(s) if needed

Description of items seized

Secure the vehicle under guard

Report departure

Minor Violators

After stopping a minor violator, you must take
whatever action is necessary-giving a warning,
issuing a citation, or apprehending the violator if
it’s a more serious offense. Normally, an MP must
maintain the highest degree of military courtesy
and bearing. If the violator is an officer, a salute is
rendered. Military rank, “Sir,” or appropriate
civilian titles will be used at all times.

The following is sound procedure for minor viola-
tors:

Greet the violator
Identify yourself
Tell him why you stopped him
Tell him what action you are going to take
Request identifying papers.

For example:
“Good morning, sir, I am Private Doe of the post
Military Police. I stopped you because you were
driving 30 mph in a 20 mph zone. I am going to
issue a violation notice. May I see your driver’s
license, vehicle registration and ID card (if
needed), please?

Normally violators will offer excuses, rationalize
their actions or admit guilt. You should allow the
violator to talk, since this permits release of
tension. You should not respond with any com-
ment. The rights of the violator must not be
violated. If it is necessary to ask any questions
concerning the offense, or, if the violator is

suspected of a more serious violation, he must be
advised of his legal rights immediately.

As an MP, you must take appropriate action
without wavering, regardless of excuses offered by
the violator. When this is completed, the violator’s
documents are returned, one by one, with any
necessary information. The violator is then
allowed to proceed safely into the traffic flow. If
traffic is very heavy, the MP should assist.

Caution: You must be alert to the
possibility that the violator may attempt
to flee the scene. Be prepared to use
necessary force.

DD Form 1805, Violation Notice

DD Form 1805 is used by law enforcement
personnel in conjunction with the US magistrate
system to process and dispose of certain categories
of minor offenses. The objectives of the system are:

Efficient commitment of judicial and clerical
time.

Simple but sure method of accounting for
tickets and fines.

Convenience to the public.
Better enforcement of minor offense laws.

To implement this system, the installation provost
marshal must coordinate and comply with the
guidelines of the local US district court. This
includes issuing a list of offenses for which a DD
Form 1805 may be issued; offenses for which a fine
may be sent by mail; and offenses that require a
mandatory court appearance. The list also must
include the amounts of fines. Guidance for
referring violators to the US magistrate also must
be established.

DD Form 1805 will be used to refer violations of
state traffic laws made applicable to the military
reservation (Assimilitative Crimes, 18 USC 13)
and other violations of Federal law to the US
magistrate in accordance with the district court
magistrate’s policies. DD Form 1805 should be
used for operators of both privately owned and
government vehicles.
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DD Form 1408,
Armed Forces Traffic Ticket

DD Form 1408, Armed Forces Traffic Ticket,
should be used in lieu of DD Form 1805 for all
traffic violations of military regulations. Form
1408 may also be used as a written warning for
those violations under conditions outlined by local
command policy. Several written warnings to an
individual, viewed collectively, can indicate a
disregard for traffic regulations and safety, or an
inadequately trained driver.

The MP must enter the circumstances which
prompted him to issue a warning rather than a
citation on copy number 2 of the form.

Related Actions
In addition to citing violators for traffic offenses,
other actions may be taken, such as checking the
validity of registration documents, license
plates, leave documents, visitor permits, etc.

If a traffic offense is a serious one, you should
record witnesses. You may have to obtain
written statements at the scene or at a later
date.

Military Police are responsible for securing
personal property of apprehended violators.
Property must be inventoried under a prescribed
method established by SOP, and a chain of
custody established.
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Responsibilities

Traffic accidents are extremely confusing Preparing, coordinating, and implementing
events. How they occur, who or what causes them, traffic accident investigation/reporting; safety;
and why they occur are factors the Military Police control; and information programs.
must determine. This section provides information Maintaining upto-date statistics on accidentand guidance on how to fulfill the Military Police
mission of reporting and investigating traffic and enforcement programs, with the aim of
accidents. improving safety, and reducing the number of

traffic accidents.
Coordinating desired safety programs with the

Provost Marshal installation safety office, information office and
schools.

The provost marshal is the principal staff
officer concerned with traffic accidents. The Military Police
PM’s responsibilities include:

Advising the commander on plans, policies, Every MP must know the fundamentals of traffic
procedures, and equipment needed to insure traffic accident investigation and know how to prepare
accident investigation and reporting, and traffic traffic accident reports. It is recommended that
safety. traffic accident investigation teams, provided
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for in TOE 19-510H, be responsible for investiga-
tion of all accidents. Each team of one MP
supervisor (E5, 95B20, ASI Q9) and one senior MP
(E4, 95B10, ASI Q9) will be able to properly and
uniformly investigate and report traffic accidents.
The duties of MP traffic accident investigators
are as follows:

Conduct traffic accident investigations.
Complete reports.
Enforce traffic regulations, rules and

orders.
Develop recommendations to reduce traf-

fic accidents and promote safety.
Provide the provost marshal and com-

manders with necessary information to take
appropriate action against traffic offenders.

MP Operations Section

Supervise the overall traffic accident investiga-
tion program.

Recommend to the PM information on proce-
dures for gathering traffic information, training
requirements and traffic control/circulation
plans.

Review reports for completeness and correct-
ness.

Coordinate safety and prevention programs
with other offices and agencies.

Inform personnel on changes in speed limits,
traffic control devices, traffic flow and other traffic
information.

Desk Sergeant

Patrol Supervisor

Proceed to scene of traffic accidents and insure
necessary traffic control is established.

Assist the investigation team, if necessary, or
provide supervision to individual shift patrol
members.

Military Police Investigators
And CID Special Agents

Investigators or special agents may assume
investigative responsibility in accidents in which
other offenses contributed to or resulted from the
accident. Military Police will notify the supporting
USACIDC element whenever a traffic accident
involves a fatality or an offense within CID
investigative responsibility as described in AR
195-2. In all cases, MPs will complete the investiga-
tion of the actual accident and provide a copy of
the report to the USACIDC element.

Since the installation commander has ultimate
responsibility for traffic accident investigation,
reporting, and safety, other persons on his staff
will also be involved in traffic programs. This may
be the primary and special staff (such as facilities
engineer, staff judge advocate, transportation
officer, surgeon, information officer and explosive
ordnance officer).

Essential Elements
Of an Investigation

Receive reports of traffic accidents/incidents DA Form 3946, Military Police Traffic Accidentand dispatch investigators, if necessary. Investigation Report, when properly completed,

Insure correctness of completed forms.
contains the essential investigation elements—
who, what, when, where, why and how.
Alone, or supported by scaled diagrams, photo-

Insure appropriate entries are made on records graphs and statements, it provides this necessary
maintained at the MP desk, such as the blotter and information. The following guidelines may be used
radio log. to determine the required depth of an investiga-
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tion. This information can provide for maximum
effective use of MP resources in investigating
traffic accidents.

Use DA Form 3946 only under the following
conditions:

No government vehicles involved and no
government property damaged.

No incapacitating or fatal injuries.
No evidence of a related serious offense.

Extensive investigative effort is required to
support the conclusion of Form 3946 in the
following situations:

Government vehicle involved or govern-
ment property damaged. When the accident
occurs off-post or outside US jurisdiction,
coordination with civilian authorities is nec-
essary.

Fatal injury.
Incapacitating injury. This is an injury

which prevents the injured person from
walking, driving or continuing normal activi-
ties. It does not include momentary uncon-
sciousness, broken fingers or toes, or simple
complaint of pain.

There is evidence that a serious offense
has been committed, such as driving under
the influence, hit and run, or reckless driving.

There is extensive damage to private
vehicle(s), making it impossible for the
vehicle(s) to be driven away safely and
normally.

Preparing for Investigation

As an MP investigator or CID special agent,
your preparation begins with yourself. You must
meet these criteria:

Present a favorable appearance and bearing.
Be technically proficient.
Remain calm and guard against injecting

personal opinions and emotions while investigat-
ing.

You should have the following investigative
equipment:

100-foot (30-meter) metal-reinforced fabric
measuring tape or plastic-coated fiberglass
measuring tape.

Accident investigator’s template.
DA Form 3946.
Paper and ruler.
Hammer, nails and stakes.
Yellow lumber crayon or chalk.
Spray paint in aerosol cans for marking

roads (yellow or orange best).
Steel pins to anchor end of tape and mark

its length when making long measurements.
Lead weight with hook to anchor end of a

tape when pins cannot be used.

The following protective and first aid equip-
ment is needed:

Blankets
Flashlight
Flares or fuses (red signal flares)
Portable reflector or flashing lights
Warning flags and stanchions
Engineer tape
Reflectorized vests
First aid kit
Traffic cones
Fire extinguisher (dry chemical)

You need these items of equipment on your
vehicle:

Warning lights
Public address system
Spotlight
Siren.

The following rescue items are needed:
Pinch bar
Heavy scissor-type jack
25-foot (8 m) tow chain or cable
Shovel
Axe
Wrenches.

For office equipment you’ll need:
Office space
Drawing board and instruments
Filing cabinets
Wall space for accident maps and diagrams.
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Training Courses

Motor Vehicle Traffic Management/Acci-
dent Investigation and Prevention Course—
A three-week course for commissioned officers
conducted by the Traffic Institute of Northwestern
University.

Traffic Management/Accident Investiga-
tion Course- A Three-week course for enlisted
personnel given by the Department of Security
Police Training, Lackland Air Force Base. (The
award of Additional Skill Identifier Q9 is author-
ized upon successful completion of this course).

Traffic Accident Investigation Course– A
three-week course conducted by the Seventh Army
Combined Arms Training Center, US Army
Europe. (ASI Q9 is authorized for award upon
successful completion of this course.)

Classification, Terminology,
Factors and Stages

Traffic accidents are classified by type and sever-
ity.

Type
Overturned
Other noncollision
Collision with pedestrian
Collision with motor vehicle
Collision with motor vehicle on other roadway
Collision with parked motor vehicle
Collision with railway train
Collision with pedalcycle (2 or 3 wheels—no

motor)
Collision with animal
Collision with fixed object
Collision with other object.

Severity

Fatal (within 12 months)
Incapacitating injuries
Nonincapacitating evident injuries
Possible injuries

Disabling damage to vehicle (cannot be moved)
Functional damage to vehicle (can move, but

would not be safe)
Other damage to vehicle (minor damage, not

unsafe).

Terminology

These definitions are provided to insure standard-
ized definition and reporting which aid in analy-
sis:
Trafficway– The entire width between property

lines, or other boundary lines, of every way or
place of which any part is open to the public
for purposes of vehicular travel as a matter of
right or custom. All highways are traffic-
ways, but trafficways also include some areas
on private property such as shopping centers.

Highway— The entire width between the bound-
ary lines of every way publicly maintained
when any part thereof is open to the use of the
public for purposes of vehicular travel; a
street; a publicly maintained trafficway.

Road— The part of a trafficway which includes
both the roadway, which is the travelled
part, and any shoulder alongside the
roadway. Where there are uncountable
curbs, the road and roadway are the same. If
there is a guardrail, the road is considered to
extend to the guardrail.

Roadway— That portion of a highway improved,
designed, or ordinarily used for vehicular
travel, exclusive of the berm or shoulder. In
the event a highway includes two or more
separate roadways the term roadway as used
herein, shall refer to any such roadway
separately, but not to all such roadways
collectively.
If there is a curb, the roadway is considered to
extend to the curb, hence roadway may
include lanes commonly used for parking. If
there is a paved shoulder, the roadway may
be distinguished from the shoulder mainly by
a painted line marking the edge of the
roadway.

Shoulder– That portion of the road contiguous
with the roadway for accommodation of
stopped vehicles, for emergency use and for
lateral support of the roadway structure.
The line between the roadway and the
shoulder may be a painted edge line, a change
in surface color or material, or a curb. On
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some modern trafficways, there may be a
surfaced shoulder on the right side, and
frequently a narrow shoulder on the left side
of a one-way roadway.

Motor Vehicle– Every vehicle which is self-
propelled and every vehicle which is pro-
pelled by electric power obtained from over-
head trolley wires, but not operated on rails.

Traffic– Pedestrians, ridden or herded animals,
vehicles, streetcars, and other conveyances,
either singly or together, while using any
highway for purposes of travel.

Pedestrian— Any person not in or upon a motor
vehicle or other road vehicle.

Driver— Person who drives or is in control of a
vehicle.

Motor vehicle traffic accident (crash)– An
unintended event involving one or more
moving vehicles, occurring on, but not limited
to, a trafficway, which results in property
damage, personal injury or death.

Pedalcycle— A vehicle operated solely by pedals,
propelled by human power, such as a bicycle
or tricycle.

Accident factors— Combinations of simultane-
ous and sequential (in sequence) circum-
stances which cause an accident.

Accident investigation— Detailed systematic
search to uncover facts (who, what, when,
where, why and how) and determine the truth
of the factors.

Collision diagram– A plan of an intersection or
section of roadway on which an accident
occurred. It is drawn by means of arrows
showing the manner of collision. Date, time
and road conditions are entered on one of the
arrows representing each collision.

Property damage— A loSS suffered by a person,
firm or other entity when property is marred,
defaced, spoiled, ruined or destroyed.

Simultaneous factors– Factors which must be
present at the same time to cause an accident.

Sequential factors— Factors which are away
from the crucial event of the accident. Certain
actions that set up situations which may
increase the probability of an accident.

Factors

The three factors involved in traffic accidents are
operational, condition and remote condition.

Operational factor is any unconventional or
hazardous behavior or negligence by a road user
which contributes directly to the accident. This
can be any of the following:

Speed– Greater or lesser than a safe normal
speed:

Making it impossible to follow a desired
curve.

Making it impossible to take successful
evasive action.

Presenting unusual surprise to other
traffic units.

Initial Behavior—
Unusual action (skidding or spinning

out).
Illegal actions (driving on wrong side of

road).
Hazardous actions (excessive lane chang-

ing).

Delayed Perception— The failure to per-
ceive and safely respond to the impending
danger of a possible accident, caused by
inattention or distraction.

Faulty Evasive Action— Evasive action is
taken when the road user reacts to a danger-
ous situation after the perception of the
danger. This may be slowing, stopping,
accelerating or turning. It is faulty and can be
an operational factor when it is not taken or
wrongly taken.

Condition Factor is a condition which contri,
butes to an operational factor. There may be one or
more condition factors, such as skidding on a
curve (an operational factor) and slippery pave-
ment (a condition factor).

Remote Condition Factor is an act or condition
which sets up an operational factor.

A road with severe potholes in it is a remote
condition factor. If a vehicle with bald tires hits a
pothole and a tire blows out, that’s a condition
factor. If a car swerves into the opposite lane and
another car collides with it, that is an operational
factor.
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Stages

Each traffic accident has a number of stages or
chain of events. Every accident will have a key
event; however, not all accidents will include all
possible stages.
1. Point of Possible Perception— time and
place at which the unusual or unexpected move-
ment or condition could have been perceived by a
normal person.
2. Point of Perception— time and place at
which the danger is perceived or actually seen.
This point comes after the point of possible
perception. Perception time is the period between
these two points. (This point does not exist in all
cases—as when a driver falls asleep at the wheel.)
3. Point of No Escape— time and place, after
which the traffic accident cannot be avoided. It
may occur before or after the point of perception.
4. Key Event— the most important stage of an
accident. There is only one key event–it is
determined by the first harmful event. It deter-
mines the exact time, place and type of accident. It
may be one of the following:

Collision on the road—When traffic units have
made their first contact (point of initial
contact)

Noncollision on the road—When only one
traffic unit is involved, and the key event
occurs on the road.

Collision or Noncollision Off the Road—When
the first harmful event occurs after the traffic
unit leaves the roadway.

5. Point of Maximum Engagement— the time
and place in a collision at which traffic units are
forced together as much as they will be. It follows
the point of impact.
6. Final Position— place where the objects
involved in a traffic accident finally come to rest.
Any collision following this stage should be
considered as another traffic accident.
7. Other Events– The following are other events
or stages which appear to a lesser degree in a
traffic accident:

Encroachment - Movement into the lane,
path or area designated to another traffic unit.

Start of Evasive Action. When first action to
avoid accident occurs.

Disengagement - The separation of units
involved in a collision.
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T o be most effective, Military Police
investigators at an accident scene must be
organized. They must conduct their investigation
in an orderly and efficient manner. This chapter
discusses the methods usedin investigating traffic
accidents. It includes initial steps, arrival at the
accident scene, securing facts, actions after
securing facts and special considerations.

Initial Steps

Prompt arrival at the scene of an accident is
essential. Safety, however, should be emphasized
at all times. Speed limits apply to all vehicles,
including emergency vehicles, and should not be
exceeded unless local policy permits, and the
situation warrants such action. While enroute, the
MP should maintain contact with the Military

Methods

Police desk. He should also be on the lookout for
any suspicious or damaged vehicles fleeing the
general area.

While enroute to the scene, the patrol should
obtain as much preliminary information as
possible concerning the accident. Such informa-
tion includes:

Location
Time of notification
Who notified the patrol and how
Weather and visibility conditions.
General information as to seriousness of the

accident—injuries, hit and run, amount of
traffic congestion, etc.

Whether or not additional support is proceed-
ing to the scene, such as wrecker, ambulance, or
additional Military Police patrols.
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By obtaining such information prior to arrival at
the scene, the investigators may more quickly and
efficiently respond to the needs of the situation.

Arrival at the Scene

The following steps should be taken upon arrival
at the scene of an accident.

Locate Patrol Vehicle

The MP vehicle should not cause further
traffic congestion. If necessary, it may, how-
ever, be used as a roadblock. At night it should be
parked so the headlights illuminate the entire
scene. During day or night emergency lights
should be on to warn approaching motorists of
the hazard.

Care for Injured
And Protect Property
The investigators should determine the extent of
injuries, if any, to accident victims; render first
aid; and request medical assistance, if necessary.
Severely injured persons should not be moved,

except to preserve their safety. The position of all
victims should be noted for report purposes and, if
on the road, the positions outlined in chalk. Final
determination of death is made by a doctor.

After caring for the injured, the scene should be
secured to protect property and preserve evidence.
Personal property of accident victims must be
protected. In case of accidents involving fatalities
or felonies, the desk sergeant should be notified to
alert the duty CID special agent. Any classified
documents found at the scene should be safe-
guarded and reported to the unit or nearest
military intelligence officer.

Establish Traffic Control
Traffic control is essential at an accident scene to
prevent further accidents or injury. If additional
MP support is necessary, it should be requested.
Under certain conditions it may be necessary to
establish control procedures prior to aiding the
injured, to prevent firther injury. Rerouting
vehicles around the accident scene is the most
common procedure used. Military personnel at the
scene may be temporarily used to help control
traffic or perform other duties, if necessary. All
other spectators or unnecessary persons should be
cleared from the accident area.
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each element of the offense. The following are
steps to be taken in securing the facts.

Additional Support

Additional support personnel should be requested,
if necessary, such as facilities engineers (for fire
trucks; powerline repair; road repair; water pipe
repair; and portable lighting), signal personnel
(for telephone repair or photography), medical
personnel (for ambulance, special medical equip
ment), and civilian police personnel within their
jurisdiction.

Moving Vehicle
And Marking Wheels
The decision to move a vehicle from its final
position must often be made by the MP patrol
arriving at the scene. When this is done, the
positions of the wheels should be marked on the
ground so they can be relocated for investigative
purposes.

Under the following conditions, a vehicle must be
moved immediately:

When an injured person is trapped in the
wreckage and cannot be treated there.

When a person is trapped in wreckage near
burning material, or an area of potential fire
hazard.

When a vehicle position is an immediate
hazard to oncoming traffic and adequate traffic
control cannot be established.

Securing Facts at Scene

After completing the initial steps and securing the
scene of the accident, the investigators obtain and
record facts needed to complete their report and to
arrive at logical and objective conclusions. Prior to
forming conclusions, however, all facts concern-
ing the accident must be obtained. The main thrust
of the investigation is to determine whether or not
there was a violation of the law; and if so, to prove

Identify and Preserve

Fragile Evidence
Any fragile evidence that can be damaged, altered,
destroyed or removed from the scene by any willful
or negligent act must be identified and secured.
Prior to removal, its position should be noted,
sketched, photographed and/or marked in chalk.
Examples of such evidence are puddles of gasoline,
oil, blood or pieces of broken glass. The position of
turn signal levers should be checked. Alcoholic
beverage containers inside a vehicle should also be
secured. Evidence should be tagged, marked, and
secured in accordance with AR 195-5 prior to its
removal from the scene.

Take Statements

Questioning and taking statements of witnesses
and victims should be done at the scene. If this is
not possible, statements should be taken as soon
as possible at the MP station or homes of those
involved. All persons who have knowledge perti-
nent to the investigation should be requested to
make and sign written statements.

Questioning and statements of suspected
persons should be conducted in accordance with
Article 31, UCMJ. Witnesses, drivers and passen-
gers should be questioned individually, out of
hearing range of others. A careful check of each
statement should be made to disclose any
discrepancies. These should be clarified at the
scene.

Format of statements should consist of a combina-
tion of narrative and questions and answers.
Drivers and passengers should include their
vehicle locations and personal reactions when
they first realized an accident might occur.
When accidents happen off-post, involving mili-
tary vehicles, or in host countries, a combined
investigation may be made with civil law enforce-
ment authorities. If the scene has been cleared
before arrival of Military Police investigators, a
copy of the civil report can usually be obtained for
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use in preparing the MP report. A form such as the
one shown on page 60 can be used to obtain
information from drivers not suspected of any
wrongdoings. It may be locally reproduced.

Recording Observations

After gaining all the information possible from all
persons involved in the accident, the investigator
begins to examine the physical condition of the
scene, and to record his observations.

Vehicle Final Rest Position
The examination should start where the vehicle
came to final rest. Debris or broken parts from
vehicles, with other indications, will help locate
the key event and indicate the paths of the vehicles
involved. Marks or traces such as skid or scrape
marks help the investigator locate pertinent points
accurately. All marks, puddles, bits of metal and
contents of vehicles must be located and their
positions measured and recorded. Skidmarks are
very important since they show position and
direction of travel, evasive action or unlawful
behavior. Note especially things that would help
locate the point of first contact, such as changes in
skidmarks, chips in pavement and damage to
roadside objects.

Path of Vehicles
The investigator should next retrace the paths of
the vehicles involved. Note visibility, condition of
sig’ns and signals, road surface condition, traffic
volume, angles of view and possible distractions.

Vehicle Search and Inspection
A careful inspection of vehicle equipment and
contents is necessary. Items affecting vehicle
control should be particularly checked, such as
tires, brakes, lights, steering, signals and safety
equipment. A vehicle may require further exami-
nation by a qualified mechanic to verify certain
conditions.

For example, it is important to know whether a tire
blew out as a result of the accident, or whether a
tire blowout was a possible contributing factor of
the accident. This fact can be determined by
analyzing skid and scuff marks. Contents of the
vehicle may also give important information
concerning the identity, residence, occupation,
destination and position of vehicle occupants.

Sketches
Depending on the type and severityof an accident,
sketches are made, which may range from a simple
sketch on DA Form 3946, to detailed scaled
drawings on separate sheets. Sketches serve
four purposes:

Help explain the accident.
Help the investigator reveal facts.
Locate any given point at the scene.
Serve as the basis for accurate scale drawings.

Field sketches are made at the scene and are used
to support the MP’s original notes. The following
information must be placed on sketches and scaled
drawings:

Time of the accident (date and hour).
Names of roads. If on a rural highway,

show the distance to the nearest identifiable
landmark.

Direction of North.
Names, SSNs and units of MPs making

measurements and drawings.
Report or case number.
References to photographs taken.

Steps in Preparing a Sketch

1. The investigator first draws the roadway,
shoulder and other areas of the scene which
are pertinent to the investigation. This includes
any physical characteristics which may constitute
contributing factors to the cause of the accident, or
which will be used as base points.

2. Base points are then drawn on the sketch.
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These are those points used in making measure-
ments by triangulation. They are permanent
objects such as telephone poles, mileage markers,
roadsign posts, etc. If permanent objects are not
available, base points can be established by
driving wooden stakes into the dirt at the edge of
the roadway or driving nails into the asphalt.
Measurements are made from the place where the
base point meets the ground. If large circular
objects, such as telephone poles are used, the exact
reference point should be marked with a nail or
paint.

3. The next portion of the sketch shows the final
position of the vehicle, occupants and objects
involved in the accident. All damage to the vehicle
and other property is also indicated on the sketch.
This information should also be entered in the
narrative portion of the investigation.

4. The sketch is completed by including informa-

tion on vehicle marks and debris at the scene.
Vehicle marks include skid and scuff marks,
scratches, scrapes and gouges of the pavement
and marks left from yaws. These marks will be
used in determining speeds of the vehicles in-
volved. Debris is useful in determining the point of
first contact. Outlines of the areas in which debris
has come to rest is included in the sketch. Debris is
usually spread in an elongated pattern in the
direction of travel. Points where debris concentra-
tion is greatest are also indicated. Notes should be
made if there appears to be two or more separate
debris areas.

5. After entering identifying information on the
sketch, the final step is to recheck the sketch at
the scene. The investigator should retravel the
paths of the accident vehicles at their level of
vision height to determine visibility and any
obstructions. The sketch must have an under-
standable legend.
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Measurements

Accurate measurements are necessary to relocate
and relate exact points in an accident scene. There
are two methods of making measurements—
triangulation and coordinate.

Triangulation Method

Triangulation is the best method to use on
unpaved roads without clean-cut edges or on sharp
curves and irregular intersections. The steps in
this method are as follows:

Determine two fixed base points, such as
telephone poles, edges of buildings, etc.

Measure from both base points to each object
such as the accident vehicle.

Write measurements as 126 for 12 feet, 6 inches.
The normal symbols for feet (’) and inches (“) are

not used to avoid misreading or confision. (Meters
are listed in tenths, such as 10.6m).

Fixed base points should be widely spaced to
provide wide angles in measuring. Narrow angles
increase the probability of error.

Show measurements to the wheel positions on
one side of the vehicle or to the front and rear of
vehicle if undamaged. Also show measurements to
large debris and to victims not in the vehicle(s)
involved.

Measure skidmarks from where the road
surface first shows any marks of tires grabbing.

Coordinate Method
This method is best used en roadways with well-
defined edges and when measurements are to be
made within 25 feet (7 to 8 meters) of the roadway
edge.

The edge of the roadway forms one coordinate. The
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distance to the object, measured at a right angle to
the first coordinate is the other.

A point along the roadway edge is selected as the
zero or reference point. Its exact location must be
recorded. Measurements are taken from the zero
point. Measurements are recorded by compass
direction. Measurements may be recorded on the
sketch in chart form, thus keeping the sketch from
becoming overly cluttered.

Photography
Photographs are used to supplement an accident
investigation and the written report concerning
the accident. When used in court testimony, they
help indicate and explain the chain of events.
Photographs, however, never take the place of an
investigation or a report.

The investigator should take as many pictures as
necessary to properly depict the accident. They
should represent what is actually seen by the
investigator, thus scale, angles of view, color and
light should be as nearly like what, is seen as
possible. Photographs must be taken as follows
(minimum):

Establishing Photograph– This pic-
ture should show the scene, the approaches to
the scene, and a fixed object in the back-
ground to establish the scene.

360-Degree Photographs– These pic-
tures should show all four sides of the
accident scene, that is, looking north, south,
east and west.

Damage Photographs– Close-up pic-
tures of damage to all vehicles and items
struck by vehicles involved, to include con-
tact and induced damage.

Skidmarks and debris

Any persons, materials or marks not included in
the original scene should not be included in the
photographs. This includes police, wrecker person-
nel, bystanders, chalk marks, measuring devices,
etc.

The locations from which photographs are taken
should be recorded on an overlay to the diagram.

They should be numbered in sequence, and a brief
description of the picture scene placed on the
reverse. For example, “Photo #6 Accident Scene,
Facing South.” To avoid confusion with other
photographs, the first exposure of a roll or series
should include a data card which includes the
time, date, location and investigator’s initials.
(Note: The same scene should then be photo-
graphed without the data card.)

Nighttime Photography– At night, it is more
difficult to establish the scene and to see details
and distance relationships in photographs. If it is
impossible to have permanently fixed objects in
the scene to establish the photograph a data board
should be used. Greater detail can be achieved by
adjusting the f-stop of the camera to allow more
light to enter (smaller f-stop). If available, an
extension flash attachment will better reveal
depth at night. If no flash is available, several
photographs taken successively, closer to the
object, should be taken. Investigators should go
back and photograph the complete area during
daylight.

Photographs in Court– To be admissible in
court, the investigator taking and using photo-
graphs should follow these four steps:

Authentication— Photographic evidence will
be authenticated in court by the MP who takes the
pictures. A summary describing the incident will
be annotated on DA Form 2823 and attached to the
negative film packet or recorded on the reverse side
of the Polaroid hard copies soon after the photo-
graphs are taken. This will assist in authentica-
tion.

Marking— Each roll of film or film pack must
be marked with the name of the individual who
took the photographs, his SSN, date, time and
location of the incident, type of incident, a control
number, and the sequence in which the film was
used. If it is desirable to point out a specific area of
a photograph, an acetate overlay should be used.
Never mark directly on the print.

Relevancy— All pictures must be clear, sharp
and free of distortion. They must be relevant to the
investigation. Photographs support the testi-
mony. They must not be inflammatory or provide
for shock value; particularly photographs of
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injuries. Photographs of bodies in relation to the
vehicles’ position are not, however, considered
inflammatory if relevant to support a point of
testimony.

Supportive Only— Photographs alone do not
substantiate facts—they must be supported by
testimony. The investigator or photographer must
be able to testify that the photos reflect a true
representation of the scene.

Inspection of Vehicles
After sketching, measuring and photographing
the accident scene, the investigator should begin
his inspection of the vehicle(s) condition and
damage. The purpose is to obtain supporting
information concerning statements of witnesses
and his own conclusions, when made.

Vehicle condition is a term used to describe any
physical characteristic of the vehicle, existing
prior to the accident. Some unsafe aspect may be
determined to have been an intermediate or early
cause of the accident, such as a bald tire.

Vehicle damage is the resulting physical charac-
teristics of the vehicle(s) caused by the accident.
Damage is classified as either contact or in-
duced.

Contact damage is that which occurs as a
direct result of contact with or by an
object. It can occur in more than one
location on the vehicle.
Induced damage is that caused to
vehicle parts which did not come in
contact with the object struck, but re-
sulted from the shock of the collision.

Vehicle body condition— Check locations of
damage. The amount of buckling or breaking can
indicate the force of the accident. Check for
alteration to the frame, body, or suspension, which
could have affected the driver’s vision or vehicle
reaction.

Tires and rims condition— Check to see if the
tires are fully inflated, have good tread, or show
signs of a blowout. Check for tread scrape marks,
sidewall scrapes or cuts, which can indicate how
well the vehicle held up to braking and sideways
skidding. Check rims for fresh scrapes, cuts or

scratches. They may indicate that a blowout
occurred prior to the accident.

Light conditions— Checkall lights for operation
and position of knobs and levers used to control
lights. These checks are often necessary to verify
statements. Note also any lights burning when
you arrived at the scene. Check for obstructions to
lights such as dirt film. If lights are to be checked
by the US Army Criminal Investigation Labora-
tory, the entire light structure should be sent. If the
light switch is on but not operating, perhaps due to
the accident, the lab can determine whether or not
the filament is intact or broken and whether the
break is new or old.

Glass condition— The condition of the glass in
an accident vehicle can determine whether it may
have caused poor visibility and may indicate the
manner in which injuries were caused. Check to
see if glass is cracked or broken. If cracks are
clouded or discolored, the cracks existed prior to
the accident. Note obstruction on the glass such as
dirt or frost. For side windows note position, upor
down, if relevant. Operation of side and rearview
mirrors should also be noted.

Interior vehicle equipment— Various items of
equipment inside the vehicle should be checked for
proper operation by a qualified mechanic if
necessary. Additionally, the position of equipment
may indicate actions or intended actions of
drivers. These include the turn signal lever, pedal
operation, horn, seat belts, sun visors, ignition
switch, accessory switch (especially defroster in
cold weather) and gear shift lever. The speedome-
ter may give some indication of speed.

Miscellaneous equipment– Check any material
inside the vehicle which may have contributed to
the accident. This might include alcoholic contain-
ers, drugs, toys, etc. In doing this, remember that
for other than plain view items, further search of
the vehicle will require the owner’s or driver’s
permission or a search warrant. If safety inspec-
tion stickers are present, check their validity.

Checks of vehicle damage compared to scratches/
gouges on the roadway or other damage to
roadway objects may shoy vehicle position and
direction of travel after the key event. The age of
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all damage should be determined to relate it to the
specific accident. All accident damage and vehicle
conditions should be photographed, if relevant to
the specific investigation.

Actions After Gaining Facts

Clear the Scene

Vehicles are removed safely from the scene under
Military Police supervision. Military units usually
move their own vehicles. However, if this is not
practical, MPs should arrange for a military
wrecker. Civilian vehicles normally are removed
by commercial wrecker. In this case, the wrecker
operator’s name, firm, time of departure, and new
location of the vehicle should be recorded, espe-
cially if further inspection of the vehicle may be
necessary.

Roads should be cleared of debris by MPs or unit
personnel. Fire fighters should assist when fire
hazards, such as large pools of spilled gasoline are
present. If a vehicle must be retained as evidence,
it is securely impounded and its contents invento-
ried and recorded.

warned of his legal rights, and DA Form 3881 must
be completed.

Completing Investigation

Traffic accident investigations must provide
accurate explanations of the facts. In addition to
DA Form 3946, which should include additional
diagrams, statements and photographs, the in-
vestigator should prepare a statement. This
statement should clearly distinguish between fact
and opinion—although opinions are a necessary
part of the investigation. The statement should
discuss how the accident occurred, identify causes,
and list factors that may constitute hazardous
driving conditions. All conclusions arid recom-
mendations must be supported by fact. After
completing the statement, a final check should be
made of the reports, any evidence secured, and a
notation made that injury information is up-to-
date. The completed investigation should be
turned over to the desk sergeant or traffic section
for review as determined by local SOP.

Special Considerations
Additional Searches

Prior to leaving the scene the investigator should
recheck the accident location for any additional
marks, debris, victims, etc. If an accident occurs at
night, the scene should be searched during
daylight also. The reverse of this is also true.
Retracing the driver’s approach to the scene on the
following day at the same time can reveal
additional unanticipated evidence.

Additional Statements

All statements should be taken at the scene if
possible. It may be necessary, however, to delay
taking statements due to injury or the desire for
legal counsel. If statements are taken after the
accident, they should be in each person’s own
words, and on DA Form 2823. If during the course
of taking a statement the investigator suspects the
person of violating the law, the person must be

Alcohol
Use of alcohol by drivers is a factor in over half of
all fatal traffic accidents. The investigator may
suspect a participant in an accident was under the
influence of an intoxicant or drug during the
course of the investigation. Should such a suspi-
cion exist, the investigator must follow through to
the extent allowed by law, to determine whether or
not these suspicions are justified. This will be in
the form of chemical tests, or tests of the suspect’s
blood, breath or urine, to determine alcoholic
content. This is done under the implied consent
policy outlined in AR 190-5 and discussed further
in the section on traffic control. DD Form 1920,
Alcoholic Influence Report, will be completed by
the investigator concerning observation of the
person under suspicion. In addition to testing the
suspect, inspection and search of the vehicle may
be used to gather additional information. Ap-
proved methods include:
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Plain view search of vehicle for intoxicants.
Detection of odors of intoxicants or other

unusual odors.
Observation of individual’s actions.
Search of the vehicle with permission of

driver.
Search with a search warrant, based on

probable cause.

Medical
Medical statements may be required to reflect
expert opinions as to whether medical reasons

contributed to an accident. The investigator must
obtain medical information for the following:
Personal injuries– Determine the extent of
injuries received by all involved in an accident and
any injuries that existed prior to the accident.
Fatal injuries— In case of deaths, obtain esti-
mated time and cause of death.
Tests— Obtain any information concerning the
results of alcohol, drugs or medicine used.

The accident investigator should
recommend to all persons involved
in serious accidents that they see a
physician immediately.
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MP Traffic Accident
Report Form

DA Form 3946, Military Police Traffic
Accident Report, is prepared on all accidents
reported to the Military Police. This form is one of
the special tools needed to make sense out of the
confusion at the accident scene.

General Instructions

Form 3946 is used to accomplish the following:
Record information concerning traffic acci-

dents reported to and investigated by the
Military Police.

Provide information to the commanders
concerning accidents involving members of
their commands.

Provide information concerning accidents to
those involved in the accident, or their repre-
sentatives.

Provide management information for analy-
sis, review and development of accident preven-
tion and safety programs.

The form is designed for one or two-car accidents.
If three or more vehicles are involved, you must
continue on additional forms.

There is one rule for numbering the vehicles
involved in an accident:

Military vehicles are always designated
Vehicle Number 1 if a military vehicle is
involved. If there are no military vehicles in-
volved, or if all the vehicles are military, then
numbering is based on whatever is easier or
makes sense to the person completing the form.

If continuation forms are used, the drivers and
occupants should be listed on the same form as
their respective vehicles.
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Guidance on release of information is contained in be made prior to all releases of information from
AR 340-17. Coordination with the local SJA should the forms.

Block-by-Block Instructions

The figures on pages 70 and 71 show a properly separately and followed by a description of how to
completed DA Form 3946 (front and back). In the make the proper entry.
following instructions, each block is shown

Insert the MPR number, CID ROI number (if Enter time in hours and minutes at which the
applicable) and any other report number pre- accident occurred. Use military time (such as 2350
scribed by local PM SOP. If these numbers are not hours). Time of accident means actual moment of
known, leave this space blank. the accident, not the time the accident was

reported and not the time the investigation began.
Enter year, month, and day on which accident
occurred. For example, 30 Apr 1977 would be Mark an “X” in the box to the left of the day of the
entered, “77 04 30.” week accident occurred.

Location

Indicate with an “X” whether the accident
occurred on or off a military reservation.

Enter the route number and/or name of the
highway or street, road, alley, etc., on which
the accident occurred. Use official name
rather than some nickname.

If accident occurred on a military reservation or in
a city, enter the name of the reservation or city and
state. If outside US, enter name of reservation,

state/district, and name of country. If the accident
occurred off a military reservation and outside a
city, enter the word “outside,” then the name of the
nearest installation or city. Next, enter the word
“in,” and note the county, district, state and
country (if not in US) in which the accident
occurred. For example, “outside Anniston, AL, in
Calhoun County, AL.”

If accident occurred within an intersection, enter
the name and/or route number of the intersecting
highway, street, road, alley, etc. If the accident
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occurred at the intersection of a highway with an
entrance or exit ramp, this ramp must be accu-
rately identified by name and/or number to permit
follow-up engineering and enforcement action. If
the accident occurred at the intersection of a road
and a railroad, identify the railroad crossing
number. “Within an intersection,” means that

area within imaginary lines drawn from the edges
of the intersecting roads on through the intersec-
tion.

If the accident did not occur in an intersection or
on an entrance/exit ramp, enter the nearest
intersecting street or landmark. Then enter in feet
the distance between the center line of the nearest
intersecting street and the location of the key event
of the accident. Direction is the compass direction
from the intersection or landmark to the location
of the accident.

Enter the approximate miles from the nearest
military installation or city (identified previously)
if the accident did not occur within either. “City or
Town” also refers to a military reservation, if that
is what has been entered in the name and location
block. If kilometers are used, strike out “Miles”
and enter “Km.” Again, the direction is from the
installation or city to the scene of the accident.

Mark an “X” in the box or boxes that best describe
the area in which the accident occurred. If none of
those listed is appropriate, check “Other” and
briefly describe in the space after it.

Type Accident

Mark (X) the box or boxes which best describe the
incident. If a vehicle hit both an object and a
pedestrian, mark only the box indicating the first
impact. If “Other” is marked, explain in the space
provided (for example, “Vehicle-Animal”).

Enter the total number of vehicles involved in the
accident. If more than two vehicles are involved,
additional copies of DA Form 3946 must be used.

Indicate the number of people killed and the
number injured in the appropriate blocks. Disposi-
tion of killed and injured personnel will be
explained in the “Description of Collision” block
in Part B of the form. Mark an “X” in “Property
Damage Only” block if there were no human
fatalities or injuries. If any person claims an
injury, it will be recorded as an injury even though
the person does not appear to be injured.
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Weather, Light,
And Road Conditions

Mark an “X’ in appropriate blocks for each “Description of Collision” block on the other side
vehicle. If necessary, more than one block may be of the form, or on a continuation sheet. The blocks
checked, especially in the “Character,” “Condi- to be marked are to the left of the descrip-
tions,” “Defects,” and “Weather” blocks. If tions.
“Other” is marked in any column, explain in the

Traffic Control

Mark an “X” by any control devices affecting or on a continuation sheet. If necessary, more than
either vehicle. Explain “Other” devices in the one block may be marked. Again, the blocks to be
“Description of Collision” block on the other side, marked are to the left of the descriptions.

Vehicle Description

Enter the USA Registration Number if it is a Enter make of the vehicle (for example: passenger
military vehicle. Always make sure that numbers vehicles—“Dodge,” “Chevrolet,” “Volkswagen;”
on the hood match the data plate in the vehicle. If it trucks-’’Ford,” “International;” motorcycles—
is a nongovernment vehicle, enter the license
number and state, district or county.

“BMW,” “Honda,” etc.).
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Enter the last two digits of the vehicle’s model
year, such as “57,” “69,” “73,” etc.

Describe the model and style of the vehicle (for
example: “Malibu, 2-door;” ”Continental converti-
ble,” etc.). For common military vehicles, use
“common” tonnage descriptions (for example: “¼-
ton truck,“ “2½-ton truck,” etc.).

Enter unit bumper markings if it is a tactical
military vehicle. If the military vehicle is nontacti-
cal (commercial) enter the license plate number. If
privately owned, enter decal number and color, if
appropriate. Example: “AB430 (blue).”

Mark an “X” for privately owned or Government-
owned.

If the registered owner is the driver, enter “NA.” If

the owner is not the driver, enter owner’s last
name, first name, middle initial. If owner is
military, also include rank and SSN (Social
Security Number). If owner is a civilian, include
SSN. If it is a Government-owned vehicle, enter
“US Government.”

Enter military address (unit or dispatching motor
pool, station or location, state or district, and
country if not US) if the owner is military; use
current mailing address of owner if civilian. Be
sure to include zip code on all US addresses.

Enter name of insurance company or agent. If a
company, the city and state will normally be all
the address needed. If a private agent is given, list
the complete address of the agent. No effort will be
made to ascertain the limits of insurance of any of
the parties.

Driver Information

If there was no driver in the vehicle at the time of
the accident, enter “No driver” in name block. If
the driver is a service member, enter last name,
first name, middle initial, rank, and his military
address (unit, station, state, zip code). If the driver
is a dependent, enter last name, first name, middle
initial, dependency status and abbreviated unit of
sponsor (such as “d/wife of CPT Harry B. Smith,
3/19 Arty”). A dependent’s local mailing address
should also be entered here (including zip code).
For civilians, list last name, first name, and
middle initial. Enter a married woman’s name as:
“Jones, Mary E.,” not “Mrs. Dave Jones.”

Enter SSN for all US personnel. If foreign, use
military identification number or appropriate
civilian identification number. If no number is
available or known, enter “UNK.”

Enter age in years.

Place an “X” in appropriate block, “Male” or
“Female.”

If the driver is military and driving a military
vehicle, enter the driver’s military license number
and the station where issued (such as: “USA-383-
70, Fort McClellan, AL”). In the case of military
personnel driving military vehicles and having
military licenses, enter “US Government” in the
block for “State.” For civilians, including depen-
dents, enter the operator’s license number and
issuing state. If an international license, note
“Inter” in the block for “State.”

If limitations or restrictions are stated on license of
driver, mark an “X” in “Yes” block and specify.
Examples are “glasses,“ “Day-time only,” etc. If a
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military driver is operating a vehicle for which he
is not qualified as indicated on his license, this is
not to be entered here but should be noted on an
appropriate citation and in the “Description of
Collision” block. If no limitations are noted on the
driver’s license, put an “X” in the “No” block.

Enter the operator’s driving experience in years.
For drivers with less than one year of experience,

Codes

cross out the word “years,” add “months,” and
make the appropriate entry. Unless it is clearly
unreasonable, the driver’s word should be ac-
cepted for this information.

The numbers referring to “codes” are red on the
form. These red numbers refer to the red numbers
at the bottom of the page. Enter only the appropri-
ate letter or number.

Category
A. Army Officer— commissioned or warrant
Army officer on active duty. Included are reserv-
ists and national guard personnel on active duty
for training (ADT) status.

B. Army Enlisted— enlisted Army personnel on
active duty. Included are reservists and national
guard personnel on ADT status.

C. Other Service Officer— US Navy, Marine,
Air Force, and Coast Guard, commissioned and
warrant officers. Included are reservists and
national guard personnel on ADT status.

D. Other Service Enlisted— US Navy, Marine,
Air Force, and Coast Guard enlisted personnel.
Included are reservists and national guard person-
nel on ADT status.

E. Civilian— all US civilians, including DA
civilian employees.

F. Dependent— dependents of all US service
personnel.

G. Other— foreign nationals (both military and
civilian) should be included here.

Injury Class

A. No Injury— entered when there are no appar-
ent or claimed injuries on the part of the individual
concerned.

B. Dead at Scene— entered when competent
medical authority has pronounced individual dead
at the scene.

C. Dead on Arrival— individual pronounced
dead upon arrival at hospital or medical facility.

D. Died in Hospital— individual alive upon
arrival, but died while in hospital or medical
facility.

E. Incapacitating Injury— any injury that
prevents the injured person from walking, driving,
or normally continuing other activities. Includes
severe lacerations, broken or distorted limbs,
unconsciousness, etc. This does not include mo-
mentary unconsciousness, broken fingers and
toes, simple complaint of pain, etc.

F. Non-Incap (Evident) Injury— any injury
other than fatal or incapacitating. Includes
broken fingers or toes, abrasions, etc. This does not
include limping, complaint of pain, nausea,
momentary unconsciousness, etc.
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G. Possible Injury— any injury reported by the
police or claimed by the individual, such as
momentary unconsciousness, claim of injuries not
evident, limping, complaint of pain, nausea,
hysteria, whiplash, etc.

H. Injury Unknown— applies when it is not
possible to objectively determine, at the time of the
accident, whether there is no injury (Code A) or
possible injury (Code G).

Shoulder/Lap Belts

A. Lap Belt Used— make this determination
based on what is observed at the scene and what is
told to you. If told the belt or belts were in use and
there is evidence to the contrary, further inquiry
may be necessary, or “Unknown” code may have
to be used.

B. Shoulder Harness Used— use the same
guidance as with lap belt.

C. Both Used— enter if both lap and shoulder
harness were in use at the time of the accident.

D. Not Used— enter if neither lap belt nor
shoulder harness were in use at the time of the
accident, but were installed in this seat position.

E. Not Installed— enter if neither lap belt nor
shoulder harness are installed in this position in
the vehicle.

F. Lap Belt Failed— applies only when the belt
was in use and failed at the time of the accident.
Thus, if a belt was used at the time of the accident,
but failed, the appropriate code would be “F,” not
“A.” Belt failure may consist of torn webbing, seat
belt anchorage assembly torn from vehicle struc-
ture, bolt sheared off, buckle broken, and so forth.

G. Shoulder Harness Failed— same guidance
as with lap belt failures.

H. Both Failed— lap belt and shoulder harness
were both in use and both failed.

U. Unknown— evidence as to use of belts is
nonexistent, contradictory, or inconclusive. In-
vestigator has no way of knowing if belts were in
use.

Seat Position

Enter the seat position code that best describes the
individual’s position in the vehicle before the
accident. If more than one person is occupying a
seat position (such as child on the lap of a
passenger), use the same code twice or as required
and explain in the “Description of Collision”
block.

1. Front left seat (normally operator’s posi-
tion).
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Front center seat.
Front right seat.
Rear left seat.

Rear center seat.
Rear right seat.

Other Position (Bus-Motorcycle—If codes
1 through 6 cannot be used for identifying the
seat position of individuals in vehicles such
as commercial and school buses, trucks,
motorcycles, station wagons, side or rear
facing seats etc., enter a “7” for “Other
Position.”
8. Position Unknown-If the seat position
cannot be determined, enter an “8” for
“Position Unknown.”
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Occupants

Information here does not include drivers. For
military occupants, list last name, first name,
middle initial, rank and SSN. Military unit
addresses should be used for all military person-
nel. If the individual is a dependent, enter last
name, first name, middle initial, SSN, dependency
status and abbreviated unit of sponsor (such as
“d/son of SP4 Joe E. Jones, 385th Trans”). Local
mailing addresses should be used for dependents.
For civilians enter last name, first name, middle
initial and SSN. Enter a married woman’s name
as “Johnson, Beverly S.,” not “Mrs. James John-
son.”

Enter the number to indicate which vehicle the
occupant was in. If more than two vehicles were

Pedestrians

involved, the numbering should continue on
additional forms. Try to list the occupants on the
same form the driver and vehicle in which the
person was riding is on. For example, occupants in
Vehicle 3 should be listed on the same additional
form as the driver and vehicle description of
Vehicle 3.

Enter the age of each individual.

Enter “M” or “F” for each individual listed.

Fill in the appropriate code as detailed on pages 76
and 77.

Enter the name and address of any pedestrian Complete in a manner that best describes exactly
involved in the accident. Enter the information in what the pedestrian was doing at the time of the
the same manner that “Occupants” were entered accident. Strike out inappropriate words or enter
in the preceding paragraph. Also, enter the words that are more appropriate.
appropriate code for age, sex, category, and injury,
as explained on pages 76 and 77. For example, see figure below. If the pedestrian
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was merely standing and not in motion at the time Mark “X’ in the appropriate blocks. More than one
of the accident, strike out “going” on the form and condition may apply. Again, the blocks are to the
write in where he was standing in the spaces left of the conditions.
provided. For example, “standing on NW corner of
8th & K Street.”

Witnesses

Enter names and addresses of witnesses in the Enter telephone numbers for all witnesses.
same manner as occupants were entered (page 78).

Vehicle and Other Property Damage

Making dollar estimates of damage can be a the number of each damaged area. More than one
difficult and confusing task. Therefore, no dollar
damage estimates will be made on this form.

number may be circled. Be sure to also circle
numbers 13-17 if they apply.

The damage marking on these diagrams is not Shade in the area of severest impact. Areas
expected to be a technical masterpiece. Rather, it is suffering “contact” (collision or direct) damage
required to give the reviewer a basic idea of should be shaded, and the appropriate number
where the damage occurred on each vehicle. should be circled. Areas suffering just induced or

indirect damage should be indicated by circling
In each box referring to a damaged vehicle, circle the representing number, not by shading.
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Draw an arrow showing the principal direction of
force. There should be one arrow for each spot on
the car where a contact occurred. In most cases,
there will be only one arrow per vehicle. When the
vehicle was involved in more than one collision,
such as when a car is struck by another car and
forced into a third car, there should be an arrow for
each point of contact.

For each damaged vehicle, mark an “X” in the
appropriate box to indicate severity of damage.
The classifications are defined as follows:

Disabling damage— The vehicle is dam-
aged so badly that it cannot be driven from
the scene.
Functional damage– The vehicle can still
be driven, but it has been damaged enough to
impair its operation or the functioning of one
or more of its components.
Other motor vehicle damage— The vehi-
cle is in no way disabled or functionally
impaired. Damage does not interfere with
normal operation of the vehicle. This cate-
gory includes such damage as dents in
fenders, broken trim, etc.
No damage— The vehicle was involved but
damaged in no way. An example of this
might be a pedestrian collision in which the
vehicle itself was not harmed.

If the vehicle was towed away, write in the name of
the towing or wrecker service that removed it.
Local wrecker companies will normally be famil-
iar, so it will not usually be necessary to include an
address. If the vehicle is towed away by a military
wrecker, simply enter “military wrecker.” Also,
identify the destination of the towed vehicle. For
example, if a vehicle was towed by Acme Auto
Repair to their garage in Anniston, AL, this
section would appear as: “Acme Garage, Annis-
ton, AL.” If the vehicle is not towed away, list what
its disposition was in this space (“released to
operator”).

If a bus, motorcycle, trailer, or other nonautomo-
bile type vehicle is involved and damaged, use the
space available for sketching the type of vehicle.
As in the other damage sections discussed above,
shade in the areas receiving the severest damage
and use arrows to indicate the direction of force at
collision points.

Enter a description of damage to property other
than vehicles. Make this description as concise as
possible without leaving out important facts. Try
to restrict description to the space allotted. In cases
of severe damage to high value items (such as 2½-
ton truck hitting a parked helicopter at high
speed), supporting descriptions of damage should
be attached in the form of statements and/or
estimates of repair cost.
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Sketch of Collision

“A picture is worth a thousand words.”

A detailed diagram of a big, complex accident is
not going to fit in the space allotted for a diagram.
Most of our accidents, however, are relatively
minor and simple. The space on the form should be
sufficient for most of these minor accidents.
Serious accidents will require more thorough
diagrams on separate sheets.

Depending on the severity of the accident, the
following items should be noted on the diagram
(the simpler the accident, the fewer items needed):
Draw arrow indicating north in the circle at upper
right.
Include and identify:

Roadway layout.

Vehicles.
Pedestrians.
Objects on or off the roadway.
Traffic controls.
Skidmarks.
Unusual or temporary conditions (ice

patch, stones, gravel, etc.).
Locate probable point of impact.
Show positions of vehicles, pedestrians, or objects
at point of impact.
Show probable vehicle and pedestrian paths
before and after the collision.
Use broken lines to indicate probable paths
followed before the collision or point of impact. Use
solid lines to indicate paths followed after the
collision or point of impact.
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Description of Collision

This form contains a significant amount of
information in many places. It is not necessary to
repeat all of this information in this block. As with
the sketch block, the space provided here for
description will be sufficient for most accidents.
Only in the most serious accidents will it be
necessary to use a continuation sheet. Indicate
here what probably happened before, during and
after the collision. Include information not on
diagram or not on other parts of the form. Describe
special conditions or events associated with the
collision such as vehicle(s) on fire, immersed or
submerged, roadway lights not operating, opera-
tor restrictions, color (shade) of clothing of

Driver’s Action Before Accident

pedestrians, disposition of injured personnel
(“transported to Haines Army Hospital”), etc.

This description should be based on the best
judgment of the investigator, supported by the
evidence available.

Only the last names of persons identified else-
where in the report need be used in this block; these
last names will be printed or typed in all capitals.
In only the most serious, complicated accidents
should it be necessary to continue on an additional
sheet.

Mark an “X” in the block to indicate direction each case of parked vehicles, mark in “Other” block and
vehicle was traveling immediately prior to the enter “parked vehicle” in the space provided.
accident.

Enter the best estimate possible for each of the
Use “X” to indicate one or more of the actions the items listed. If the item is not applicable to the
drivers of the respective vehicles were executing accident being reported, enter “NA” in the block. If
immediately prior to the accident. The blocks to be it is impossible to make a reasonable estimate,
marked are to the left of the descriptions. In the enter “UNK.”
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Contributing Circumstances

Mark “X’ in appropriate blocks for drivers and must be completed and attached to the form.
vehicles. More than one block per vehicle may be “Drugs Involved” may be marked only when this
marked. The blocks to be marked are to the left of determination has been made by medical authori-
the descriptions. ties. If pedestrian action contributed to the

accident, such as disregarding a traffic signal or
Any time alcohol appears to be involved, a being under the influence of alcohol, it should be
DD Form 1920, Alcoholic Influence Report noted in the “Description of Collision” block.

Military Police Activity

Enter last name, first name, and middle initial of
all personnel charged with any offense in connec-
tion with the accident. If their names do not appear
elsewhere on this form, enter all information
required in the “Name and Address” portion under
the heading “Occupants” discussed earlier in this
field manual.

List charges for each individual charged. For
example, if one driver was charged with going 50

mph in a 35 mph zone, this entry would read
“speeding, 50/35.”

List report number for each person charged. If
cited on a DA Form 3975, this will normally be the
same MPR number that appears at the top of this
form. If the individuals are cited on DD Form 1805
or DD Form 1408, enter the sequential number of
the form in this block.
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Enter time the Military Police were first notified
(whether first notification was made to the desk or
directly to a patrol). Entry will be in military time.

Enter the time the first Military Police personnel
arrived at the scene of the accident. Again, it will
be in military time. Should on-duty MPs be
involved in the accident, local policy will deter-
mine the need for a separate investigative unit.

Enter the location of places other than the accident
scene or the provost marshal’s office where
statements were taken or the investigation was
continued. For instance, “El Paso, TX, PD;” or,
“Johnson Army Hospital.”

Enter the names of other agencies participating in
the investigation. If another agency did the entire
investigation and the information on the form is
based on that report, state, “All information
supplied by Anniston, AL, PD,” or whomever.
When another agency conducted most of the
investigation, attach a copy of that agency’s
report.

Operators of military vehicles are required to
exchange completed DD Forms 518. Mark an "X"
to indicate whether or not these forms were
exchanged. Forms need not be exchanged when
only privately owned vehicles are involved.

Military operators of military vehicles are also
required to complete Standard Form 91. Mark an
“X” to indicate if the forms were completed. The
Standard Form 91 is to be turned into the
operator’s unit by the operator; it is not to be taken
by the Military Police.

Place an “X” to indicate if this DA Form 3946 was
completed from an investigation at the scene of the
accident. If it was not, explain why. Example:
“completed from witness reports-scene under
hostile fire,” etc.

Enter the date this form is completed and signed
by the investigator.

Enter the name of the person who actually
observed the accident scene and supplied the
information for completion of this form. If more
than one person assisted, enter the name of the
senior investigator. List additional investigators
on the DA Form 3975 that will accompany this
form in distribution.

The signature of the person whose name appears
in the preceding block, and grade, if applicable, is
entered here.

The final “approval” line should be completed as
required by local policy.
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Every traffic accident leaves some physi-
cal signs of what occurred. By studying, recording
and photographing these signs, the investigator
will have valuable information with which to
supplement witness statements and his conclu-
sions. Vehicle trace evidence includes debris,
damage, tiremarks, scratches and gouges. All of
this combined will establish the accident’s chain
of events.

Debris, Damage,
Scratches and Gouges

Debris
Vehicle debris is detached material from a vehicle.

Vehicle Marks
As Trace Evidence

It results. when the vehicle strikes or is struck by
something else. The primary use of vehicle debris
is to determine the point of impact. In hit-and-run
cases, vehicle debris can be used to help identify
the suspect vehicle and help determine the
vehicle’s direction and actions after the impact.

Types of vehicle debris are:

Underbody debris, such as rust, dirt, mud.
Parts of the vehicle, such as chrome, glass,
paint marks.
Vehicle fluids, such as water, gas, oil.
Cargo, either solid or fluid.
Road materials, such as dirt, tar, asphalt.
Body fluid from victims, such as blood.
Clothing from victims.
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Scuff Marks– Scuff marks are left on the road by

Damage
Damage includes, that occurring to the vehicles
and to the roadway or fixed objects along the
roadway. Damage can provide information con-
cerning the chain of events, color of vehicles,
damaged areas on vehicles, and may indicate the
final resting position of vehicles. Vehicle damage
may be either contact or induced, as discussed in
Chapter 9.

Scratches and Gouges
These are masks made into the roadway by parts
of the vehicle. They assist in determining the speed
of the vehicle and the chain of events.

Tire Marks

Tire marks are the marks left at the scene of an
accident by the vehicles involved. They are caused
by rotating or sliding tires. The table below shows
the types of marks.

TIRE MARKS

Rotating Tires Sliding Tires
Prints Skid Marks

Imprints Yaw Marks
Splatter Marks Scuff Marks

Tire marks are the prime means of estimating
minimum speed of vehicles, and the path of
vehicles before, during and after impact.

Rotating Tires

Prints— Tires leave prints on a road surface after
rolling through a wet substance. This print will
reveal the tire tread pattern, cuts, bald spots, etc.

Imprints— Tires rolling through soft materials
such as mud, dirt or sand leave imprints.

tires that are sliding or scrubbing while the wheel
is still turning. There are several types of scuffs.

These are:

Decelerating scuffs— These occur at the
beginning of skidmarks after the brake has
been applied enough to slow the wheels so they
drag, but before the wheels are locked.
Side scuffs— These marks are left by a tire
sliding sideways, without braking. Close stria-
tions are a characteristic of side scuffs. The
striations are narrow, parallel, light grooves,
scratches or stripes.
Combination scuffs— These are combina-
tions of sliding with decelerating or side scuffs.
They can be caused by a vehicle braking and
steering at the same time, or steering and
applying power at the same time.
Flat tire scuffs— These are marks left on the
road by the edges of an under inflated or greatly
overloaded tire. There are two distinct marks for
each tire, leaving a flat tire scuff.

Sliding Tires

When a wheel is not rotating and the vehicle is in
motion, the tire is sliding. There are five types of
marks left by a sliding tire. These are skidmarks,
yaw marks, a combination of skid and yaw marks,
skip skids and gap skids.

Skid marks— These marks can appear as a
straight or broken line. They occur when
brakes are locked and the vehicle continues
moving in the original direction. There is a
distinct difference between front tire and rear
tire skid marks. Front tire marks appear dark
on the outer edges and light in the center;
while rear tire marks are darker in the center
and light on the outside edge.

Yaw marks— These are caused by a turning
movement in the tires while the vehicle is still
traveling in the same general direction. They
are normally wider than skid or scuff marks.
However, they may be narrower when just
the edge of a tire is in contact with the road
surface.
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Combination marks— Sliding tires can
show a combination of skid and yaw marks.
As with all sliding marks, there is a lack of
signs of steering and tread pattern.

Skip skidmarks are caused when a braking
wheel jumps over a rut, bump or hole. They may
also be left by rear wheels which are jumping on
the springs. Skips are usually one or two feet (.4 to
.5 meters) long, but may be longer if the vehicle
was traveling at a high rate of speed.

Skips and Gap Skids

Gap skidmarks are caused when the pressure on
the brakes is released. When pressure is reapplied,
the marks continue. Gaps are rarely less than 10
feet (3 meters) in length. When measuring a
skidmark with gaps, the gap lengths are not
included in the total measurement.

Measuring Tire Marks
Skidmark measurements must include:

Darker portion of the skidmarks caused by
friction on pavement.

Light gray or dark shaded area called the
shadow.

Any uncolored portion of road surface that
shows scratches caused by material between
the tire and road surfaces.

If photographs of the marks are needed, they
should be taken first. Next, the dark portions and
the shadow should be marked with chalk. The
shadow is viewed by looking at the skid from a low
angle, such as with your eyes approximately one
foot above the ground. Measurements are then
made. Skip skids are included in the
measurements—gap skids are not included.
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Determining Speed

Accident investigators use skidmarks,
together with other factors, to estimate the speed of
a vehicle involved in an accident. Skidmarks
indicate the vehicle’s MINIMUM TRAVELI-
NG SPEED, not the actual traveling speed. It
will show what speed a vehicle had to travel, at the
very least, to leave that t ype of skidmarks. If it is
found that this speed is in excess of the posted
speed limit, then speed could be a factor in the
accident. If not, it will indicate that the investiga-
tor must look for other evidence.

This chapter explains how to determine speed
from the length of skidmarks. There are two other
factors that affect the skidmark length in addition
to speed —coefficient of friction and grade or
slope.

Coefficient of Friction
It is necessary to determine the coefficient of
friction to establish how drag or resistance of a
roadway affects a vehicle attempting to stop. This
will vary from roadway to roadway since each is
different in design, construction material, age and
condition. Slippery pavement offers less drag so
the stopping distance is greater. Rough pavement
creates more drag and the stopping distance is
less.

The following steps are used to find the coefficient
of friction:
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On a road surface in the general area of an Then measure the length of each mark.
accident, drive a vehicle like the one involved Repeat the test. If the second test gives
in the accident, if possible, or the patrol approximately the same stopping distance as
vehicle at what you believe may have been the first (within 10%) consider the test
the speed of the vehicle that made the marks. adequate. If it does not, repeat the test until
It is important to use the same pavement in consistent results are obtained.
the same condition, but less important to use
the same vehicle.

Drive at the estimated accident speed
unless it would be unsafe. A good test speed is
the speed limit if it is 35 mph (55 km/h)or less.
Then, if accident skids are longer than speed-
limit test skids, there is direct proof that the
vehicle’s speed was greater than the speed
limit.

Hold the speed constant as the vehicle
reaches the right place on the road; note the
speed shown on the speedometer; hold the
steering wheel steady; put on the brake very
hard and very quickly; and hold it until the
vehicle stops.

Add the four skidmarks together and
divide by four. The result is the average
skidmark length. The coefficient of friction is
then determined by using the Speed Nomo-
graph or with a mathematical equation:

Speed Nomograph— Using a ruler,
connect the distance measured and the
speed of travel. Then read the number at
which the ruler crosses the skid resist-
ance line. This is the coefficient of
friction.

Equation— To find the coefficient of
friction, square the speed and divide
your answer by 30 times the distance:
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How To Find Grade

Grade or slope refers to the steepness of a hill and
is important in estimating speed from skidmarks.
It is the number of feet the roadway rises for each
foot of level distance along the road. The resulting
number is less than .010 except for very steep hills.
If you are measuring the grade for its uphill effect,
it is termed a positive grade and a plus sign (+) is
placed in front of the number. If the downhill effect
is measured, it is termed a negative effect and a
minus sign (-) is placed in front of the number.

Grade must be measured when a test skid at the
accident location cannot be made or the coefficient
of friction is to be found using the math equation.
Grade can be measured with the speed nomograph
or with a level.

How To Find Other Factors

The preceding information has been concerned
with finding minimum speed from skidmarks on a
straight surface. If, however, the accident occurs
on a curve and the curve is banked, other
computations must be made to determine speed.
Consideration may have to be given to supereleva-
tion (bank) or curve, whether a curve is sharp or
long and sweeping and the critical speed and
skidmarks on two different types of pavement.
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Sharp Curves

Superelevation (Bank)

Superelevation is the grade across the roadway at
a right angle to the centerline. It is measured from
the inside edge of a curve to the outside edge. It is
necessary that it be measured in cases where a
vehicle slides or runs off a roadway curve. It is
measured preferably with a template or level. It is
usually 0.10 (10%) or less. The measurement should
be made where the vehicle went off the roadway, or
in the middle of the curve.

Radius of a Curve

The radius of a curve must be measured so the
critical speed of a curve can be determined.
Critical speed is the maximum speed a
vehicle can negotiate a curve without being
forced off the roadway by centrifugal force.
The method used to find the radius of a curve
depends on whether it is sharp or long and
sweeping.

Sharp curves are those which have a radius of less
than 1500 feet (460 meters). Steps for finding the
radius are as follows:

1— Using a measuring tape, find two points on
the center line 50 to 100 feet (15-30 meters) apart.
Mark these points and leave the tape on the
ground flat and straight. This is called the
“Chord” (C in the figure at right).

2— Divide this length in half to locate the center
and mark this point.

3— From this middle point, measure the short-
est distance to the center line. If there isn’t a
center line, measure to the outside edge of the
roadway. This distance is the “Middle Ordi-
nate” (M in the figure).

4— Use the following formula to find the radius:
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Long Sweeping Curves

There are curves with a radius of more than 1500
feet (460 meters). Steps for finding the radius are as
follows:

1— On the inside portion of the roadway, locate
the beginning.of the curve as closely as possible.
Do this by sighting along the straight portion
with a straight edge. Mark this point (A in the
figure above).

2— From this point, sight across the roadway
with a straight edge, as though the road
continued straight. Mark the point on the other
side of the roadway (B in the figure).

3— Measure the road width at point A and mark
it. (D in the figure). This is the middle ordinate.
(M in the formula).

4— Measure the distance between points A and
B and multiply by 2. This is the Chord.

5— Then use the following formula to find the
radius:

How To Find Speed

Speed information is determined from skidmarks
and will only indicate the minimum speed which
the vehicle had to be traveling to produce that
length of skidmarks. The following explanation
will include finding speed from skidmarks left on 
one-surface type roadways and on two-surface
type roadways.

One-Surface Types

Step 1— Determine the coefficient of friction (see
page 90).

Step 2— Determine grade. Add the grade factor to
the coefficient of friction if it has an uphill effect.
Subtract it if it has a downhill effect.
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Step 3— Determine the average skidmark length.

Step 4— Using the speed nomograph (see figure on
page 96) and a straight edge, align the coefficient
of friction (skid resistance) with the average
skidmark length (distance). Then read the speed
column to find the speed.

Step 5— If a speed nomograph is not available, the
following formula can be used:

S=5.5 d (F±f)

Two-Surface Types
If an accident vehicle skids over two types of road
surfaces individual measurements and calcula-
tions will have to be made on each surface type.
This involves measuring separately the distances
of skidmarks on each surface, and two test skids to
determine separate coefficients of friction for each
surface. Grade will usually be the same for both
surf aces. Minimum speeds are then determined for
each surface using the method outlined in the
preceding paragraph. The following formula is
then used:

The Pythagorean right triangle can also be used to
find combined speed. Scale the separate speeds.
For example, have 1 inch equal 10 mph. On the
corner edge of a piece of paper, mark the scaled
speed on one edge, and the other speed on the other
edge. Then draw the hypotenuse and measure it.
This length is scaled to speed.

How To Find
Critical Speed Of a Curve

Critical speed is the maximum speed a
vehicle may negotiate a curve without being
forced off the road by centrifugal force. To
find critical speed of a curve, the radius of the
curve, superelevation and coefficient of friction
must first be determined. The easiest way to find
critical speed is to use the speed nomograph,
taking the following steps:

1— Divide the radius by 2. Mark the result on the
Distance scale.

2— Add the coefficient of friction and the
superelevation together. Mark this result on the
Skid Resistance scale of the speed nomograph.

3— Connect both marks with a straight edge
and read the Speed scale. This is the critical
speed. The formula is:
S = 3.87 RF
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Hit-and-Run

H it-and-run accidents will vary in nature
and degree of seriousness. The investigation of the
scene will be much the same as previously
discussed. However, the obvious problem is to find
the vehicle and driver that fled the scene. To assure
early apprehension of the hit-and-run driver,
coordination between law enforcement and other
agencies is required.

Verification

The fact that a hit-and-run accident has occurred
must be quickly but cautiously established.
Military Police should carefully question the
person, victim or witness who allege a hit-and-run
and evaluate any physical evidence at the scene.
Once verified, hit-and-run accidents require coor-
dinated and immediate action.

Investigation

Coordination and
Immediate Action

MPs at the scene must promptly furnish the MP
station with information concerning what support
is and is not needed. Any descriptive information
concerning the vehicle and/or driver should be
obtained and furnished to all personnel involved
in the search. If possible, this information in-
cludes:

Make of vehicle.
Type of vehicle.
Color.
Identification data (license plate and decal

number).
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Any outstanding characteristics.

Accident markings-especially any visible dam-
age.

Information on the driver and any occupants.
Location and time of the accident.
Probable or estimated direction of travel from

the scene.

Following receipt of descriptive information, the
MP station should transmit all available informa-
tion to all persons or agencies concerned. This may
include civil police, other MP patrols, gate guards
and service stations. The installation information
office will release information to radio and TV

Investigation

A careful search of the scene to establish the point
of impact should be made. All information
gathered from the scene that may assist in
identification of the vehicle involved should be
disseminated as quickly as possible to all persons
involved in the search. This information might
include paint marks, vehicle parts, broken glass,
soil, bloodstains, vehicle fluids, etc.

stations.

Apprehending Violators

USACIDC Special Agents (SAs) are
required to perform hit-and-run investi-
gations when:
There is a fatality.
Vehicle is suspected of purposely
being used as a lethal weapon.
Charge for the offense can result in
more than ohe year of conilnement.
(See Articles 108,109,111 and 119,
UCMJ.)

If it appears that the accident will result in the
lesser charge of “fleeing the scene of an accident”
(Article 134, UCMJ), USACIDC will not be
requested to investigate the accident.

Immediate search procedures must be imple-
mented, based on likely routes of escape. This can
be accomplished with roadblocks, checks of
service stations, parking lots, gates, motor pools
and clubs.

License and registration data should be obtained,
if possible. If obtained, contact should be made
with the owner to establish his status and the
status of the vehicle.

In addition to normal investigative procedures
mentioned previously in this section, the following
steps should be taken to help apprehend the
violator:

Distribution of circulars, letters or bulle-
tins to civil police agencies, gate guards, unit
commanders, service stations, garages and
insurance agencies. This information should
be disseminated at patrol briefings to all
MPs.

Contact medical facilities in the area to
check on any person who may have sought
medical attention following the accident. If
blood and/or hair samples of the victim are
needed, this should be arranged.

Examination of stolen vehicle and acci-
dent reports.

Examination of records of license suspen-
sion/revocation, etc.

Examination of registration records, sales
and transfers.

Checks with automobile insurance agen-
cies that cater to military personnel.

Secure press, radio and television cover-
age.
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Check the accident scene for additional
witnesses, particularly the next day at the
same time. Persons with established routes
may be able to provide additional informa-
tion.

When the suspected vehicle is located, a system-
atic examination should be initiated with these
objectives:

Uncover physical evidence to establish
whether or not it was involved in an accident.
(There has been a case in which the victim’s

lip print was matched to a print left on a
suspect vehicle’s bumper.)

Compare physical evidence obtained at
the scene to that of the suspect vehicle. This
includes damage, location, severity, marks
etc. It may be necessary to examine the
bottom of a vehicle for trace evidence.

Compare evidentiary material obtained
from the victim and/or the victim’s vehicle
with evidentiary material collected from the
suspect’s vehicle.
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Legal Considerations

There are several legal considerations of
particular importance to MPs engaged in traffic
operations. This chapter provides certain rules,
but is certainly not all inclusive. Further informa-
tion and guidance on particular situations can be
found in FM 27-1, Legal Guide for Commanders;
DA Pam 27-22, Evidence; TC 19-22, Apprehension,
Search and Seizure; Manual for Courts-Martial;
and from the local staff judge advocate.

Auto Inventory

When an individual is arrested for driving under
the influence (DUI), or is subject to arrest involv-
ing transportation to the provost marshal’s office,
the individual’s vehicle will be secured. If there is a
location available to secure the vehicle at the place
of apprehension, this may be done. However, if

there is no place to secure the vehicle, it will be
impounded at a location under the control of the
provost marshal and inventoried.

If a person is arrested for DUI as he pulls into his
quarters’ parking lot, there is no reason to
impound the vehicle. However, if a person is
arrested on an outlying range road; there is no
place to secure the vehicle; and a possibility exists
that items may be lost or stolen, the vehicle should
then be impounded and inventoried.

Search Incident To
Apprehension

At the time of apprehension or immediately
thereafter, the apprehending official should notify
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the individual that he is being apprehended for a
specific offense. The MP may then search the
person and the immediate area. The search is
made to detect weapons, destructible evidence, or
means to effect an escape.

A search incident to an apprehension is a search of
an arrested person and the area subject to the
suspect’s immediate control at the time of appre-
hension. Such a search is lawful only when there is
probable cause for apprehension. The geographi-
cal limitation restricts the apprehending MP to
searching the immediate area. This will include
any area from which an individual may grab a
weawm or destructible evidence with a sudden
lunge, leap or dive from where he is situated.

Note: In the automobile type situation, the
MP may search the individual and the area
surrounding where the suspect was seated at
the time the vehicle was stopped. This
includes the driver’s seat and the area under
the driver’s seat.

Not all arrests iustifv a search incident to.
apprehension. Generally, you may not make a
search when the offense results solely in the
issuance of a traffic citation. However, if the
person who has been issued the traffic citation is
normally required to appear before the desk
sergeant for booking or release to the commanding
officer, then a search of the individual and the
immediate area may be made.

Normally you may not make a full search of a
traffic offender. But if he acts in such a way to lead
you to believe that he may be armed and there is a
threat to your safety, you may then frisk the
individual. Also if something happens that gives
you probable cause to believe he is concealing
evidence of a crime, then you may conduct a search
of the suspect and his car. For example, when an
individual is stopped for speeding he may make a
motion to place something under the front seat, or
to grab something under the front seat. In this type
of situation, it is permissible to frisk the individual
and examine the immediate area.

Plain view. If, while issuing a traffic citation or
making an apprehension, you observe items in

plain view that would aid in a criminal prosecu-
tion, you may seize these items even though they
are not on the person or in the immediate area.
This is true even if the item(s) is not related in any
way to the crime which you are investigating.
Seizing an item in plain view in proximity to an
individual may offer the basis to justify an
apprehension or a further search of the same area
or another area.

Plain smell. The rationale applied for plain view
also applies for plain smell.

Note: While on patrol an MP may observe
an item in a parked car, or while making a
routine spot check of a vehicle he may notice
something that will aid in a criminal prosecu-
tion. The MP may seize such items.

Hot Pursuit

An MP patrol pursuing a person they have
probable cause to believe is armed and has just
committed a serious crime, may enter a vehicle or
building believed to have been entered by the
suspect, and search the building or vehicle for the
person or for any weapons that might be used to
further his escape. Once the individual pursued is
apprehended, the search will be limited by the
search incident to apprehension rules.

When the pursued person is not found on the
premises, the officer may search the premises for
evidence of the suspect’s identity or whereabouts if
the suspect is believed to be armed and dangerous,
and if his identity or the location to which he is
fleeing is unknown.

This rule applies when you receive a report of an
armed robbery or rape and shortly thereafter you
receive a description of the person who has
committed the offense and notice that the person
has just entered a barracks on post.

An MP patrol may enter a building (a barracks or
house) and search wherever the suspect may be
hiding. In addition, the patrol may search any
areas where a weapon might be hidden, such as
closets, under beds, under mattresses, in toilet
bowls, etc.
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Entry and Search
To Protect
Persons and Property

A patrol may make a warrantless entry into any
premises whenever there is reason to believe it is
necessary to prevent injury to persons or serious
damage to property and/or to render aid to
someone in danger.

If while on patrol in a housing or barracks area you
hear sounds of a fight or cries for help coming from
a building, you may enter the building to prevent
injury or damage. Once the danger or emergency
conditions are over, you may only take the steps
necessary to carry out the purpose of the original
entry.

Search for Identification

An MP may examine the personal effects of any
person who appears to be incapacitated for one
reason or another, to learn either the cause of the
incapacitation or to identify the individual.

For example, if an MP night patrol observes a car
in the parking lot of the PX snack shop after it has
been closed, the car should be examined. If while
examining the vehicle, someone is observed
apparently unconscious, it is proper for the patrol
to open the vehicle, learn if the individual is
unconscious; notify the hospital, and obtain
evidence of identification either from the individ-
ual or from the car.

Unsecured
Or Stolen Vehicles

A patrol that finds an unsecured vehicle that is
registered on post or has a visitor’s pass and is

capable of being secured, will secure the vehicle. A
locally fabricated card or form should be left
reminding the owner to secure the vehicle. If a
vehicle registered on the installation cannot be
secured, the patrol will attempt to learn the
identity of the owner by contacting the desk
sergeant or vehicle registration section. If time
does not permit this, the patrol should search the
vehicle for identification. If a vehicle is not
registered on post or does not have a visitor’s pass,
the patrol may search it for identification.

If, while searching the car the owner of the vehicle
is identified, the MP making the search for
identification will attempt to contact the owner
and ask him to secure his vehicle in the future.

If, while looking for identification, evidence of a
crime is found, the evidence may be seized under
the plain view rule (as discussed previously) and
may lead to appropriate action against the
individual for criminal conduct.

If the owner of the vehicle cannot be determined by
looking for identification, the vehicle should be
secured temporarily, and an attempt made
through all available means to determine the
owner or whether the vehicle was stolen.

Note: When MPs are permitted to make
a search for identification, the scope of
the search is limited to those areas where
identification of owners of vehicles are
normally found, such as glove compart-
ments, consoles, or what appears to be
documents lying in open view in the car.

Automobile Searches

An MP may make a warrantless search of a car at
the time and place of apprehension if there is
probable cause to believe the vehicle contains
seizable items. A warrantless search need not take
place where apprehension of the occupant(s) took
place if there is a reason for conducting the search
at another place (such as the MP station).
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If an individual is stopped for a traffic offense and
the MP observes items in plain view (such as drugs
or drug paraphernalia or evidence of another
crime), this would give the MP probable cause to
believe that other evidence is located in the vehicle.
When this occurs, the vehicle can be searched
there, or it can be moved to the MP station where a
search of the entire vehicle may be made. If the
owner of the vehicle is taken into custody and there
is no likelihood of the vehicle being removed by a
third party, a search warrant should be obtained.

Caution
If the search of the vehicle is not made
within a reasonably short time–usually
20 minutes–authorization to search the
vehicle should be obtained.

An MP who wishes to make a search that is not
otherwise authorized, may do so if the person or
persons in control of the immediate area or object
to be searched, voluntarily give their consent. To
insure the consent is voluntary, the MP should
warn the individual: “I have no authorization to
search, and you have a constitutional right to
object to the search. I would like to search you (or a
particular place) for...”

If the person consents to a search, it probably
would be considered voluntary. Refusal to consent
to a search, like evasive answers to a question,
may cause suspicion, but is not sufficient grounds
for probable cause to search.

Abandonment

An MP lawfully on patrol in any area may,
without authorization to search, recover any
abandoned property and examine its contents for
seizable items. For instance, if you are on patrol
and observe an unattended and unsecured vehicle
in an isolated area during a period when no
vehicles are authorized to park in that area, it is

proper to search the vehicle for any items that may
be seized.

While on patrol, you may have occasion to arrest
an individual for a traffic offense. If, before the
vehicle comes to a halt you notice the occupant
throw something from the vehicle, such as a small
envelope, you may recover it and any objects
inside may be seized.

Hearsay Rule

Hearsay is defined as a statement made out of
court, and offered in court as evidence to
prove the truth of its contents. Such a
statement is usually not admissible in court. The
rule against hearsay is designed to limit a witness’
testimony to the facts he has obtained by firsthand
knowledge. There are many exceptions to the
hearsay rule, including the following:

Dying Declarations– used in trials for
homicide. The declarant must have made the
statement when he had no hope of recovery. In
fact, the declarant must die for the statement to
be admissible as a dying declaration. The
statement may include the identity of the
assailant and details of the offense.

Spontaneous Exclamations— utterances
induced by the shock of witnessing or partici-
pating in a startling event, such as the commis-
sion of a crime. There must be no opportunity for
deliberation between the event and the utter-
ance. A statement made by a victim under the
conditions outlined for a dying declaration but
who does not die, may be admitted under the -
spontaneous exclamation exception to the
hearsay rule.

Fresh Complaints— admissible solely to
corroborate the testimony of the victim of a
sexual offense. If the complaint also qualifies as
a spontaneous exclamation, details of the
offense, when included in the complaint, are
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admissible to prove the truth of the matters
stated. Admission— a self-incriminating state-

ment not amounting to a complete acknowledg-
Confession— a complete acknowledgment ment of guilt such as, “I didn’t see the stop

of guilt such as, “I did not stop at the stop sign.” sign.”
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Study Uses and Types

Traffic control studies are designed to
obtain information on various traffic problems
and usage patterns on an installation. The provost
marshal uses various studies to determine present
and future needs concerning traffic control and
associated traffic programs. By using automatic
data processing (ADP) facilities, the storage,
interpretation, retrieval, validity and costs of
using this information is improved. FM 19-11
discusses ADP programming procedures.

The studies discussed in this section include:
Traffic Control Devices
Stop Sign Observance
Observance of Traffic Signals
Origin-Destination
Vehicle Occupancy
Pedestrian
Speed
Speed-Delay

Motor Vehicle Volume
Roadway Capacity
Accident Records
Parking
Other Studies.

Planning

Traffic control studies are used to insure the
installation traffic control plan is adequate and
provides for safe and efficient movement of traffic.

Traffic movement is an area of consideration in
the installation master plan as prescribed in AR
210-20. Continuing traffic control studies improve
the flow of information for planning and action
between the provost marshal, post engineer,
transportation officer and the safety officer.
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Traffic studies are required when changes occur in
traffic conditions. These might be major (such as a
change in mission or relocation of units) or
relatively minor (such as addition of a new
secondary road or a new building with increased
parking problems). The type of change will
determine the nature and depth of each study.

Some general planning considerations follow:

The public should be informed of the study
and its purpose, especially if it will affect their
day-to-day routine.

An operating station (a team of one or two
MPs who collect data) is used in traffic studies.
Stations should be checked a minimum of 5
minutes each hour, so supervisors should be
provided for every two to eight stations. A
coordinator is appointed for the overall study.

Each station should have two means of
communication, preferably one being tele-
phone, to notify the supervisor of problems or
emergencies.

Photographic and video techniques, still,
aerial and motion, are extremely valuable in
analyzing traffic studies. They are very effec-
tive in showing before and after views.

Analyzing Mistakes

The purpose of making a study is to find answers
to a problem. The person analyzing study results
must guard against mistakes through oversimpli-
fying the results or looking for the easy answer.

Some commonly made mistakes follow:
Not evaluating and not exploring all available

information.
Not accounting for the four types of

fluctuations—
1. Long-term trends which are not affected by
short-term changes. This is caused by changes
in basic factors contributing to a problem.
2. Fluctuations above and below the trend line
of a long-term trend caused by the economy or
short-term changes.
3. Seasonal changes, caused by the time of day
or month affecting volume, speed and accidents.
4. Chance variations (also known as the
“spatter effect”) which may cause misinterpre-
tations during short studies.
Faulty reasoning in one or more of the follow-

ing forms:
Unjustified assumption concerning cause

and effect. (Just because one event follows
another doesn’t mean the first event causes
the second event.)

Making generalizations based on aver-
ages. Averages are useful in stating typical
cases. (For example, icy roads may cause only
2 percent of the total accidents in a year, but
on icy days they cause 100 percent of the
accident experience.)

Making generalizations based on specific
incidents. (Staggering the work hours of two
units may reduce the traffic load, but stagger-
ing the hours of all units may increase traffic
load, since it reduces the number of car pools.)

False accuracy. (If two figures, one accu-
rate and the other a guess, are computed
together, the result must be considered as
probably inaccurate.)
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Devices Studies

A traffic control devices study can insure
that the devices are adequate and placed where
needed. Such studies are performed initially on an
installation and then periodically. This periodic
checking may be weekly or monthly, based on
checking specified geographic areas or simply
through using patrol reports on a daily basis.

There are three types of control devices that may
be studied separately or in combination:

Signs
Used to regulate, warn or guide traffic. These are
studied to:

Evaluate conditions
Inventory
Location
Adequacy of the intended message.

Signals
Used to regulate, warn or guide traffic. The
purpose of these power-operated devices is the
same as for signs.

Pavement Markings
Used to regulate, warn or guide. These are the
lines, patterns, words and other devices set into
pavement or curbing. They are all studied for the
same reasons.

Conducting a Study

Two-person teams, on foot or in vehicles, are used
to conduct traffic control devices studies. An
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orderly system of travel should be organized for
them and other teams used in each study. The
study may be organized into day and night
operations to compare differences. Special equip-
ment should include:

Manual on traffic control devices.
Stopwatch.
Tape measure (100 foot).
Field sheets for collecting data (samples on

next pages).

Signs Study

Things to be checked on signs are:
Type (stop, yield, right curve, etc.).
Size and Shape.
Color.
Reflectorized or not (how).
Location of Sign (street, distance from pave-

ment or curb, distance from intersection, height).
Visibility (size, location, lettering and mainte-

nance).

Signals Study
Phasing of signals is checked through several
cycles with the stopwatch. It’s helpful to make
sketches of signals to understand the timing,
phasing and sequence of signals. They are checked
for:

Type (fixed time, flashing, full traffic
actuated).

Location and position.
Physical Information (size, color, number

of lights).
Timing of Each Phase (green, red and

amber time).
Phasing (time the light is applicable to

each direction at an intersection. For exam-
ple, green on Main Street for 45 seconds, and
green on the intersecting street for 30 sec-
onds.).

Pavement Markings Study

Use the odometer of the vehicle to measure length
of lines. Markings are checked for:

Visibility (condition and reflectiveness).
Type (solid, double lines, left turn lanes, etc.).
Material used (paint, glass, etc.).
Measurements (line length and width).

Compiling Information

Information and data collected in this study may
be recorded manually in a card file loose-leaf
notebook, or through machine processing (ADP)
using standard 80-column punch cards. Records of
the study should be maintained in the traffic
section of the provost marshal office.

Using Information

The traffic section should maintain maps of the
installation and use overlays, markings, or colored
pins to portray the location of traffic control
devices and any special problems.

Studies can be used to justify requests for
corrective action, to include maintenance or stand-
ardization.

Information can be collated with a study of high
accident locations to determine standards of
visibility, safety and maintenance.

Studies of devices can be used with traffic
capacity or volume studies to insure maximum
safe flow of traffic.

Devices studies can be used to recommend
changes in devices due to revised laws or regula-
tions.

Studies can provide backup information on road
reconnaissance and classification.
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Stop Sign
Observation Studies

S  tudies of stop sign observance on the part
of drivers are made to:

Determine the need for keeping or replacing stop Conducting Studies
signs.

Replacing stop signs with yield signs. The key ingredients in conducting stop sign

Compare driver obedience of stop signs to
observance studies are planning and recording.

accident frequency.
PlanningDetermine how to improve driver obedience.

(This may be selective enforcement, education,
relocation of the signs, fresh painting or reflector- Unless traffic is very heavy, one person can record
izing.) data for this study at each sign.
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The MP should not be in uniform. MP patrols more and include at least 50 vehicles for each
should avoid the area during the time of the study. approach to the intersection.

All high accident frequency locations should be
studied. At least 25 other intersections with stop Recording
signs should also be studied for comparison
purposes. The field sheet below is used to record data during

the study. The observer makes an appropriate
The study at each stop sign should last one hour or entry as each vehicle enters the intersection.
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Data from the field sheets is then transferred to a
summary sheet (sample below). In analyzing
observance, the following percentages of full stops
are used:

Excellent observance
Good observance
Problem intersection

75% or more
51% to 74%
50% or less
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Uses

The results of this study may be used to determine
the following:

Need to improve stop sign observance through a
special enforcement program. (Facts from this
study can be used to justify this need to the public.)

Need to remove unnecessary stop signs at
intersections where a combination of the following
factors exists:

View at the intersection is unobstructed.

Vehicular conflicts at the intersection are
not a problem.

The accident rate at the location is not a
factor.

Need to make stop signs more visible. Lack of
visibility may often be the reason for nonobser-
vance. Some factors in this are:

Hourly or seasonal variations (weather,
leaves, branches on trees, parked cars, etc.)

On wide streets, drivers turning left may
not obey stop signs on the right side of the
road. This can be corrected by putting
another sign on the left side of the road, or
overhead flashing red lights.

A stop line painted on the pavement may
also help motorists observe stop signs.
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T hese studies are made to check driver
observance of traffic control signals at intersec-
tions. They can be used to determine need for
selective enforcement, education, retiming or other
physical changes.

Conducting Studies

As for stop sign observance, planning and
recording are the key steps in traffic signal
observance studies.

Planning
At a normal intersection, two MPs are needed to

Traffic Signal
Observance Studies

conduct this study. They should not be in uniform,
and MP patrols should avoid the area.

Intersections experiencing congestion or a high
number of accidents are checked. In addition,
several other intersections with signals are
checked for comparison purposes.

The study should be conducted for at least three (3)
hours. This time is broken into one-hour periods in
the morning, afternoon and evening.

At least 50 vehicles should be checked at each
intersection during each one-hour period.

If the study is at a high accident location, the check
is made during the time frame of the accidents.
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(Note: If the intersection is multilane, additional
observers may be required.)

Recording

Two observers stand on opposite corners of the MPs use the field sheet (shown below) to record
intersection, diagonally, and face the traffic data. Vehicles enter an intersection on a green,
signal. In this manner they can check traffic in amber or red light. An additional column can be
two lanes, alternating on their lefts and rights. added for those drivers who jump the red light.
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Data from the field sheets is then transferred to the Need for a special enforcement program to
summary sheet (below). In determining percent- improve signal observance. (Facts of this study
age of observance, only the number going through can be used to justify this need to the public.)
red lights are subtracted from the total, not yellow
lights. Need to make physical changes in traffic

In analysis, the following observance percentages
signals.
Faulty timing may be responsible for some

are used: —
observance problems, particularly if phases are

Excellent observance 99%
too short. Lights may be placed at improper
angles, which may allow both approaches to see

Good observance 97% lights at the same time. This can be corrected by

Problem intersection 96% or less
using hoods or louvers. Stop lines painted on the
pavement may help. Directional lights may be
necessary at intersections with a high number
of left turns.

Uses
Need to improve visibility of the signals.

Hourly or seasonal changes must be considered,
The results of this study can be used to determine: such as foliage, or the position of the sun in the
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morning or late afternoon. Hoods and louvers signal observation. Another observation prob-
may help this type of situation also. Illuminated lem arises at complex intersections where
advertising signs may be interfering with signals may be improperly located or confusing.
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An origin-destination study is used to
determine travel patterns of traffic on an installa-
tion during a typical day. They are useful in
assisting long-range traffic planning, especially
when there are substantial changes anticipated in
the installation mission or strength.

This is a study to determine and analyze trips.
Trips are defined as one-way movement, from
where a person starts (origin) to where the person
is going (destination). Trips are further classified
as follows:

Internal— From one point on post to another
point on post.
External— From on-post to off-post or vice
versa.
Through— From off-post to off-post, by going
through the installation.

Origin-Destination
Studies

Conducting Studies

There are five methods which can be used in
conducting these studies; so this decision must be
made before planning can be completed.

Planning
The number of personnel needed to conduct this
study depends on the method of study used.

A sampling of the person’s driving (or making
trips) will be taken. This sample is then multiplied
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to represent the total population. Because of this, a
true representation of drivers must be made. The
greater the number of samples, the more accurate
the study will be.

Motorists should be made aware in advance of the
reasons for the study. Information concerning the
study should be disseminated to the public.

Recording

A sample of questions which can be used in an
origin-destination study is shown below:

1. How do you normally travel to and from your
place of duty?

Drive car
Passenger in car
Public transit
Walk

2. If you drive a car please answer the following:

a. How many people are in the car (include
self)?

b. Where does your trip originate?
Street Address:
City:

c. Through which gate do you enter the post?

d. Where do you park your car during duty
hours? -

Give parking lot number, nearby building
number, or nearest intersection:

e. What is your place of duty?

f. If in car pool, what is on-post destination of
other members of car pool?

There are five methods by which an origin-
destination study can be made. These are:

1. Registration Questionnaire—Driver lists are
obtained from the vehicle registration form and
each is sent a questionnaire at his place of duty
with a return date requested.

2. Post Card—A prepaid post card with the
questionnaire on it is distributed to all drivers
entering the installation during a given time. A
traffic volume count is made at the time the cards
are distributed.

3. Roadside Interview—This method requires
advance publicity and a greater number of
personnel. Uniformed MPs should conduct the
interview. Considerations should include:

Interview 50 percent of vehicles during
non peak hours.

Interview 25 percent of drivers during
peak hours.

Insure stations are visible and safe.
One interview should not take more than

40 seconds, and there should not be more than
five (5) interviewers in a file (one lane).

Approximately 300 drivers can be inter-
viewed per hour. Stations do not have to be
operated at the same time.

A manual count of traffic is made by hour,
direction and type of vehicle. By doing this
the sample can be expanded into a 24-hour
analysis.

4. Tag on Car—This is a limited study good for
studying through trips. It is conducted by having
all cars counted when they enter the installation.
At stations just inside the entrance gates, MPs
stop vehicles and affix a piece of colored tape
(different for each station) to the car’s front
bumper. At exit gates of the installation, a tally of
cars with each colored tape is made. It provides a
rough estimate of through trips on the installation.
It’s necessary for each installation entrance and
exit to be manned during this study.

5. Comprehensive Home Interview—This method
is performed by other governmental organiza-
tions. It is not normally done on a military
installation unless it is near a large city that is
under review. It provides the most detailed data.

The guide to origin destination studies table can be
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helpful in choosing the best method for your
studies.

Origin-destination studies may be augmented
with the following studies:

Land Use Study— This study of an installa-
tion and the surrounding area concerns residen-
tial, industrial, commercial and recreational
land use. See AR 210-20 for more information.

Growth Trends Study— This study concerns
trends in population, land use and highway
travel. It is made in conjunction with planning
agencies, utility companies and highway offi-
cials. Population trends are classified as mili-

tary/civilian office workers, civilian mainte-
nance, contractors, hospital personnel, service
personnel and visitors.

Off-Post Route Improvements— Studies of
new routes or changes in routes off post by local
officials should be considered.

U s e s

Information from these studies can be used to
anticipate present and future traffic patterns,
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especially the demand to be placed on the road
network in the future. When compiling data the
percentage of interviewed should be converted to
represent a 24-hour day. The studies provide
information concerning:

The number of trips into, within, and
through an installation; and time of day, mode
of travel and number of occupants in a vehicle
during a trip.

Present travel patterns; areas that generate
the most traffic; and efficiency of traffic lanes
concerning flow and safety.

Evaluation of the general road plan and
present or foreseeable problems.

Determining need for revised flow patterns,
alternate routes, new streets and parking areas.

Help determine parking patterns in major
functional areas of the installation.

Future travel patterns can be determined by
being aware of future projects or changes. By

anticipating changes, potential traffic prob-
lems can be avoided. This might include
changes in population, new residential areas or
service facilities.

Graphics

There are several methods to graphically portray
information obtained from these studies. Two
examples are the line desire map and the route
volume map (pages 126 and 127). In the line
desire map, each dark line or bar, of varying
widths, represents traffic volume from one key
area to another. The line desire map locates
pictorially the major traffic patterns.

Another method of showing this information is by
bars signifying volume superimposed on an actual
road map. This is a route volume map.
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Vehicle Occupancy

These studies are used to determine the
number of occupants in each vehicle passing a
given location or entering/exiting a particular
road. They can be used in conjunction with volume
studies.

Conducting Studies

The steps in conducting a vehicle occupancy study
are planning the study, recording the data and
using it.

Planning

One uniformed MP is needed at each location.

The study should begin 60 minutes prior to the first

Studies

work shift arriving for duty and end 15 minutes
after the shift has reported for duty.

Separate counts can be made for morning and
evening peak traffic periods or during the nonpeak
periods.

Counts of passenger cars, trucks and military
vehicles should be in separate categories. Counts
of buses or taxis should be obtained from transit
system records.

At least 500 vehicles per location should be
surveyed.

Recording

The field sheet and summary sheet on the
following pages should be used in conducting this
study.
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pool program or evaluating an ongoing car pool

Uses program. A rate of 3.0 persons per passenger car
is considered excellent.

The results can be used to: Determine the need for future public transit
systems, or the need for future traffic or parking

Determine the need for encouraging a car facilities.
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Pedestrian studies are used to determine if
any pedestrian-vehicle conflicts exist at certain
locations. They are also used to establish needs for
special precautions at high accident frequency
locations and other congested areas, such as
schools, hospitals or troop areas.

Conducting Studies

Planning

One MP is enough to conduct a count at a location
if the pedestrian volume is less than 2,000 per hour.
The MP should not be in uniform.

Pedestrian Studies

Counts should be made between the hours of 0600
and 1800. This time can be tailored to meet specific
needs.

If service facilities, such as the exchange or
commissary are studied, counts should be made on
days of heavy use, such as payday.

Recording

Counts are best made with mechanical counters.

Counts should be tabulated by 15-or 30-minute
intervals, so pedestrian traffic can be related to
vehicle traffic.
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Uses
with vehicle turning movements. A decision can
be made whether or not to adjust traffic signals.

Determine need for a school safety patrol.
The results of pedestrian studies can be used to:

Determine needs for special pedestrian Determine extent of jaywalking. If 5 percent
protections such as sidewalks, fences, cross- of the people jaywalk, remedial action is
walks, etc. necessary. This should be educational in nature

at first. If this does not work, control or
Determine if pedestrian traffic interferes enforcement procedures should be started.
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Speed Studies

Speed studies are used to accomplish the
following:

Determine whether speed limits are too fast or
too slow.

Determine proper speeds for new or improved
roads.

Determine if and where traffic control devices
are needed.

Determine relationship between speed and the
number of accidents.

Measure effectiveness of speed control pro-
grams or study the need for change in the
enforcement program.

Conducting Studies

Planning

One or two MPs are required to conduct this study
at each location. They should not be in uniform
and MP patrols should avoid the area.

To be reflective of normal driving behavior, the
study should be made in good weather and without
Military Police presence. MP observers should be
inconspicuously located while collecting data.
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The study is divided into three time periods: 0900-
1200, 1500-1800 and 2000-2200. Each location
should be studied at least one (1) hour with at least
50 vehicles passing the location.

Speeds are checked on a controlled basis, such as
every second or every third vehicle.

The study should not be conducted at a location
that has recently been subjected to a speed
enforcement program.

and stopped by vehicles passing over air tubes
stretched over the roadway.

Mirror Boxes— Mirror boxes and stopwatches
used over a measured course will give fairly
accurate readings of speed.

Pace Method— This is the most unreliable and
inaccurate method. If employed, the pace cars
must be calibrated and unmarked.

Uses
Locations

Speed studies are usually made at the following
types of locations:

Roadways which have recently had changes
in the speed limit or where existing speed limits
need to be evaluated.

Locations where traffic control devices are
proposed.

All major thoroughfares.
All high accident frequency locations.
Locations which normally require a reduc-

tion in speed are not studied unless specifically
desired. They do not provide information on
normal driving speeds.

Recording
The sample field sheet shown in this chapter will
assist in compiling data. One sheet should be used
for each direction of travel.

Timing Equipment

There are several types of equipment or methods
that may be used in conducting speed tests. These
include:

Radar— If available, radar equipment provides
highly accurate readings. It can be used day or
night, but must not be seen by motorists. If it is,
they tend to slow down, and a normal speed is not
obtained.

Electric Timers— These are also highly accurate.
They are electric stopwatches which are actuated

In analyzing data received in a speed study,
maximum and minimum speeds under normal
conditions are the important facts. Average speed
is not useful.

Maximum safe speed is considered to be the 85th
percentile speed and minimum safe speed is the
15th percentile speed.

Follow these steps to find 85th and 15th percentile
speeds:
1. Find the total number of vehicles checked. This
is the cumulative total.
2. Find 15 percent of this total number (multiply
the number by .15). Round off the results to the
nearest whole number.
3. Subtract this 15 percent from the cumulative
total. The result is the 85th percentile.
4. Find the total number of vehicles traveling in
each speed classification. (For example, 1 vehicle
was traveling 66.6 mph, 2 vehicles at 60.0 mph, 2 at
54.5 mph, etc.) In the cumulative total column,
make a running total.
5. Starting at the top of the cumulative total
column (the highest speed recorded), add the
numbers downward until the number most equal
to 15 percent of the total is found. This is the 85
percent percentile speed.
6. To find the 15 percentile speed, subtract the 15
percent from the cumulative total.
7. The 15th percentile will be the 85th percentile
speed. The 85th percentile will be the 15th
percentile speed.

A speed study shows what drivers feel is the
maximum and minimum safe driving speeds.
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From this information, speed limits can be
readjusted. (Excessively low speed limits encour-
age drivers to ignore them.)

A study helps determine where traffic control
devices are needed to encourage safe approach
speeds to intersections or other dangerous loca-
tions.

A study assists in timing traffic signals. The

length of a proper amber time depends on the speed
of approaching traffic. Speed limits are never set to
match the timing of signals.
A traffic speed map can be prepared showing areas
where slow speeds cause congestion and fast
speeds create danger areas. Such a map is useful
when selecting alternate routes or through streets.
Speed studies can determine if complaints about
speeding are justified.
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These studies are used to determine speed
variations along a route at different times;
number, location, cause, frequency, and
duration of delays, and overall speed and
travel time along a route.

Conducting Studies

Planning

Two MPs in an unmarked car are required to

Speed-Delay Studies

conduct this study along each desired route. One
MP is the driver and the other the recorder.

The MPs need a stopwatch and field sheets.

Routes to be studied should be predetermined.
Their lengths and key landmarks should be
established.

Peak traffic hours should be determined. The
study is made during each of the peak hours on the
same day.

For planning, one car should be used for every two
miles of route to be checked during peak periods.
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Recording
The vehicle, called a floater car, enters the

The location, nature and time of delays are
recorded. A stopwatch is used to time delays.
Delays are any time the floater car is not moving,
such as at stop signs, signals, waiting to make a
left turn or because of congestion.

mainstream of traffic at the starting point. If more
than one car is used, they should start out at 5- to
15-minute intervals. As a rule of thumb, the floater car should pass

Start time and odometer readings are recorded on
another vehicle in the traffic stream when it has
been passed by a vehicle.

a field sheet (sample below).

Elapsed time and odometer readings are recorded The time and odometer reading is recorded at the
as floater car passes each key landmark. completion.



Uses

A speed-delay study shows overall speed and
moving speeds between specified locations.

It shows delay times, locations and total delay
times. It can show cause, frequency and location of
delay.

A study made during peak hours and nonpeak
hours is good for a comparison study.

A flow map of speeds can be made. the speeds on
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different routes can be shown by color code or
proportional width of bands.
The study locates points of congestion and
insufficient road capacity.
An evaluation can be made of traffic control
devices and the adequacy of posted speed limits.
The study assists in determining priorities for
traffic control and road construction programs.
Studies of emergency vehicles at different times of
day, with and without emergency lights and siren
indicate if they are actually useful or save
substantial time.
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These studies are made to obtain informa-
tion on the number, direction and variations in the
volume of motor vehicles passing through an
intersection or along a major route.

Conducting Studies

Planning

One MP can observe and record information on
1,000 vehicles per hour along a roadway. Two MPs
can observe and record information on a normal
two-way intersection. More MPs will be necessary
if volume exceeds 1,500 vehicles per hour.

Motor Vehicle
Volume Studies

Equipment necessary to conduct this study are a
wristwatch, field sheets, summary sheets and
counting equipment.
Vehicle counts are usually made to cover 10-,12-, or
24-hour periods, They should be made on week-
days to obtain a normal volume count. The count
should begin a half hour prior to peak traffic
periods and end a half hour after each peak period.
If traffic volume is consistently high during the
day and night, an 18-hour count should be made.

The study should be conducted in good weather.

Recording

MPs conducting the study should be positioned so
they have an unobstructed view of the area. If the
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count is made at an intersection, MPs should be on as appropriate. A new sheet is used every one-half
diagonally opposite corners. hour (every quarter-hour if volume is very heavy).

The field sheet (sample above) is used to record
data on an intersection. The number and action of The summary sheet (sample on page 145) is used to
each vehicle entering the intersection is recorded compile data recorded on the field sheets.
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The graphic summary sheet (page 147) is used to The route volume graph above is another method
indicate the number of vehicles counted and their of graphically indicating information obtained in
directional movements during a desired time this study. The thickness of the bands are related
period. to the traffic volume during a specific period.
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pavement markings, or Military Police on
traffic control duty at various locations and
times.

Uses Study and evaluate the number of accidents
based on volume and directional movement.
Generally, special controls are needed if 300 out

The information gathered in a motor vehicle count
of 1,000 vehicles make a left turn at an
intersection. The need for street lighting and

may be used to: signals can be considered by comparing day
and night traffic volume to day and night

Study traffic control devices and their accident frequency.
effectiveness. The study may justify the exis-
tence or need for fixed-time or traffic-actuated Study future needs such as through streets,
signals, the need for stop signs, speed zones, secondary roads or roadway improvements.
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Studies of roadways are used to determine
the practical capacity of roads and streets; to
provide a basis for changing traffic regulations,
establish priorities for street improvement; and to
assist in future planning.

Traffic density is the number of vehicles per hour
passing any selected point on a road, or the
number of vehicles per mile on a selected portion of
road.

Traffic capacity is the maximum traffic density
a road can accommodate at a given speed without
delay.

Before the actual capacity of a roadway can be
determined, it it necessary to find the theoretical
capacity. The formula N = 1760V divided by I is

Roadway Capacity
Studies

used for finding the theoretical capacity for one
lane of a roadway. (See the formula explanation on
page 150.)

An ideal road is one which has an excellent
surface, zero grade, zero curves and no interference
such as intersections. There are, however, no ideal
roads. The theoretical capacity of a road is
modified to account for existing circumstances.
Three factors determine the actual capacity of a
road—physical characteristics of the road,
characteristics of the traffic using the road
and traffic controls used on the road.

A good rule of thumb to use when
estimating the actual capacity of a road
is to reduce the theoretical capacity by
25 percent.
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If a more detailed analysis of a roadway’s capacity parking to parallel parking, if on-street parking is
is needed, the assistance of a traffic engineer is essential.
required, since the study and computation of
factors affecting capacity is detailed. Eliminate left and right turns.

Properly define lanes.
The capacity of a roadway can be improved in
these ways:

Eliminate curb parking or convert angle

Relocate bus stops.
Relocate objects near edges of the roadway.
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The purpose of studying traffic accident
records is to find measures to increase vehicle
safety and reduce the frequency of accidents.
Traffic accident prevention programs are never
completed. They should be a continuous study of
accidents, violations, vehicle registrations and
remedial actions taken. The study of records assists
in the following areas:

Identifying high accident rate locations, and
taking corrective action.

Evaluating roadway design factors.
Planning remedial actions and selective enfor-

cement programs.
Evaluating these actions and their effective-

ness through before and after comparisons.

The validity of any analysis depends on the
accuracy of the raw information which is ob-

Accident Records
Studies

tained. This is particularly important when
studying causes of accidents. Accidents occur
because of a variety of factors in complex combina-
tions. For this reason, the terms “following too
closely” or “speed excessive for conditions,” for
example, are often insufficient to provide for valid
analysis.

Records under review must be accurate and
detailed. Department of the Army is currently
developing the Army Information Management
System (AIMS) which uses automated data
processing procedures.
A part of this system will be the Military Police
Management Information System (MPMIS) and
the Law Enforcement Reporting System (LERS).
LERS will include subsystems on vehicle registra-
tion, offenses, traffic accidents and traffic viola-
tions. When implemented, these subsystems will
greatly improve storage, retrieval and analysis of
data for use by traffic managers.
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There are six basic steps in the study of accidents
at a location. These require specific attention.

Obtain sufficient accident data.

Select high accident rate locations.

Prepare collision and condition diagrams.

Make field observations at the location
during the time of accidents.

 Summarize facts.

 Analyze facts and field data, and recom-
mend corrective actions.

Obtaining Data

The following information should be obtained
when studying accidents:

Location
Day
Month
Year
Hour
Cause

Type

Light conditions
Weather conditions

Driver
Driver’s age
Driver’s sex
Driver’s experience
Seat belt usage
Command/Unit

Accident Location File Index

Traffic controls
Injuries/fatalities.

Selecting Locations

The two methods of determining accident loca-
tions through manual storage methods are acci-
dent location files and spot maps.
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Accident Location File

This file is maintained by using the location of the
accident as the basis of order. A file is maintained
for each intersection and for each area between
intersections. Each report is then filed chronologi-
cally for each site. (See example above.)
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Graphs and Charts

Sample Spot Map

Spot Maps

Spot maps are designed to show the complete
roadnet on an installation, or any specific part of
the roadnet. The traffic section posts accident
locations on the map by using different colored
map pins. Color of the pins can be used to represent
different factors. Maps should be large enough for
easy visibility. By reviewing these maps, high
accident locations can be seen. In addition, if the
map is made available to MPs preparing for patrol,
it can act as a briefing and prevention aid. At the
end of each year, maps should be photographed in
color and filed for future reference and comparison
with current maps.

Line graphs and bar charts are useful in interpret-
ing traffic data between two or more sets of
information, such as the relationship between
personal injury and apprehensions for moving
vehicle violations.

Collision Diagrams

A collision diagram permits study and analysis of
a particular intersection or curve at which a
number of accidents have occurred. The diagram
consists of an outline map of the location and
symbols showing the direction of movement of
vehicles and pedestrians involved in accidents. If
stationary objects are important in accidents, they
are included in the diagram. Each diagram should
inc lude:  

Drawing of intersection.
Identification of diagram.
Identification of streets.
Plots of accidents to include:

Direction of travel.
Date of accident.
Time.
Road conditions.
Weather conditions.
Any unusual conditions (flood, storm,

intoxication, etc.).

Care should be taken to insure the diagram does
not show different sets of circumstances affecting
the scene, such as one diagram showing an
intersection before and after a stop sign has been
installed.

After a diagram has been prepared, make a search
for points of similarity. These may be: .

All accident cars coming from the same direc-
tion.

Colliding cars coming from the same directions
such as northbound and eastbound.

Accidents of one type, such as cars turning left.
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Accidents occurring during one season of the
year.

Accidents occurring at a certain time of day or
during certain lighting conditions.

Accidents occurring under the same weather
conditions.
When points of similarity are determined, an
investigation at the site should be made to confirm
these facts. A sample collision diagram is on page
155.

Condition Diagrams

A condition diagram is a scale drawing which
provides an accurate picture of the physical
conditions present at the location under study.
From this diagram the required visibility distance
for the 85th percentile speed (see Chapter 22, Speed
Studies) on the road, and the actual visibility
triangle can be made. This will allow an evalua-
tion of the effects obstructions have on the driver’s
view and road conditions.
A rough sketch of the location should be made at
the scene and later transferred to an 8½ x 11-inch
sheet of paper. A scale of 30 to 40 feet per inch
should be used. Observations and measurements
should include:

Curbs
Roadway limits

Property lines
Sidewalks
Driveways
View obstructions on corners
Physical obstructions on roadway
Ditches
Bridges
Traffic signals
Signs
Pavement marking
Streetlights
Grades
Road surface
Type of adjacent property
Irregularities (potholes, dips, etc.)

Condition diagrams may indicate view obstruc-
tions are contributory causes of accidents. A driver
proceeding at normal speed on one street should be
able to see another vehicle approaching at normal
speed from an intersecting street. Obstructions
reduce this ability.

A driver should have the time and visibility to
react and brake a vehicle. Any obstructions
increase stopping distances.

The figure above is a sample condition diagram.
The dotted lines represent the required visibility
triangle; while the shaded portions show the
actual visibility triangle.

.
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Field Observations

Preparation of a condition diagram can be made in
conjunction with making afield observation of the
accident location. Reenactment of a collision can
be made. The field observation should be made
under the same weather and light conditions
indicated as being present during most of the
traffic accidents.

Analyzing and Summarizing

Facts gathered from accident studies should be
presented in understandable and meaningful
terms. This will help justify any recommendations
made. In analysis, use the repetitive principle
of collisions. This suggests that if certain
conditions or combinations of conditions influence
driver, vehicle, roadway, or control, an accident
may occur. In other words, past performance is
used to predict future events.

It has also been found that there is an inverse
relationship between violations, citations and
accidents. As proper traffic citations increase,
accidents decrease. A useful tool in showing this is
the enforcement index (EI). This is the ratio of
all moving traffic violations divided by the
number of accidents. This index may then be used
to show fluctuations by day, week, or month, and
enable adjustments to enforcement programs.

Recommendations

After the study is completed, recommendations for
improvements should be made. These recommen-
dations may include increased vehicle inspection
standards, safety programs, education programs
or changes in police operational procedures.
Communication of the information derived from
these studies is important. It is valuable to various
staff offices and to the public. A traffic enforce-
ment bulletin may be used to communicate this
information to Military Police. This bulletin
should list locations having the greatest hazards,
causes, and times of accidents.
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Parking Studies

Parking studies are performed to deter-
mine location, use and adequacy of existing
parking facilities. Information can also be gath-
ered for planning parking facilities. Normally,
studies are concerned with specific problem areas
and are made in an effort to improve efficiency and
safety. They may be performed with origin-
destination and vehicle registration studies.

Parking facilities are either permanent or tempo-
rary. Permanent parking facilities are an integral
part of installation traffic and building plans.
They may be either on-street or off-street parking.
Temporary parking areas are established by
Military Police to service a particular event or
occasion.

Some situations may indicate a problem in

permanent parking facilities. Such situations are:
Excessive, illegal and overtime parking.
Excessive cruising to find a parking space.
Extensive congestion in the traffic flow caused

by cars attempting to find a parking space.
Parking in excess of 400 feet (120m) from the

desired destination of the vehicle occupants.

Types

There are three types of parking studies:
Inventories
Usage
Facility service
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Inventories

A parking inventory is a physical count of existing
parking spaces. It includes on- and off-street
parking. For marked spaces, a numerical count is
made. For unmarked spaces, a rolling measuring
device is used to make an accurate estimate of the
number of possible spaces. For angle parking, an
area 9 feet (3 meters) wide and 18 to 20 feet (5 to 6
meters) long is a normal space. For parallel
parking, an area 18 to 20 feet wide is normal. The
forms shown in the following two figures can be
used to record information concerning this study:

Usage Studies

Usage is a significant measure of parking adequa-

specific area and the length of time vehicles are
parked in the area. The survey is conducted during
normal duty hours or during maximum usage
hours for special activities such as the exchange or
commissary. One person should be able to check
each parking space in an area—once during a 15-
minute period for on-street parking, and once
during a 30-minute period for off-street parking.
One observer can check about 60 curb spaces in 15
minutes. The observer should walk a predeter-
mined course and record on a field sheet the license
plate or decal numbers of vehicles. The form on
page 161 is a sample field sheet used in such
studies.

The same route is used at intervals of 15 to 30
minutes. Check marks indicate a car is in the same
location noted on previous trips. The letter “E” 
indicates an empty space and the letter “R”
indicates a reserved space. When the survey is
completed, each line is read horizontally to
determine the time a vehicle occupied a particular
space, or the use of that particular space during the
survey. The data is then summarized on the

cy. It is based on the number of vehicles in a summary sheet (page 162).
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Each questionnaire should identify the space the
vehicle occupied. This study can be used with an
origin-destination study.

Facilities Parking Service

Uses
This study is of a parking area which services a
particular facility or building. A questionnaire,
such as the one below, is used. The study can be Parking inventories are useful in determining
done at the scene when the driver parks his vehicle geographical distribution of parking areas on
or by placing the questionnaire under the wind- an installation. They are also useful in determin-
shield wiper blade and requesting it be returned. ing the capacity of each parking area.
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Parking usage surveys are useful in determin- maximum in short-time parking areas and 95
ing areas with the greatest parking demand percent is maximum in long-time parking areas.
and where parking problems are critical due to
inadequate capacity. They are helpful in identify-
ing areas where time limits are not consistent Parking facility service studies are useful in
with usage. This further aids in determining determining if parking lots are properly located
whether enforcement efforts should be lessened or and are the proper size for the area served. They
increased. They evaluate efficiency of parking also assist in determining needs when planning
areas. An efficiency of 85 percent is considered new or relocated facilities.
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Associated Studies

Vehicle Registration Studies

Information for these studies is gathered from DA
Forms 3626, Vehicle Registration and Driver
Record. By using ADP procedures and coding the
residence of drivers and their actual places of duty,
a readout of traffic volume and traffic patterns
may be determined. This information can then be
shown on maps and bar graphs. The information
may be used to accomplish the following

Review duty hours and compare with traffic
volume and patterns. Adjusted duty hours may
be recommended based on the findings.

Update origin-destination study.
Assist in planning parking requirements.

Identify stolen, abandoned or recovered
vehicles.

Identify vehicles by year, make, model, color,
license number, ownership, etc.

Transit Checks

These studies involve counting persons using or
desiring transit systems. Each study is then used
to improve, adjust, start or end such systems.
Transit companies may contribute information
concerning these studies (such as loading and
unloading points, time and day of week and
military/civilian users).
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Responsibilities

Circulation control is all measures taken to
expedite and control the movement of personnel
and vehicles throughout the theater of operations.
Measures include control of vehicle movements,
refugee control and straggler control.

Military Police units assigned to divisions, corps,
COMMZ and theater army have responsibility for
circulation control of vehicles, supplies and
personnel throughout their respective areas of
operation. Planning for this control begins at the
highway traffic headquarters (HTH) under staff
supervision of the Assistant Chief of Staff,
Transportation. The HTH is supervised by the
highway plans officer with representation from
various staff agencies, including the provost
marshal.

The functions of the highway traffic headquarters
are:

Formulating the overall highway regulation
plan and traffic circulation plan.

Maintaining a situation map of the military
road network, showing current data on obstruc-
tions, detours, defiles, enemy activity, capacity
and surface conditions.

Implementing the commander’s established
priorities for highway movement.

Receiving requests for highway routing and for
schedules of movements, consolidating itineraries
and road movement tables.

Establishing and issuing traffic circulation
maps.

Making necessary changes in routings, sched-
ules and priorities as required.

Coordinating scheduled traffic movements
with higher, adjacent and lower headquarters.
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Establishing procedures for reporting road
construction or repair requirements.

After the traffic circulation plan has been issued,
responsibility for control of traffic rests with
subordinate commanders. These commanders
look to the provost marshal and Military Police
units to assist in this control.
The provost marshal provides circulation control
of traffic along with other circulation control
missions primarily in two ways—through use of
circulation control points (CCPs) and mobile
patrols.This section discusses how these circula-
tion control missions are completed. The missions
include:

Planning for circulation control of traffic.
Circulation control points and mobile patrols.
Checkpoints, roadblocks, dismount points and
defiles.
Hasty route reconnaissance.
Escorts.
MP combat support to special operations.

Military Police assigned the circulation control
mission use the same principles of traffic control
discussed in Section 1 of this manual with
modifications based on the tactical combat situa-
tion. Military Police operating circulation control
points assume several other important missions in
the conduct of their duties. These are:

Circulation control of traffic

Straggler/refugee control

Information dissemination

Intelligence gathering

Security

Planning

Responsibility for planning and regulation of
vehicle circulation control is charged to the
transportation officer of the command having
area responsibility. Traffic regulations are then

implemented through traffic control plans devel-
oped by the Military Police. MP planners (provost
marshal, company commander, platoon leader or
squad leader) must develop support plans with the
express intent of best supporting the area com-
mander’s concept of operation. This concept is the
commander’s intentions concerning force deploy-
ment and support. It describes the overall pattern
of an operation.

Planning for MP support activities must be a
continuous process of evaluating current opera-
tions and anticipating future courses of action.
Planning for circulation control of traffic requires
consideration of scheduled and unscheduled,
military and civilian movements. Planning in-
cludes consideration of several variable factors
that can affect vehicle movement (such as type of
vehicles, available Military Police resources,
environmental conditions, terrain, support or
augmentation capabilities, and enemy activities).

FM 19-4, Military Police Support, Theater of
Operations, discusses in detail all aspects of
Military Police planning for MP support missions
to include circulation control.

Chapters 29 through 32 of this manual provide
specific guidance on planning for a given mission
of circulation control and various methods of
implementing this mission.

Specific Planning

When planning for employment of a unit, stan-
dard planning and organizing procedures should
be used. The MP planner must first analyze the
mission, and then make an estimate of the situa-
tion.

Use the key word “METT” in your estimating:

Mission– What job is to be done? The leader
should determine the who, what, where,
when, why and how.

Enemy– Intelligence reports and predic-
tions concerning enemy capability and
actions must be considered.

Terrain– mat are the primary roads? The
MSRs? The secondary roads and holding
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areas? How does the terrain influence your
actions? Your security? And the enemy’s
actions? Consider the key word “OCOKA”:

O– Observation and fields of fire
C– Cover and concealment
O– Obstacles
K— Key terrain features
A— Avenues of approach

Troops– What and how many MPs are
available to do the job? Do they have the
necessary equipment? Are they properly
trained?

After the MP planner makes an estimate of the
situation, an operation order is issued to personnel
performing the mission. Depending on available
time, this may be a written order, verbal order or a
combination of both. All Military Police involved
in the mission must receive this information if a
task is to be successfully accomplished.

Information should be presented in an opera-
tions order format:

1. Situation— Always give information in the
following three subparagraphs:

a. Enemy Forces—How will enemy activity
affect the MP support mission? What is their
strength, location and anticipated activity?

b. Friendly Forces—Give information on
friendly forces other than the specific MP unit
and how its operations may affect the MP
mission.

c. Attachments and Detachments—List any
supporting units concerning Military Police
operations.

2. Mission— A clear, concise statement of the
task to be accomplished, explaining who, what,
when, where and why.

3. Execution

a. Concept of Operation—A statement of the
tactical plan concerning MP support.

b. Subsequent paragraphs should detail spe-
cific tasks for each MP element concerned. These
should tell each person, if necessary, what and
how he will perform his part of the mission.

4. Service Support— This paragraph should
contain subparagraphs concerning administra-
tive and logistics support.

a. Administration—What actions should be
taken for situations not directly part of the
mission? What are the contingency plans for
handling PW or emergency reroutings?

b. Logistics-What, where and how will Mili-
tary Police receive logistic support such as
resupply, maintenance, water and food?

5. Command and Signal
a.

b.

Signal-What are the frequencies, call signs
and authentication procedures for communi-
cation? How will MPs communicate with
supported and supporting units? What are
the emergency frequencies?
Command-Where will leaders be located?
What is the chain of command?

Circulation Control Point

The functions of a circulation control point (CCP)
are to provide the following:

Circulation Control of Traffic- Military
Police must be familiar with the traffic circulation
plan and traffic control plan of all scheduled
military movements. MPs insure these movements
obtain priority use of the road network. CCPs
prevent delays and congestion; enforce rules and
regulations of the commander concerning road
use; make adjustments for unscheduled road
movements; and are prepared to make minor
reroutings as necessary. CCPs must be aware of
the major supply routes (MSRs). Combined over-
lays for maps are useful in this procedure. MPs
must maintain surveillance of traffic movements
and report to higher headquarters any problems
that arise.

Straggler/Refugee Control – Contingency
plans should be made for handling and control of
refugees and stragglers. During conventional
warfare or in a nuclear environment, this can
become a severe problem; since mass movements
will normally take place on natural lines of drift,
which are usually the MSRs. Masses of refugees
tend to obstruct the flow of traffic, which increases
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the importance of the MP mission to keep the roads
open. Control and screening of refugees (who are
sometimes used to insert enemy agents) requires a
close coordinated effort with the G2/S2 and the
supporting military intelligence unit. Addition-
ally, control points, PW collection points, screen-
ing points, civilian detention centers, and refugee
centers should be coordinated with MI and CA
units.

Intelligence Gathering- The MP, like any
other soldier, must be aware of the importance of
gathering intelligence and passing his observa-
tions to the unit security officer if immediate
contact with military intelligence is impractical.
All vehicle movements should be reported, as well
as the activities of local inhabitants, and all
unusual occurrences observed. Counterintelli-
gence must be emphasized. MPs should not allow
authorized personnel to observe traffic move-
ments.

Information Dissemination- Military Po-
lice must be able to give information concerning
road use, directions, enemy activity, air or NBC
threats to all personnel using the road network. To
do this, they must be well briefed and have
communication with other CCPs, mobile patrols
and their parent unit.

Security- MPs have a very important security
mission. They must be able to secure themselves
and their position(s). This is done by establishing
their position at a location with cover and
concealment, good fields of fire and communica-
tion. They must be ready to provide a temporary
delay or withstand enemy attack. Often, due to
their isolated position, they will be the first in the
warning system for air, ground or NBC attack.

The number of personnel and amount of equip-
ment needed at any one control point depends on
the location, time of operation, enemy activity and
actual importance of the point. This may vary
greatly, from one or two MPs needed for only 10
minutes, to four or more MPs needed for an
extended period.

A control point based on a semipermanent
operation (24 hours for example) might require
four Military Police. Their jobs are as follows:

Senior MP— Provide leadership and maintain
communication.
2d MP—Provide direction on the roadway.
3d MP–Provide direction on the roadway.

4th MP-Provide backup security and rest.

They should have sufficient equipment to accom-
plish the mission. In addition to a vehicle,
weapons and communication equipment, they
should have traffic control signs, NBC warning
signs, STANO equipment, and sufficient food and
water. Plans should be made for resupply by the
parent unit. MPs must be cross trained in the use of
crew-served weapons for employment during
enemy activity.

Mobile Patrol

Military Police mobile patrols (ground, air or
water) provide the commander with a versatile tool
to maintain traffic control and other missions
requiring mobility. Mobile patrols have the same
mission capability as a CCP on the ground. Due to
their increased mobility, they may also be used for
the following functions:

Maintain contact between circulation control
points (CCPs).

Investigate accidents and incidents.

Perform route reconnaissance and surveillance
missions.

Perform checkpoint, roadblock and defile
missions,

Transport stragglers from CCPs to collection
points.

Perform resupply and administrative duties
from the unit to the CCPs.

Clear MSRs of refugees.
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Methods

Area Patrol
(Unprogrammed)

The patrol is given a specific area to patrol,
without directions as to routes used, times or
checks to be made.

Area Patrol
(Programmed)

The patrol is given an area to check, with specific. duties concerning meeting times with other
patrols and CCPs, and directions to perform
specific jobs at certain times.

Route Patrol
The patrol is given a specific route, usually an
MSR to patrol.

Air Patrol
MPs using rotary-wing aircraft can cover large
areas quickly. This allows for quick observation of
congestions and obstructions and allows for easy
selection of bypasses. It is most efficient when
used with mobile patrols on the ground.

Water Patrol
MPs must use watercraft to patrol areas with
numerous inland waterways and continuous boat
traffic.
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Operation Methods

T his section explains methods of operation
for controlling traffic. These methods are:

Holding areas
Rerouting
Checkpoints
Roadblocks
Defiles
Dismount points
Convoy escorts

Holding Areas

A holding area is an area where traffic can be
moved off the road to ease congestion; wait for

proper time to clear a CCP; reorganize in case of
attack; or organize to attack. In selecting a holding
area, MPs must consider using a location that
meets the following criteria:

Offers cover, concealment and dispersion.
Is easily located, with easy entrances and exits.
Has a firm surface to withstand traffic weight

and movement.
Is easy to defend.

Holding areas established by Military Police are
controlled by MPs. If the area is very large, MPs
should establish a control plan. An easy method is
to mark the area off in several sections and assign
an arbitrary letter or number to each area. If
necessary, a traffic flow pattern should be estab-
lished. Units are then assigned positions in the
holding area based on size, number and types of
vehicles.
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Rerouting Roadblocks

Military Police on circulation control duty must be
prepared to implement minor rerouting of traffic
when necessary. MPs must know the road network
in the area, have the equipment necessary to make
temporary signs notifying road users of the
change, and prepare a strip map of the rerouting.

When time permits, all rerouting must be approved
by higher headquarters, (highway traffic head-
quarters). However, the individual MP on a CCP
can reroute traffic. Ordinarily, rerouting travel
time should not exceed five (5) minutes, or eight (8)
minutes if the rerouting is directed by MP platoon
headquarters. If rerouting affects two or more
platoons of a unit using the road, the unit
commander must direct the change. If a major
rerouting is required immediately, it should be
accomplished and the MPs should notify their
company headquarters as soon as possible, so the
HTH can be informed of the rerouting.

Checkpoints

Checkpoints are established to insure proper route
use, enforce rules and regulations, prevent illegal
actions or actions aiding the enemy, and to provide
information.

Each checkpoint should be established so that
MPs are out of view to road users. A good location
is just over the crest of a hill or around the bend of a
curve. The checkpoint should have an area in
which vehicles can be pulled off the roadway. It
should be well marked with traffic cones, signs,
etc. Any necessary instructions should be posted
on signs. A pursuit vehicle should be available to
pursue any vehicles or persons who fail to stop,
turn around or otherwise attempt to avoid the
checkpoint.

Roadblocks are established in conjunction with
checkpoints to channelize traffic and personnel.
They are also used to close off access to certain
areas or roads. To be effective, traffic entering the
general area of the roadblock should not be able to
avoid or skirt around it. This can be accomplished
by blocking the road with vehicles, barrels, barbed
wire, etc. If the roadway shoulders are open, they
too should be blocked.

Defensive positions for MPs should be established
all around the roadblock. All positions should
have communications by wire and radio. Ade-
quate weapons should be emplaced for protection
and enforcement of the roadblock. A pursuit
vehicle should be available for persons or vehicles
crashing the roadblock.

Defiles

A defile is a natural or man-made feature or
obstacle which restricts traffic flow to one-way at a
time. Examples are narrow bridges, damaged
roads, excessive debris, etc. Since movement at the
defile is restricted, it is an ideal opportunity for the
enemy to attempt to disrupt military operations.
The role of the Military Police is as follows:

Control access to the defile to permit
fastest possible clearance.

Insure concentrations of vehicles and
personnel do not enter the defile at one time.

Provide security and defense of the posi-
tion.

The most common control method used is to
have MPs positioned at each end of the defile with
a mobile patrol circulating throughout. Other
methods (visual, flag, rider, lead and follow) are
describe in the Installation Traffic Control Section
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(Section 1) of this manual and can be used
independently or in combination.

All MP positions must be in communication with
each other, preferably by wire with a radio backup.
Holding areas should be established at each end of
the defile to insure traffic flows smoothly and
without congestion. In a situation in which
nuclear or air attack is possible, these holding
areas should be 2 to 3 kilometers from the defile.
MPs should be prepared to assist in road clearing
operations if breakdowns occur in the defile. This
may mean having wrecker support available or
using field expedient measures.

Tactical Dismount Points

Tactical dismount points are areas outside of a
command post (CP) perimeter where vehicular

movements are stopped and all movement is
controlled. Military Police duties at these points
include:

Restrict unauthorized personnel and vehicles
from entering the CP area.

Control traffic at the main entrance to the CP
area.

Act as an information and control post to
personnel seeking entry to the CP.

Enforce light, noise, communication and move-
ment discipline at the entrance to the CP.

 Act as part of the overall CP security team.

Certain features should be considered when
selecting the location of a dismount point. The site
should meet these criteria:

Be relatively close to the CP area.
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Have a minimum of one access route.

Be on level ground which can sustain the
weight of military traffic.

Be in an area which is minimally affected
by mud or dust.

Provide cover and concealment to vehicles
parked in the area.

Be of sufficient size to accommodate
expected traffic, provide turn-around areas,
and allow for dispersion.

The dismount point operation is composed of three
distinct but interrelated elements:
1. Control at intersection of MSR and access route
to the dismount point.

2. Control at the parking area/dismount point.

3. Control and security at the main entrance to
the command post.

Control at Intersection
Of MSR and Access Route

The CP is an important control measure since it
limits access to the general area of the command
post. It is an information post for authorized
personnel and it restricts entry of unauthorized
personnel such as refugees or local inhabitants.

Control at Dismount Point

This is where personnel are required to dismount
from their vehicles and proceed by foot. Vehicles
are then dispersed to appropriate parking areas.
MPs at this location have two missions—traffic
control and security. The Military Police conduct
identification and authorization of persons desir-
ing entry to the CP area. Since this point is
normally a part of the CP perimeter security, MPs
should have wire and radio communication with
other security positions, and have prepared
defensive positions.

Control and Security at Entrance

Only authorized personnel are allowed to enter
into the command post. The position should have
authorized access lists. MPs must be able to
communicate with the various staff sections to
check identities and/or obtain access authoriza-
tion for personnel. No one is admitted until
positive identification has been established.
Escorts are normally required for persons not on
the access list. MPs must be knowledgeable of the
identification system (badges, tags, etc) used
during daylight and the challenge system used
during  darkness.

Convoy Escort and Security

Convoy escort and security is an operation in
which Military Police are detailed to provide
security and movement to a specific group of
vehicles. It is distinguished from route security,
which is the actual control of roadway use. There
are a variety of convoys which MPs may be called
on to assist. They include:

Resupply operations.

Special ammunition or sensitive material
movements.

Escort of designated commanders and other
VIPs.

Assistance to combat arms units during
difficult movements, such as passage of lines or
river crossings.

The area commander (theater army, corps, divi-
sion), through HTH, allocates MP resources to a
convoy security mission. A primary consideration
is whether or not the convoy is able to provide its
own security. For example, an infantry battalion
has the organic weapons to provide its own
security whereas a light truck transportation
battalion may not. The specific tactical situation is
also a concern, particularly when rear area
protection is a factor.

Military Police are committed in two ways—area-
oriented and functional-oriented support.
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Area-Oriented Support
In this type support, the MP unit is committed to

provide MP missions within a geographical area.
A convoy would be escorted by the unit from the
time it enters this area until it leaves the area.

Functional-Oriented Support
In this type support, the MP unit is committed to a
specific task. A convoy would be escorted by this
unit from start to finish, regardless of the areas
passed through.

Convoy movements are usually controlled by two

methods—organizational and area control.

Organizational Control
The authority the unit commander imposes on his
unit to control its movement during the time it uses
a given route is organizational control.

Area Control
Those measures taken by the appropriate traffic
headquarters and enforced by Military Police over
the road network of an assigned area are called
area control.
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Provide accessibility to main routes and require offensive or defensive action by combat
parking areas. troops in the field.

Planning Convoy Security

Once the MP commander receives the mission to
provide convoy security, an estimate of the
situation should be started, using the METT
system. The following should be considered when
planning for a specific mission:

Coordination
Reconnaissance
Method of Escort
Tactical Actions

Perimeter
Coordination

The MP leader and convoy commander must meet
to coordinate their actions. Each must be aware of
his own capabilities and restrictions. They should
establish convoy organization and means of
primary and backup communication (frequencies,
call signs, etc). They must determine times and
locations at which MP support begins and release
points when it ends. Any anticipated changes in
route must be coordinated. A typical situation
might be one in which different MP units provid-
ing area-oriented support, escort one convoy as it
passes through each MP unit’s area of responsibil-
ity.

Reconnaissance
Military Police should be able to conduct a hasty
reconnaissance of the route to be used by the
convoy. At a minimum, a map reconnaissance is
necessary. All sources of information should be
consulted, especially the engineers and highway
traffic headquarters. Aircraft should be used if
possible. Classification of the route is important.

The following are color codes used to classify
roads:
Green— The road is generally free from enemy
activity and may be used unarmed.
Yellow– There is a risk of enemy activity. All
military personnel should be armed and each
vehicle should carry at least two persons.
Red— This road is in the combat zone and may

Escort Methods
The Military Police planner decides the best
method of escort to use. The types of escorts are the
same as described in Section I, Installation Traffic
Control. Considerations are terrain, persons or
cargo, volume, length, enemy actions and re-
sources available to the convoy and MPs. The
methods of escorts are:

Leading and following
Empty truck (or modified)
Leapfrog

Tactical Considerations
Tactical actions to be taken for security during
halts or mechanical breakdowns must be estab-
lished. Weapons resources must be coordinated.
Location of armored vehicles and automatic
weapons in the convoy organization should be
mutually supporting. Prior coordination should be
made with mortar, artillery and air support. All
personnel in the convoy must know what action to
take, in anticipation of enemy attack. Generally,
convoy personnel are required to maintain local
security of their vehicles, while Military Police are
tasked to take offensive action against enemy
attack.

Ambush— If an enemy ambush occurs, persons in
the vehicles that have been stopped in the kill
zone should dismount and begin laying down
an intense base of fire. If the vehicles can
move, they should immediately attempt to
clear the kill zone. All personnel outside the
kill zone should dismount and also lay down a
base of fire. This action should be immediate
and intense. Artillery/air support should be
requested. The MP security commander
should be responsible for taking positive fire
and maneuver action to neutralize the enemy.

Artillery Attack— If the convoy comes under
artillery fire, vehicles must not stop. They



should continue forward as quickly as possi-
ble to clear the area.

Air Attack— If the convoy comes under air
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attack, the vehicles should disperse and
attempt to find cover. Personnel should begin
firing all available weapons in an anti-
aircraft effort.
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Hasty Route
Reconnaissance

R econnaissance is all the directed efforts
taken to collect information about the enemy and
the area of operations.

Engineer units have the responsibility to under-
take both deliberate and hasty route reconnais-
sance missions. Deliberate reconnaissance pro-
vides detailed, technical information; while a
hasty route reconnaissance provides information
of a limited and less technical nature. Reconnais-
sance is generally of two types—route and area.
Route reconnaissance— directed efforts taken
to collect information about the enemy, and the
area of operations along a specific route.
Area reconnaissance— directed efforts taken to
collect information about the enemy and the area
of operations within any clearly defined area.

Because of their mobility, flexibility, and ability to

communicate and rapidly respond, Military Police
can provide the commander with an additional
resource to undertake hasty route reconnaissance.
This will be done in conjunction with the engineer
unit commander. This mission can be interfaced
with the on-going Military Police missions of
convoy escort and circulation control. The infor-
mation these units can provide is valuable for both
tactical intelligence and movement control pur-
poses.

There are several methods of performing recon-
naissance. These include ground, aerial, map and
air-ground reconnaissance.

Ground Reconnaissance
Performed on the ground, by traveling over the
actual terrain. Although it is the most time-
consuming and subject to enemy threat, it pro-
vides the most detailed and reliable information.
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Aerial Reconnaissance
type reconnaissance provides for rapid.

viewing ‘of the actual terrain with a minimum of
threat. More terrain can be checked in less time. It
is, however, inefficient in adverse weather.

Map Reconnaissance
If maps of the terrain are available, this type of
reconnaissance provides a preliminary study of
the terrain. Maps can provide information on road
type, classification, drainage, terrain features,
vegetation and natural barriers. Map reliability
depends greatly on the age and accuracy of the
map.

Air-Ground Reconnaissance
This is the most desirable type of reconnaissance
since it combines the advantages of both methods,
especially if the area is a contested battle zone.
MPs in the air can direct actions of MPs on the
ground to study the most necessary areas or
sections of road. They may also provide mutual
defense.

Reconnaissance Report, an engineer form, to
insure standardization of reporting methods.)

Control measures imposed on them, such as
phase lines, checkpoints, contact points and
time limits.

Rules of engagement with the enemy.

Organization and equipment.

Symbols Used

The following are the basic route classification
symbols that may be used by Military Police in
hasty route reconnaissance. FM 5-36 provides a
detailed explanation of symbols used by
engineers.

Types of Roads
Planning

To be effective, Military Police conducting recon-
naissance must be organized and briefed on what
information is desired from the reconnaissance.
They must have the necessary equipment and be
trained in methods used to conduct reconnais-
sance. In addition to normal mobile patrol equip-
ment, MPs must have a compass, measuring tape,
drawing material, maps, overlays and report
formats. Information they must receive prior to a
reconnaissance includes the following:

Information on the enemy, friendly units
and the area.

Proposed circulation control and route secu-
rity plans to be implemented.

Essential elements of information (EEI)
needed.

When, where and how reports are to be
rendered. (MPs should use DA Form 1248, Road

X— All-weather road. The road is open all year
long and is only slightly affected by adverse
weather conditions. It is usually constructed of
concrete, bituminous, brick or stone.

Y— All-weather road. Limited traffic due to
weather. This type road is open in adverse
weather with reasonable maintenance. It may
be affected by rain, snow or thaw. It is
constructed of crushed rock, gravel or lightly
metalled surface.

Z— Fair-weather road. This type road quickly
becomes unpassable during bad weather
and cannot be kept open with normal mainte-
nance. It is constructed of soil, sand, clay or
cinders.

Limiting Factors

A— Road has no limiting factor.

B— Road has limiting factors as indicated by
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the following symbols (any combination may
be used).

Obstructions
?— An unknown limiting factor is present.

The symbol for obstructions is (OB). Obstructions
c—Sharp curves. (Radius less than 200 ft (30m), are any of the following:

causes slowing convoys, especially long vehi-
cles. Defile operations may be required.) Less than 4.3 meters (14 feet) overhead clear-

ance.
g—Steep gradients. (Seven percent or more,

slows convoys, control may be required at top Widths of traveled way less than required.
and bottom to control speed distances and
vehicle interval.) Grades of 7% or more.

d—Poor drainage. (Inadequate ditches, culverts, Curves with a radius of 30 meters (100 feet) or ,
etc., may require bypassing or rerouting during less.
heavy rain or floods.)

Fords or ferries.
f—Weak foundation. (Unstable, loose material,

may require certain weight class vehicle be Snow blockage (represented by the symbol T).
rerouted. Determined by engineers only.)

Flooding (represented by the symbol W).
s—Rough surface. (Bump, rutted or potholes

mean heavier vehicles must slow down or
bypass.) Basic Road Classification

j—Excessive camber or superelevation. (May The formula is standardized in the following
require defile operations.) format: Minimum width - route type - lowest

military load - obstructions.

Construction Material Symbols Here are some examples of road classifications:

k— Concrete (generally heavy duty).
kb— Bituminous or asphaltic concrete (generally Describes a limited all-weather road

heavy duty). with a 20-foot traveled way and load

p— Paving brick or stone (generally heavy duty).
pb— Bituminous surface on paving brick/stone

(generally heavy duty).
rb— Bitumen-penetrated macadam; waterbound

macadam with superficial asphalt or tar cover

limit class of 50.

Describes the same road as the first
example with a snow obstruction.

(medium duty).
r— Waterbound macadam, crushed rock (light US military and allied vehicles are assigned

duty). military load class numbers which represent the
l— Gravel or lightly metalled surface (light duty). affect of each vehicle on a bridge. Military load

class numbers for standard Army vehicles are
nb— Bituminous surface treatment on natural listed in Appendix D, FM 5-36, Route Reconnais-

earth (light duty). sance and Classification. This appendix also
n— Natural earth, soil, clay, cinders (light duty). contains considerable, information on road and

route classifications, reconnaissance operations
v— Various other types not mentioned. and deliberate bridge and road reconnaissance.
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More examples:

Describes a limited all-weather route
with a minimum traveled way of 7
meters, a military load classification of
50 and with obstruction(s).

Describes an all-weather route with a
minimum traveled way width of 10.5
meters, which is suitable for double flow
traffic of both wheeled and tracked
vehicles, a military load classification of
120 with obstruction(s).

Maps and Overlays

Military Police have an extensive need for maps
and overlays. There are several purposes for
maintaining maps, some of which are as follows:

Traffic Circulation Plan— Shows the overall
plan implemented and maintained by
the highway traffic headquarters.

Traffic Control Plan— Indicates the general
control plan, MP commitments to traffic
control, unit locations and service loca-
tions. Normally maintained by the MP
unit and higher headquarters.
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Circulation Control Point Communication sites.
And Mobile Patrol Map— Maps maintained by Road classifications and restrictions.

MP unit or strip maps maintained by separ- Traffic flow and regulations.
ate elements, concerning their area of opera-
tion. They should indicate: All maps are prepared to assist mission accom-

MP positions and activities. plishment. They must always be safeguarded.
Holding areas, roadblocks, check- Overlays are used to show information which

points, defiles, etc. would clutter up a basic map.
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The following discussion is of general
employment considerations concerning tactical
Military Police support in various combat maneu-
vers and environments. FM 19-4 provides detailed
information on the interface of division, corps and
theater Army MP support in the operations dis-
cussed.

Offense

Military Police support during conduct of offen-
sive operations is best characterized as central-
ized control with decentralized execution.
The priority of employment is circulation control
designed to keep logistical flow moving with
throughput and insure timely maneuver of any
unit on the battlefield.

Combat Support
To Tactical Operations

Throughput refers to a logistical pro-
cess designed to minimize the number of
times a shipment is loaded and unloaded
on its way to the forward unit requiring
supplies. Trucks loaded at the theater go
directly to DISCOM without off-loading.

Some circulation control measures that become
important employment considerations during
offensive operations are:

Circulation control points in depth to
provide for controlled traffic movement.

Timely and wide distribution of route
and unit information to reduce the
number of stragglers; thereby keeping
combat troop strength at the highest
possible level.

Insuring rapid passage through de-
files.
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Convoy security, personal security of
commanders and PW control.

Defense

Defensive operations tend to reduce the flexibility
of unite. Military Police support is characterized
by centralized control and centralized execu-
tion. An absolute priority for MP support is
insuring that reserve units are able to move
to the critical point on the battlefield. Circula-
tion control measures will be a priority of employ-
ment to include the following:

Increase circulation control points to
speed movement of reserves, ammuni-
tion and POL resupply.

Facilitate passage of lines and lateral
movement operation.

Increase emphasis on convoy secu-
rity, particularly resupply and special
weapons.

Increase straggler control measures
to return friendly troops to effective
combat status and prevent infiltration
by the enemy.

Increase refugee control measures to
provide for either smooth passage
through friendly lines, rerouting refu-
gees off MSRs to alternate routes, or
enforcing standfast orders.

Retrograde

Retrograde operations are characterized by cen-
tralized control and decentralized execution.
MP support priority goes to combat service support
units first, combat support units second, and
combat units last. Circulation control considera-
tions are as follows:

Facilitate movement to the rear and passage of
lines, to include establishing temporary route
signs.

Circulation control points along MSRs, particu-
larly choke points such as defiles, bridges,
tunnels and built up areas.

Shift or stop refugee movements on MSRs
which may impede military movements.

Reconnaissance to determine alternate routes.

Report and/or engage enemy interdiction along
established routes; defending critical points
until relieved by combat units.

Pursuit

Pursuit operations are usually characterized by
extremely rapid movement of armor and mechan-
ized units. Convoy security, straggler and PW
control becomes priority MP support missions.
Control and execution will be decentralized
to allow MP elements to stay abreast of the
developing tactical situation.

Passage of Lines
And Relief in Place

An operation in which one unit moves through
another unit, whether this movement is an attack,
retrograde, lateral or relief in place. It requires
close coordination between units, especially Mili-
tary Police units supporting the movement. The
coordination of these movements are planned and
coordinated at corps level. The circulation control
plan is based on the commander’s priorities,
tactical movement and administrative require-
ments, and high way regulation/control plans.

The following circulation control plans and
measures must be considered:

Routes to be used.
Location of assembly areas.
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Providing for guides to incoming units.

Insuring that the unit moving through or into
the area has priority use of roadways.

Rigid straggler and refugee control to prevent
possible infiltration of enemy units.

Common use of transportation resources.

Responsibility for circulation control for vehicle
movement remains the responsibility of the unit in
an area until it has been relieved. The illustration
above demonstrates MP circulation control re-
sponsibilities as one division passes through
another division to an assembly area.

River Crossings

A military unit must cross river obstacles quickly

and efficiently to continue on with the attack.
Regardless of whether permanent or temporary
bridges or fording is the means used to cross a
river, firm and continuous control is essential.
Military Police and engineers assist the unit
commander in establishing this control. The MP’s
role is to:

Insure only authorized movement takes place;
priorities are honored; and congestion does not
occur. Congestion within an area provides an
inviting target for enemy fire.

Insure all vehicles clear engineer regulating
points (ERPs). The ERP prepares vehicles for the
movement and insures class, width and height
restrictions are not violated. ERPs maybe located
at staging areas, holding areas and dispersal
areas.

Insure holding areas and routes are established
within the designated crossing area and alternate

,
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routes are available and controlled in case of
emergencies.

Help provide security.

Maintain refugee/straggler control.

The Military Police portion of a river crossing
operation is organized into three distinct areas—
near side, crossing areas and far side.

Near Side

The Near Side is that area from the division rear
boundary to a predetermined traffic regulating
line. There may be several traffic regulating lines.

They identify the commander’s forward limit of
responsibility for traffic control. Within the near
side are the staging area and the holding area.
Military Police in these areas have the mission of
insuring all priorities and regulations are met
prior to units moving up toward the crossing area.

Staging Area— The first location where ERPs are
met by crossing units. Staging areas are usually
located well back from the river itself. Here
vehicles are prepared for the river crossing.

Holding Area— A location where Military Police
hold traffic to avoid congestion and buildup at
crossing site(s). It is usually located just behind (1
to 5 km) the beginning of the area designated as
the crossing area.
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Crossing Area

The crossing area is the one in which the river
obstacle lies. It is bounded by the front traffic
regulating line on the near side and a regulating
line located on the far side. A crossing area
commander is designated to have sole responsibil-
ity and authority in this area. Military Police offer
general support to the area commander, and assist
in the continuing mission of controlling traffic. A
dispersal area is a designated area just to the
rear of the actual crossing site, and it acts as a final
holding area. This area is controlled by Military
Police whose operations are controlled by the
crossing area commander.
FM 19-4 provides information on the support
divisional and corps MP units provide during river
crossing operations. In an opposed crossing, the
division MP company is responsible for the
crossing site initially, while the dedicated corps
MP company is responsible for support on the near
side, excluding the crossing site. As the division
breeches the far side, the division MP company
displaces with it, to support circulation control on
the far side; and the corps MP company assumes
responsibility for all near side MP support.

In an unopposed crossing, the division MP
company moves across initially as a part of the
division to assume MP support on the far side with
the corps MP company performing all near side
support.

When bridges are involved, Military Police will be
stationed at entrances and exits, as well as on the
bridge, if necessary, to insure speeds, load and
interval limits. as well as security of the bridge is
maintained. There are specific requirements for
different types of bridge crossings. It is the
responsibility of the engineers to determine these
requirements and of the MPs to assist in enforcing
them.

Far Side

The far side is the area across the river. A major
control problem here is congestion due to massing
of vehicles. Circulation control points (CCPs) and
holding areas are established by Military Police to

alleviate congestion and to move vehicles out of
the area as quickly as possible. In addition to
traffic problems, plans must also be established
for evacuation of PW and control of stragglers. FM
19-4 discusses the responsibilities and interface of
divisional and corps MP companies supporting a
river crossing operation.

Types of Bridge Crossings

Due to age, structure material and strength,
bridges have varying capacities and classifica-
tions. Engineers are responsible for determining
the capacity of a bridge. Military vehicles are
classified by load weight, ranging from 4 through
150. Military Police enforce the capacity decisions
made by the engineers. Bridge crossings are
classified by two types - normal and special
(caution or risk).

NORMAL BRIDGE CROSSINGS
Normal crossings are made when the vehicle class
number is equal to or less than the bridge
classification. The crossing may be one-way or
two-way. During one-way operations on a two-way
bridge, vehicles should drive down the center of the
bridge. On-coming traffic must be halted, thereby
causing a temporary obstruction to two-way flow
of traffic. The minimum vehicle interval is 30.5
meters (100 ft) and the maximum speed is 40 kph
(25 mph).

Special Bridge Crossings
Special crossings occur when the vehicle class
number exceeds the bridge classification. They are
classified as either caution or risk crossings.
They are authorized only under exceptional
conditions by the military area authority or civil
authorities, if appropriate.

Caution Crossing

When the vehicle class does not exceed 25 percent
of the bridge class, it’s a caution crossing. Vehicles
must stay in the center of the bridge, maintain a
minimum of 50 meters interval and the maximum
speed is 8 mph (13 kph). Stopping, accelerating or
shifting gears is prohibited.

Risk Crossing
This is when the vehicle class exceeds 25 percent of
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the bridge classification and is authorized only in
grave emergencies. An engineer officer must
inspect for damage after each crossing and have
the damage repaired before traffic resumes.
Vehicles must stay in the center and cross one at a
time. Maximum speed is 3 miles per hour. Stop
ping, accelerating, or shifting gears is prohibited.
Tanks must steer by using clutch only.

Retrograde Crossings

Retrograde river crossing operations are charac-
terized by detailed planning and centralized
control. Several factors affect the Military Police
circulation control mission and the overall opera-
tional plan.
Time may be at a premium with friendly forces
under enemy pressure.
Maneuver advantage will belong to the enemy
commander.
Command and control problems will be diffi-
cult, often caused by the need to determine the
enemy’s courses of action. This will become acute
as the battle closes on the river obstacles.

The unit conducting this operation overall is
organized into delaying, crossing area and
defending forces. Military Police are part of the
crossing area force. Some circulation control
considerations for Military Police are:

Combat service support units not required to
sustain the delay force are moved to the rear at
the earliest practical time.

Use of holding areas is discouraged when
troops are massed under enemy fire. The call up
of units to cross the river is preplanned and
should not exceed the capacity of the crossing
area.

Since crossing times may be preplanned,
crossing area sites must be kept open. Unneces-
sary traffic or personnel must not impede
military units. Standfast orders are enforced
concerning refugee movements. As the battle
closes on the river, absolute enforcement of
movement priorities must be met.

Amphibious Operations

For Military Police to be effective in amphibious
operations, they must be one of the early units
to land on the beachhead. Tentative control
procedures and locations must be preplanned.
This must be done in coordination with the Navy
shore party and beachmasters. Procedures to be
used in dewaterproofing areas (removal of
special equipment emplaced for the operation)
must be outlined in advance since this area maybe
a point of congestion and a vulnerable target.

MPs must disperse vehicles quickly and move
them inland to avoid congestion which may occur
as successive waves of units land. Since road
networks are usually not present, specific
guides must be established. Maximum use of
temporary signs, engineer tape and tactical
control points should be used to create artificial
roadways. All Military Police must be well
briefed with sufficient information about the area
to perform effective circulation control. Straggler
control points must be established to quickly
reunite troops with their units. Prisoner of war
collection areas are designated so as not to impede
security or traffic flow.

Airborne Operations

Military Police support of airborne operations
covers two distinct locations—the staging area
and the airhead. At the staging area, security is
of prime importance. Military Police performing
circulation control must insure that unnecessary
traffic in the staging area is restricted. Non-
mission support vehicles and personnel must be
rerouted around the staging area. This lessens
congestion and denies possible enemy intelligence
efforts.

At the airhead, PW and command post security
are the priority missions of Military Police during
initial phases of the operation. As vehicle support
increases, traffic control becomes increasingly
important. Airborne MP units are required to
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control traffic within the airhead and the narrow
corridors between the airhead and linkup units.
Regular control signs and reflectorized equipment
is not used in the airhead. Any necessary tempo-
rary signs should be prepared on cloth and issued
to MPs prior to the operation.

Desert Operations

A large number of Military Police are required to
effectively control circulation in a desert environ-
ment because of the adverse physical conditions
and lack of terrain features, established routes,
cover and concealment. MPs must be highly
trained in land navigation techniques, since a
desert operation is highly mobile and changing.
Security is a particular problem. Strict enforce-
ment of camouflage and blackout requirements is
necessary. Command posts and supply areas may
have multiple entries requiring multiple dismount

points and additional Military Police for security
purposes.

Jungle Operations

Circulation control is of prime importance in
jungle operations due to the physical environment
which characterizes jungles. These characteristics
include limited roadways and poor trafficability
caused by flooding, erosion and jungle over-
growth. The few roadways available must be kept
open for resupply movements; and this requires
numerous tactical control points, especially defile
operations.

Since resupply is critical, these operations are an
inviting target for enemy attack. Convoy and
security is important. Coordination between the
MP convoy escort element and MP route security
element must be preplanned and continuous.
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Cold Weather
And Mountain Operations

In this environment, weather is the prime consid-
eration. Maintenance of equipment is critical. An
active buddy system should be employed by
Military Police during traffic control activities for
mutual support. Once a movement is started, every
effort must be maintained to sustain it.

MPs should insure any traffic control signs used
do not blend with the ground cover. Roads should
have well marked turnout areas for use by
vehicles. The passing rule for mountain roads
must be enforced. The vehicle being passed
must stop on the most dangerous side, while
the passing vehicle passes on the safe side.

Military Police are used as circulation control
points at especially dangerous locations on moun-
tain roads requiring defile operations. Addition-
ally, MPs should be trained and equipped to assist
in rescue operations.

Blackout Operations

Military Police are required to enforce strict
control measures during blackout operations.
Blackout conditions discussed here are defined as
movement by night with lights that cannot
be spotted by enemy observation, but which

prevent collisions by showing the position of
the vehicle to other road users.

The following rules are frequently used by vehicles
operating under blackout conditions:

Vehicle lights indicate vehicle width from
the front and rear.

Vehicles with two wheels have a single white
light in front and one red light in the rear.

Vehicles with three or more wheels display
two white or yellow lights in front and two red
lights in the rear.

Devices that diffuse light are used on
lighting instruments.

Lights are also masked to prohibit viewing
from the air.

Lights should be visible at a minimum of 50
meters and a maximum of 300 meters.

Convoys use two white or yellow lights at the
front of each element and two red lights at the
rear of each element.

Certain road signs may be required to be illumi-
nated. If so, the following lighting rules apply:

Signs must have an upper mask to prevent
detection of light from above. An observer flying at
150 meters or more must not be able to see the light.

Light is oriented so the sign is visible at a
minimum distance of 100 meters and readable at
30 meters.

Signs are placed to ensure the downward
angled beam of the driving lamp strikes the
reflectorized sign.
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Users should review DA Pamphlets of the
310-series to verify the status of all references
materials.

Army Regulations (ARs)

AR 190-5, Motor Vehicle Traffic Supervision
AR 190-5-1, Registration of Privately Owned
Vehicles
AR 190-22, Search, Seizure and Disposition of
Property
AR 190-24, Armed Forces Discipline Control
Boards and Off-Installation Military Enforcement
AR 190-29, Minor Offenses and Uniform Viola-
tion Notices—Referred to US District Court

References

AR 190-30, Military Police Investigations
AR 180-45, Military Police Records and Forms
AR 190-46, Law Enforcement and Confinement
Activities
AR 195-2, Criminal Investigation Activities

AR 195-5, Criminal Investigation Evidence
Procedures

AR 210-20, Installations, Master Planning for
Permanent Army Installations

AR 340-17, Release of Information and Records
from Army Files

AR 385-10, Army Safety Program

AR 385-40, Accident Reports and Records

AR 385-55, Prevention of Motor Vehicle Acci-
dents
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AR 415-20, Design Approval
AR 415-35, Minor Construction
AR 420-70, Buildings and Structures
AR 420-72, Surfaced Areas
AR 600-40, Apprehension, Restraint, and Re-
lease to Civil Authorities
AR 600-55, Motor Vehicle Driver-Selection,
Testing and Licensing

Field Manuals (FMs)

FM 5-36, Route Reconnaissance and Classifica-
tion
FM 19-1, Military Police Support Divisions and
Separate Brigades
FM 19-4, Combat Military Police Support—
Theater of Operations
FM 19-5, The Military Policeman
FM 19-10, Military Police Operations
FM 19-20, Law Enforcement Investigations
FM 19-30, Physical Security
FM 21-26, Map Reading
FM 21-30, Military Symbols
FM 24-1, Tactical Communication Doctrine
FM 32-6, SIGSEC Techniques
FM 32-30, Electronic Warfare—Tactics of De-
fense
FM 55-30, Army Motor Transport Operations
FM 71-100, Brigade and Division Operations
(Mechanized and Armor)
FM 90-3, Desert Operations
FM 90-5, Jungle Operations
FM 90-6, Mountain Operations
FM 90-10, Military Operations in Built-Up Areas
(MOBA)
FM 90-11, Northern Operations
FM 90-12, Airborne Operations
FM 90-13, River Crossings
FM 100-5, Operations

FM 101-5, Command and Control of Combat
Operations

Training Circulars (TCs)

TC 24-2, Communications-Electronics Operation
Instructions
TC 32-05-2, Communication-Electronic Counter-
Countermeasures Procedures
TC 32-30, Electronic Warfare Training

Technical Manuals (TMs)

TM 5-210, Military Floating Bridge Equipment
TM 5-216, Armored Vehicle Launched Bridge
TM 5-330, Planning and Design of Roads,
Airbases and Heliports in the Theater of Opera-
tions
TM 5-803-6, Installations: Site Planning of
Community Centers
TM 5-822-1, Roads, Streets, and Pavement Gen-
erally: Traffic Study Requirements
TM 5-822-2, General Provisions and Geometric
Designs for Roads, Streets, Walks, and Storage
Areas
TM 5-822-3, Roads, Streets and Pavements
Generally: Parking for Non-Organizational Vehi-
cles

Commercial and Government
Publications

A Policy on Design of Urban Highways and
Arterial Streets, American Association of State.
Highway Officials, Washington, DC, 1973.

Accident Facts, National Safety Council, Chi-
cago, IL, (published yearly).
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An Introduction to Highway Transportation
Engineering, Institute of Traffic Engineers,
Washington, DC, 1968.

Auto-Lamp Examination Record, (SN 1122),
1972, Traffic Institute, Northwestern University,
Evanston, IL, 60204.

Baker, J. Stannard, Traffic Accident Investi-
gation Manual, Traffic Institute, Northwestern
University, 1975.

Baker, J. Stannard, and H. Laurence Ross,
Concepts and Classifications of Traffic Acci-
dent Causes, (SN 1109), Traffic Institute, North-
western University.

Baker, J. Stannard, and Stebbins, William R., Jr.,
Dictionary of Highway Traffic, Traffic Insti-
tute, Northwestern University, 1960.

Baker, J. Stannard, and Thomas Lindquist, Lamp
Examination for ON or OFF in Traffic
Accidents (PN 82), The Traffic Institute, North-
western University, 1972.

Collins, James C., and Joe L. Morris, Highway
Collision Analysis, Charles C. Thomas, Spring-
field, IL, 1967.

Drew, Donald R., Traffic Flow Theory and
Control, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York,
NY, 1968.

Fisher, Edward C., and Robert H. Reeder, Vehicle
Traffic Law, Traffic Institute, Northwestern
University, 1974.

Handbook of Highway Safety Design and
Operating Practices, US Department of Trans-
portation, Federal Highway Administration,
Washington, DC, 1973.

Highway Safety Program Manual, Volume 13,
Traffic Engineering Services (Traffic Con-
trol Devices), US Department of Transportation,
Federal Highway Administration, Washington,
DC, 1973.

Legal Aspects of Skidmarks in Traffic Cases
(PN 1027), Traffic Institute, Northwestern Univer-
sity, 1974.

Manual on Classification of Motor Vehicle
Traffic Accidents (ANSI D 16.1), National
Safety Council, Chicago, IL, 1970.

Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
for Streets and Highways, US Department of
Transportation, Federal Highway Administra-
tion, Washington, DC, 1971.

Matson, Theodore M.; Smith, Wilbur S.; and Hurd,
Frederick W., Traffic Engineering, McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, NY, 1965.

Pignataro, Louis J., Traffic Engineering, The-
ory and Practice, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, NJ, 1973.

Police Traffic Services (Highway Safety Pro-
gram Standard 15), National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, US Department of Trans-
portation, Washington, DC, 1968.

Standard Highway Signs, US Department of
Transportation, Federal Highway Administra-
tion, Washington, DC, 1972.

Traffic Template and Calculator (Stock Nos.
1000, 1971, and 1000m, metric, 1974), Traffic
Institute, Northwestern University.

Traffic Laws Annotated, National Committee
on Uniform Traffic Laws and Ordinances, Wash-
ington, DC, 1972.

Uniform Vehicle Code and Model Traffic
Ordinances (w/current suppl), National Commit-
tee on Uniform Traffic Laws and Ordinances.

Military Films

Traffic Accident

19-2272, Collision Diagram
19-8510, Hit and Run
19-8511, Skid Marks
19-6023, Traffic Accident Cause Analysis, Part
I—Contributing Causes
19-6024, Traffic Accident Cause Analysis, Part
II—Initial Duties
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19-6025, Traffic Accident Cause Analysis, Part 19-4001, Reconnaissance
III—Securing Facts From Witnesses 19-2137, Signals
19-6026, Traffic Accident Cause Analysis, Part
IV—Preparing Reports 19-3542, Supervision; Policies and Procedures

19-3509, Traffic Court

Traffic Control 19-4770, Military Police Support in River Cross-
ings

19-23541, Military Police Planning for Traffic
Control 19-4991, Circulation Control
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Military police in a theater of operations
must be continuously alert for enemy attempts to
learn about our plans and capabilities to gain a
tactical advantage. The enemy’s intelligence
collection includes the following four methods.

HUMINT

Human Intelligence — using people to gather
information.

Examples:
Local population.
Intelligence agents disguised as friendly troops

to keep track of loose talk, information posted on
maps and vehicle windshields, and to gather
written materials improperly safeguarded.

Ground and aerial reconnaissance.

Operations Security

SIGINT

Signal Intelligence — sing devices to intercept
our telecommunications and other electronic
signal emitters.

Examples:
Telecommunications intercept by wire tap or

radio monitoring.
Emission monitoring from radar and other

signal emitting devices.

EW

Electronic Warfare — using EW assets to inter-
cept, direction find, jam and deceive us.
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Examples:
★ Using intercept techniques to identify EW
targets.
★ Using direction finding to locate EW targets.
★ Imitative communications and jamming to
confuse or cause poor communications security
(COMSEC) for our forces.

PHOTINT

Photographic Intelligence — using photo
graphic equipment aboard aircraft and other
airborne platforms to gain information.

Examples:
Aircraft with infrared and other photo devices.
Other airborne platforms to take pictures of US

installations and formations.

Operations security (OPSEC) is vital to achieving
surprise and security on the battlefield. The term
applies to all procedures which keep the enemy
from collecting information that would give him a
tactical advantage.

OPSEC consists of four main categories of security
measures—deception, physical security, signal
security, and information security. All are interre-
lated. They must be considered simultaneously for
each military operation. Military Police in the
theater of operations must understand each type
security measure.

■ Deception misleads the enemy about our
current or intended operations. Deception also
includes measures that prevent the enemy from
spotting a pattern, or stereotyping our actions.
Deception is also used to confuse the enemy when
our actions could obviously provide information of
our intentions.

Examples of deceptive techniques include:

Camouflage Demonstration
Smoke Ruse
Decoy Feint.

■ Physical Security is protecting operational
information or activity by using security forces
(listening posts, observation posts, patrols,
guards), barriers (wire, antitank ditches) and anti-
intrusion devices (mines, signal flares). These
den y or limit enemy access to installations,
facilities, documents and personnel.

■ Signal Security protects operational informa-
tion by practicing communications security
(COMSEC) techniques and electronic security
(ELSEC) techniques.

COMSEC includes the use of numeral cipher
authentication system (DRYAD), operation
codes, secure voice equipment and proper radio
telephone operator (RTO) procedures.

ELSEC includes radio silence and proper
positioning of radars and antennas.

Information Security prevents disclosures of
operation information through written, verbal or
graphic communications. Restrictions are placed
on personnel, and the release of operational
information and documents to safeguard against
unintentional release of data important to the
enemy.



Military Police units and provost marshal ele-
ments must maintain continuous liaison with all
staff sections and units which influence their roles
and mission functions. All commanders and staff
efforts, including intelligence, communications-
electronics, logistics, maintenance, and adminis-
tration, consider OPSEC in providing maximum
protection for an operation.

The G2/S2 estimates the hostile intelligence
threat once the G3/S3 has stated the mission. The
S2 coordinates with C-E officers, supporting
intelligence and security command (INSCOM)
elements, and other appropriate sources to deter-
mine the enemy’s intelligence collection capabili-
ties and resources.

Of particular importance to MP units and CCPs is
information on the following enemy activities:

Ground reconnaissance
Civilian espionage agents
Radio direction finding units
Recon by airborne platforms
EW forces.

Determining sensitive aspects of the opera-
tion is a joint task of G3/S3 and G2/S2. Examples
of information which, if known by the enemy,
could compromise an operation are:

Objective(s).
Units conducting the attack.
Task organization.
Command post locations.
Combat service support activity, location and

movement.

Military Police are continuously concerned with
the above types of information. They must insure
that information is passed only with secure
equipment or authorized coding procedures.

Determining OPSEC vulnerabilities is done
, by the G3/S3 concerned with staff actions that if

known by the enemy could provide elements of
friendly information (EEFI). Examples of such
staff actions are:

Requests for maps of certain areas.
Publication of movement orders.
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Significant increase in reconnaissance ac-
tivity of certain areas.

Movement of combat service support units.

OPSEC countermeasures are applied to give
maximum protection to each operation. All four
categories of OPSEC are considered, as in the
following examples.

Deception
Camouflage vehicles, equipment and person-

nel.
Use smoke.
Move logistics at night or during reduced

visibility.

Physical Security
Lay wire obstacles and minefield.
Use LP, OP and patrols.
Limit access to command posts (CP) and

tactical operation centers (TOC).
Use guards and security forces.
Use challenge and password.
Practice convoy security.

Information Security
Briefing all persons on SAEDA.
Limit operational information to persons

with need to know.
Refrain from posting operational informa-

tion on vehicle windshields and other nonsecure
areas.

Enforce light and noise discipline.

Signal Security
★ Impose radio silence.
★ Use contents of the CEOI properly.
★ Use COMSEC equipment and OPCODES

★ Operators use only essential radiating power
on radios.

(DRYAD).
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★ Use secure voice equipment. ★ Use messengers whenever possible.
★ Minimize all electrically transmitted ★ Use wire communication whenever possible.
messages.
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Effective control of traffic requires that basic rules be
followed so traffic will proceed in an orderly manner.
These basic rules are based on command require-
ments and common sense.

The primary goals sought in point control of traffic are
to insure the orderly movement of traffic in accord-
ance with the traffic control plan, prevent unneces-
sary delay and meet all command safety require-
ments.

Prior to instructing a road user to move or turn, look at
the traffic to insure the driver can respond to the
signal without confusion or danger.

Traffic Point Control

When using hand signals, Military Police must apply
the following basic rules:
★ Assume a correct stance for controlling traffic,
thus reducing fatigue and presenting a good appear-
ance.
★ Execute distinct and complete Signals. Each signal
made by the Military Police must be understood by the
road user.
★ If it appears the driver does not understand, repeat
the signal.

The key rule in point control of traffic is to LOOK
carefully at the developing traffic situation; EXE-
CUTE the appropriate signal properly and precisely;
and then COMPLETE each signal distinctly.
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Stand with your feet approximately shoulder width
apart so your weight is evenly distributed on both feet.
Hands and arms should hang naturally at your sides.

Head and body are erect but not stiff. Keep your feet
planted in position, but do not lock your knees or tense
your body.
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Look to the right. Without moving your upper arm, use your elbow as a
fixed axis and rotate your right forearm across the

Extend your right arm up and out to the right side so it front of your body so your hand stops just below your
is parallel to the ground. Your right palm is facing up chin with the palm facing down (Figure 3).
and your hand is straight, fingers extended and joined
(Figure 2). Complete the signal by dropping your arm smartly and

returning to the basic stance.
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Look to the left. Without moving your upper arm, use your elbow as a
fixed axis and rotate your left forearm across the front

Extend your left arm up and out to the left side until of your body so your hand stops just below your chin
parallel to the ground. Your left palm faces up and the with the palm facing down (Figure 5).
hand is straight, fingers extended and joined (Figure
4). Complete by dropping your arm smartly and returning

to the basic stance.
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Look to the right.

Thrust your right arm to the right and up, bending the
elbow slightly. Fingers are extended and joined; palm
is flat and facing out to the right with the entire
surface clearly visible to oncoming traffic. Your elbow
should be bent and at eye level so the hand is well
above your headgear.

When putting up a stop sign, allow the driver time to
react and bring his vehicle to a stop.

Look to the left.

Thrust your left arm to the left and up, bending the
elbow slightly. Fingers are extended and joined; palm
is flat and facing out to the left with the entire surface
clearly visible to oncoming traffic.
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Look to the front.

Raise your left arm up and out to the front, keeping the
fingers joined and extended with palm facing outward
so your entire hand is clearly visible to oncoming
traffic. Your elbow should be bent and at eye level so
the hand is well above your headgear.

When the traffic is halted, complete the signal by
dropping your arm to your side.

Note: You raise your left arm because traffic
from your front approaches on your left side.

Bend your left knee slightly and twist your body to the
right, turning your head and eyes to the right rear; do
not move your feet.

Raise your right arm up and out to the rear with your
fingers extended and joined and palm facing traffic to
the rear, keeping your elbow bent and at eye level.

When the traffic is halted, complete the signal by
dropping your arm and returning to the basic stance.

Stop signals to the front and rear are completed by
simply dropping your arm and returning to the basic
stance.
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Look to the left. Without turning your shoulders or body, sweep your
left arm 8 to 10 inches to the rear (to the driver’s right

Extend your left arm straight out to the left so it is and to your left).
parallel to the ground. Point the first two fingers of
your left hand at the vehicle to turn. Palms facing Complete by dropping your arm and returning to the
forward. basic stance.
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Look to the right. Move your arm in a sweeping motion 90 degrees to
the front, keeping your arm parallel to the ground.

Extend your right arm straight out to the right so it is
parallel to the ground. Point the first two fingers of Complete by dropping your arm smartly to your side,
your right hand at the vehicle to turn. Palm facing returning to the basic stance.
forward.

Note: Right turns normally are referred to as
blending turns.
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Look to the right and determine the driver’s intent to Without turning your shoulders or body, sweep your
turn.

Look to the left and halt traffic by putting up a stop
signal. Make sure your left hand is well above your
headgear (Figure 15).

Holding the stop signal in position on the left, look
back to the right and extend your right arm out to the
right side, parallel to the ground, pointing the first two
fingers of your right hand at the vehicle to turn (Figure
16).

Note: Left turns are normally referred to as
conflicting turns.

right arm 8 to 10 inches to the rear to indicate the turn
(Figure 17).

Complete the turn signal by dropping your right arm to
your side.

Watch the vehicle making the turn until it has cleared
the intersection, then look back to the left.

Convert the stop signal to a come-through signal by
rotating your palm inward, rotating the forearm
across the front of your body until your hand is just
below your chin, and dropping your arm smartly to the
side (Figure 18).
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Look to the left to determine the driver’s intent to turn.

Look to the right and halt traffic by putting up a stop
signal (Figure 19).

Holding the stop signal in place on the right, Iook back
to the left and extend your left arm straight out to the
side, pointing your first two fingers at the vehicle to
turn (Figure 20).
Move your left arm in a sweeping motion 90 degrees
to the front, keeping your arm parallel to the ground
(Figure 21).

Complete the turn signal by dropping your left arm to
your side.

Watch the turning vehicle until it has cleared the
intersection, then look back to the right.

Convert the stop signal to a come-through signal by
rotating your right palm inward, rotating your right
forearm across the front of your body until your hand
is just below your chin, and dropping the arm to your
side (Figure 22).
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Look to the right, put up a stop signal with your right
arm, and hold that signal in position (Figure 23).

Look to the left, put up a stop signal with your right
arm, and hold it in position (Figure 24).

Turn your body 90 degrees to the right or left so you
face the traffic just stopped.

Look to the left and convert your left arm stop signal to
a come-through signal by rotating your palm 180
degrees so it faces inward. With your elbow fixed,
rotate your forearm across in front of your body until

the hand is just under your chin, palm facing down
(Figure 25). Complete signal by dropping your arm.

Look to the right and convert your right arm stop
signal to a come-through signal by rotating the hand
180 degrees so your palm faces inward. With your
elbow fixed, rotate your forearm across in front of
your body until the hand is just under your chin, palm
facing down (Figure 26).

Complete the signal by dropping your arm and
returning to the basic stance.
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The basic stance for traffic control remains the same
except the MP holds a baton flashlight in each hand,

keeping the thumb on the switch at all times (Figure
27).
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Look to the left.

Look to the right.

Bend your right elbow and bring the baton to a vertical
position directly in front of your face.

Switch the light on and slowly move the baton back
and forth in a 45 degree arc (Figure 28 & 29).

When traffic halts, stop the movement and switch the
light off.

Bend your left elbow and bring the baton to a vertical
position in front of your face.

Switch the light on and slowly move the baton back
and forth in a 45 degree arc (Figure 30 & 31 ).

When traffic halts, stop the movement and switch the
light off.
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Bend your left knee and twist your body to the right,
turning your head and eyes to the rear. Do not move
your feet (Figure 33).

Bend your right elbow and bring the baton into a
vertical position directly in front of your face.

Look to the front.

Bend your left elbow and bring the baton into a
vertical position directly in front of your face (Figure
32).

Switch the light on and move the baton slowly back
and forth in front of your face in a 45 degree arc.

Switch the light on and move the baton slowly in front
of your face in a 45 degree arc.

When traffic halts, stop the movement of the light,
switch the light off, and return to the basic stance.

When the traffic halts, stop the motion of the light and
switch it off.
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Look to the right

Extend your right arm out to the side, parallel to the
ground, with the cone of the baton pointed to the front
(Figure 34).

Switch the light on and slowly lower your right arm to
your side, keeping the baton pointed to the front
(Figure 35).

Look to the left.

Extend your left arm out to the side, parallel to the
ground, with the palm up and the cone of the baton
pointed to the rear (Figure 36).

Switch the light on and slowly lower your left arm to
your side, keeping the baton pointed to the rear
{Figure 37).

Switch the light off to complete.

Switch the light off to complete.
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Look to the right.

Extend your right arm out to the right side, parallel to
the ground, with the cone of the baton pointed to the
front. Switch the light on (Figure 38).

Sweep your right arm 90 degrees to the front,
simultaneously turning your wrist to the right so that
the cone remains pointed to the front (Figure 39).

When the baton points directly to the front, stop the
movement, switch the light off, and drop your arm.

Look to the left.

Extend your left arm out to the side, parallel to the
ground, with the palm up and the baton pointed to the
rear (Figure 40).

Switch the light on and sweep your arm to the rear 8
to 10 inches (Figure 41).

Switch the light off and drop your arm.

Note: Right turns are normally referred to as
blending turns.
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Look to the right.

Look to the left and signal traffic to stop. When the
traffic stops, switch the light off and keep the baton in
the vertical position (Figure 42).

Look to the right and extend your right arm out and to
the side, parallel to the ground, with the palm up and
the cone pointed to the rear (your right and the
driver’s left). Switch the light on (Figure 43).

Drop your right arm and watch the turning vehicle
until it has cleared the intersection.

Look to the left and extend your left arm out to the
side, parallel to the ground, with the cone pointed to
the rear. Switch the light on and signal the traffic to
proceed (Figure 45).

Note: Left turns are normally referred to as
conflicting turns.

Sweep your right arm 8 to 10 inches to the rear and
switch the light off (Figure 44).
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. .

Look to the left. Sweep your left arm to the front, simultaneously
turning your wrist to the left. When the cone points

Look to the right and signal traffic to stop. When the directly to the front, switch the light off and drop your
traffic stops, switch the light off and keep the baton in left arm (Figure 48).
the vertical position (Figure 46).

Watch the turning vehicle until it has cleared the
Look to the left and extend your left arm out to the intersection.
side, parallel to the ground, with the cone pointed to
the front. Switch the light on (Figure 47). Look to the right and extend your right arm out to the

side with the baton pointed to the front. Switch the
light on and signal the traffic to proceed (Figure 49).
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Look to the right and signal the traffic to stop. Switch Turn your body to the right or left 90 degrees so that
the light off and hold the baton in the vertical position you face the traffic just stopped.
(Figure 50).

Look to the right and extend your right arm out to the
Look to the left and signal the traffic to stop. Switch side with the baton pointed to the front. Switch the
the light off and hold the baton in the vertical position light on and signal the traffic to proceed (Figure 52).
(Figure 51).

Look to the left and extend your left arm out to the side
with the baton pointed to the rear. Switch the light on
and signal the traffic to proceed (Figure 53).
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